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study on this matter I have furnished myself with a vast amount of testimony. I
believe it to be the very plain teaching of
‘denominational history that to make com-

22, 1878.

What God hath ordered must be right,
Then find it in thine own delight,
My will,

Why should’st thou fill to-day with sorrow
-

Thy part,
Only be steadfast, never waver,
< Nor seek earth’s favor,
But rest;
Thou knowest, what God wills must be
For all his creatures—so for thee—
* The best,

— Paul Flemming, 1609-1640.
-B-0-0
"ror

OLOSE COMMUNION.
MALCOM.

This morning I received from Virginia
a copy of the Minutes of the Goshen Baptist Associatiun, for the year 1877. Upon
the cover is printed the constitution of the
Association, and the fifth article of it reads

as follows:
« The Association adheres
strictlyto the principles and practice of
close communion.”
This is a very sugand gives

rise

to

some

reflections at once interesting and practical. Ipropose to dwell upon some of
these, as far as the brief limits of this

———artiele-may-atHow;
not fir nv SpiFit of con-

troversy, but of amiable inquiry.
The first inquiry that presents itself to
my mind is this, Why does this point
of close communion
receive a distinct
article in the covstitution of the Association? And particularly since no other

point of the Baptist faith is even referred
to. Why not have an article saying, The

Association adheres strictly to the principle and practice of immersion upon evidence of conversion as the only baptism ?

Or, The Association

holds firmly to the

doctrine of the Bible the only rule of faith
and practice, the independency of the

churches, the liberty of the conscience, or

a dozen other points that might

be men.

tioned? Why is this point of close communion singled out,and given such prominence, to the exclusion of points of infinitely greater importance even in a denominational view ?
!
Ihave asked a question which I may
not easily answer.
But I will attempt an
answer. I think the reason of the prominence of this article springs from two
causes: first, the

agitation

of the

com-

munion question of late years thronghout

the whole Baptist ranks ; and, second, the

marked tendency to exalt points of denominationalism.
The fierce discussion
of the terms of communion which went on
in Associations and Baptist newspapers, a
few years ago, made men and religious
bodies take sides. The Rev, Dr. Thomas
Armitage, of New York, writing to me,
recently,

said,

¢ But

in

latter years the

controversy concerning communion has
been so warm and men have taken such
strong positions, that the exaction of general conformity has become more ' stern

than formerly.”

The result of the agita-

tion of a denominational point is shown
by the somewhat parallel case of the close
or open pulpit question in the Protestant
Episcopal church, = as springing from
the

exchange of pulpits of Rev. Mr, Hubbard,
of Westerly, R. L, with a Baptist. minis-

ter. The Rt. Rev. Dr. Clark, Bishop of
the Protestant Episcopal chuich of Rhode
Island, writing to me recently, said that

the canon prohibiting those not, Episcos,

Pally ordained from officiating in MEpiseopal churches was made more explicit and

severe after the Hubbard affair in Wester:

ly.

+“ Less than

ten years

Rev, GeorgeI, Pentecost,

ago,”

says

in bis pam-

his church off

from the fellowship of the Association

possibly may Have

‘Associa-

Another reason for the prominence give

en to this point, 1'think, is the tendency
i hopin of various denominations to

Soe Chris

:

twwo

points.

Here, again, we

Ans arranging themselves into
i h
fextremes, : high ‘i chire
and’ Tow
:
Udy
Tid]
9

a

make

the

mistake—the

fications, intellectual,

moral,

educational:

and religious, and put every applicant on

a rigid examination, and if he passed, by
showing in all essential respects that he
could successfully accomplish the course,
and withal promised well for the ministry, I would admit him, and

the let ques-

tion, whether he acquired his preparacer- tionby aid of the great-intellectual lights

first grade (there being five grades)
tificate at a public examination of teach-

in college halls, or by the slow wood fire

ers, white and colored,in Jefferson Coun-

ty, West Va., you must remember

in his mother’s kitchen, go for nothing.
Indeed, this is the principle on which ap-

that

only one in a great many thousand is his
equal ; or, better still, put the fact against
the statement of some highly respectable

is no good reason why it should not obtain here. But the schools at the present

traveler from the North,

time, so far as

who

plicants are admittedto college, and there

has visited

Theological schools in our country,

Yet, that very body was

Until within a few

rigidly exacted college
condition of admission,

years,

there

I know,

are

doing

even

graduation
Such

a

to lay aside $7,500,000

every

year

as

a

provision against the famines which petiodically atilict that country.
:

which, settled so often in different denom-

inational beliefs, refuses to stay settled.
Amongst Episcopalians, amongst Wesleyans, Independents and Baptists the question is once more agitated. : Canon Far-

were

that
as: a

requisi-

tion had this advantage: It induced many to take a more full and thorough
course of study than they otherwise

For my part I never spent time or
trouble in trying to proselyte Baptists to "would, and when this was practicable,’ it
But it doubtless on
open communion views; but, at the same was a good thing.
moment, I believe in liberty for persons the other hand cut off from the ministry
some, who might have done honorto it,
of both views in the same church, and
for churches of both views in’ the same even more honor than many who were in
it. But there is a degree of absurdityin
association.
such a requisition, = For every one knows,
there are graduates
but little, if any, bet.
;, The East India government proposes ter qualifiedto prcsecute: the Theologi-

tions to pronounce ‘more strietly for close
the = Goshen

did we

missionary!

to read,

the weightier matters of the law.

to

Which they belonged.” ; So this: excitement and discussion led some : Associa-

This

How

mistake of supposing that the work of
lifting up an oppressed race would require but a few years? Ferhaps,we teachers and missionaries were in part responsible for the error. When we tell you of
a young man from West Va., who, after
just fifteen months in school, secured a

THE THEOLOGICAL OOURSE WITHOUT
THE OLLEGIATE.

negro children

extremely ‘strict for close ‘communion.
Surely, the human mindis very apt to pay
tithe of mint and cummin, and neglect

viewshy a distinguished Baptist minister,
of Rhode Island, and every effort was

bi the case with

grade, having especially in: view the
grade, I would adopt a standard of quali-

BY N. C. B,

contrary to the law of Virginia, the 'Con-

vention dismissedme from tHeir service as

account of the avowal of open communion

communion.

If I were to establish ‘a school of high

a couple of negro prayer-meetings: and better than this. They make ample prostopped at a great many hotels where he vision for such as by reason of age, or
lievers,
answerable for questions
of was sure to meet and converse with a other circumstances, find it impracticable
faith and practice to no human tribunal, whole army of white loafers, from highto avail themselves of a full litera
civil or religious. Now, if ah associa- ly respectable families, who have assured
course, and from this source the ii) |
tion may dictate to a church a line of con- him ** on the honor of a gentleman”
that is to-day enjoying the labors of some of
duct in one particular, not especially ““ colored men won't work”
and more, its ablest and most successful pastors.
commanded by Christ and his apostles, that «« they will all steal,” that there
is no
But how shall we account for it, that a
a precedent is established that will au- such thing as virtue and
‘honor among
greater proportional number of college
thorize it to control the whole internal them. = Will somebody tell us who. does graduates fitting for the ministry, ‘enter
policy of the church.
the workin eleven or twelve Southern the Theological school, than of those who
Again, to make communion a term of States ? Colored people will not now, sen- have not a college education?
This is
church fellowship in an association is erally, work for those who do not pay true in our denomination to-day, as any
contrary to the practice of the oldest Bap- them. They will work for money. The one may convince himself by inquiring
tist. associations, both in England and tramps even of the South are more Irish into the educational qualifications of the
America.
‘Thus, in 1689, a hundred con- than Negroes.
While you are about it candidates for ordination.
:
gregations in Great Britain adopted a Just find out how these same respectable
It: would seem that the balance would
form of faith and order.
That form of loafers
regard Yankee character—of be on the other side, taking into account
faith left the question of communion an course it has nothingto do with the case, the time spent in study by our colopen one ; that is, it did not pronounce ei- though it may possibly gifect your esti- legiates, their literary acquisitions, the
ther for close or open communion, but re- mate of this kind of evidefice.
expense incurred, and debts contracted
ceived to its fellowship three kinds of BapIt is more than twelve hundred years in their course.
since our barbarous Saxon ancestors came
tist churches, namely, close communion,
There are two considerations, however,
open communion, and laying on of hands, over to England from the shores of the which may account for’ it in part. One
The latter churches made confirmation, or Baltic Sea, burning, robbing and plunderof them has already been mentioned in
laying on of hands, as well as baptism, ing, thus bringing themselves within the another connection. I refer to the fact
a term of communion.
reach of Christianity. During all this that the more one studies to know, the
The Warren Association, the oldest time the race has been rising step by more he desires to know. The other is
Baptist association in New England, step.
;
the degree of confidence derived from the
adopted the creed of 1689, and several
We are at least a thousand years re- unexpected and grateful helps one meets
instances occur in its history where it re- moved from barbarism, while the averwith, who moves on the line of duty,
mains fast by its creed.
Thus, in 1846, age colored American is only one or two
trusting in God. Said a collegian to me
the church in West Greenwich requested centuries, at most, from African barbar- the other day, * I feel encouraged to go
from the Association-in
ze- Lism,-and-those-eenturies—under—
tute"!
the "on with my studies because so many ways
| Langardanswer
to the restrictions on church com- lage of slavery. They have had.twelve of financial help have been unexpectedly
munion, and received reply that, ‘ The years of freedom, and they though years opened to me.” This is only a repetition
Association has no disciplinary power to of trial and reverses have, after all, of ‘what I have heard again and again.
produce uniformity among the churches, wrought glorious results.
It is not true, that those who enter the
If we look at the South in the light of
-either in practice or in creed ; and in this
ministry in this last quarter of the ninecase, as in all others where diversity of the history of ages and of the develop- teenth century without Theological trainopinion involves no essential doctrine of ment of races,instead of being dishearten- ing, and with limited literary qualificathe Bible, the parties should with great ed we shall thank God and take courage.
tions, do it from choice, and without deOur mistake as to the magnitude of the sire for higher - attainments. Very far
mutual forbearance strive together to
keep the unity of the spii.t in the bonds work led to grave errors as to methods. om it. I could cite ‘a score of letters
of peace.”
In 1810 the Ass.ciation said, The work to be done is not simply to orceived within a year or two past, in
‘ Let-us beware of considering the annu- ganize more churches, and license or or- which may be “found expressed in the
al associations as councils for the regula- dain more men to preach. Our work strongest terms the. felt need of school
tion or direction of the churches.”
In should be to raise the quality of that ele- privileges, and desire to enjoy them.
1820 the Association said in answering an ment in society, not the quantity.’ Nor But in every case, I think IT do not put
inquiry from the church at Barnstable ought we, to any great extent, to give this tao strongly, we have the plea of
concerning communion,
‘We wish it our money to build houses of worship. want of means, and the fear of pecunizy
to be distinctly understood that the As- The colored people are liberal and can embarrassments in case a course of study
sociation does not interfere in the regu- and will build their own . places of wor- should be undertaken. Now this stat: of
ship when they are really needed. That things is not to last always. The ch tech
lation of particular churches.”
During the days of Harvey, when the missionary labor in the South which is is getting on to a line of operation, slowcommunion question began to be agitat- devoted principally to making Methodists, ly it may be, but surely, which is oing
ed, I received a letter from a clerical Baptists, or Freewill Baptists is a delu- to revolutionize the condition of ou: bebrotherin Tennessee, reproving me for sion and a snare. The true benefactors nevolent enterprises. She isto see even
my practice of open communion ; but this of the colored race, the genuine friends more clearly than now, that the missionabrother was quite silenced when I an- of our free government are those who ry spirit and missionary enterprise conswered that I thought it far more in ae- are struggling to give them a good class stitute largely the life and power of the
cordance with the New Testament teach- of public teachers, to raise up men and church of Christ, and that to carry on
ing to sit down at the Lord's Table with women among them who'have the ability this enterprise, there must be both at
an unbaptized Christian, than with a and honesty to make them safe leaders home and abroad a ministry qualified for
slave-holding Christian ; and that, when and wise counselors.
the times. © In the meantime it ‘becomes
We must thoroughly impress upon the the solemn duty of°our young men, callhe would take that beam from his own
eye, he might see clearly to take the rising generation that freedom does not ed of God to this work, to make the best
mean license but law, that it is honorable
mote from my eye.
i
of what we have. If a sacrifice be called
The tendency to strain at a gnat and to work, that it is degrading to beg, and for, let them lay it at Jesus’ feet. Possiswallow a camel was not confined to our infamous to steal.
bly there is need just now of more
At present the instruction and molding
Lord's time. It has too much affected
dash, more Christian audaciousness, in
the character of the Christian church in of the teachers of the colored race are al- risking for Christ and his cause in this
every age of the world. In looking ov- nwost exclusively in the hands ofthe regard.
er the minutes of the Goshen Associa- Christian people of this country. Let us
Time flies, the churches call for help,
tion, I notice the names of two very emi- as Christians thank God for. the oppor- the veterans are getting their discharge,
nent men who once had ecclesiastical re- tunity and see to it that we do not fail to duty summons, the redemption of the
lations with myself in a remarkable way. improve it. The very fact that colored world waits the coming of its indispensaWhen I graduated in Theology, I became young men and women are excluded from ble instrumentalities.—J. ¥.
pastor at Wheeling, Virginia.
1 was all the seminaries, high schools and cols:
0-0-0
roe
missionary of the Virginia Baptist Con- leges of the South, puts them the more
i
influence.
our
under
fully
ENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE.
vention, and made nly quarterly reports
In the end, our denominational success
CHILWELL COLLEGE,
to that body. ' The two gentlemen to
of
singleness
the
by
measured
be
will
ENGLAND,
April 16, 1878. {
whom. I now refer, the Hon. Mr.
KE.
The revival of theology as & study in
and the Rev. Dr. J., both truly éminent purpose with which we devote ourselves
for learning, eloquence and piety, were to this work. : Our church, our countrys, England is avtested /by the revival of the‘members of the Board of the Convention’ our Blessed Master, are calling us to, this ological controversy.
Newspapers and
to; prove
e our- periodicals devoted to religious and literIn ong of my reports to the Board, I stat- work. May we have grac
ed that I had formed a Sunday-school for selves worthy of the high calling.
rary interests give ‘considerable ‘space to
colored children; and had some of them
0-0.
le
doctrinal discussions. The duration of fu9
taught toread ; and, because I persisted
| ture. punishment is one of ' the; questions
in teaching those

Phlet entitled #*The Communion Question
Among Baptists,” “the denomination was
throtn into the greatest excitement on

made to cut both him and

THE WORK IN THE SOUTH.

)

One watches all with care most true,
Doubt not that He wil give thee, too,

gestive "article,

a bar

to associational fellowship, is contrary to
the genius and spirit of the Baptists.
The distinguishing feature of the Baptist denomination is that a church of
Christ is a voluntary association of be-

Or too regretful ;
Be still.

HOWARD

course of my

munion either way, open or close,

Let nothing make thee sad or fretful,

CHARLES

in the Southern

I think is plain. ~ In the

TO MYSELF.

BY

but

more severe.
;
That making the question of communion a term of fellowship in an Association
is contrary to Baptist history and usage

The Morning Star.

About to-morrow,
My heart?

agitation,

States the stricter opinion was made even

Terms 1—8§3.00
per year if paid strictly
IN ADVANCE, $5.50, See the Sth page of
this paper.
;

MAY

old Catholic,

Stétes the’ opén’ communion cause grew

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

WEDNESDAY,

and

close communion and open communion.
Thus, in New England and the Middle

°*

RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

A WEEKLY

ultramontane

STAR, BOSTON AND CHICAGO, MAY 22,

‘NO. 21.

1878.
I

the reopening of this question by Mr. Cox

of Nottingham, the accomplished editor

of the Expositor.

Indeed, the perusal of

Mr. Cox's book seems to have given something of impulse as well as aid to the

Canon in the expression of his opinions.
The Contemporary Review of this month
has a series of papers by eminent men
presenting a discussion. of this question
The
from their several points of view.
papers will probably be as widely read in
America as in England, and as variously
and diversely valued. I would call atten-

tion to two of the papers as taking a line
of thought which I think it would be well
if disputants would regard a little more
than they do. The last paperis by Pro-

fessor Salmon, and starts to the consider-

ation of the subject from the basis of ‘* natural religion.” Ido not like much that
one finds written under this term, because

it professes to be derived from sources independent of ‘ revealed religion,” and
yet is usually only a pale reflection of it.
But Professor Salmon makes good points
when he shows that natural religion -favors neither annihilation nor universalism,

and that when we come to revealed religion, he can not find the courage to discuss the meaning of Greek and Hebrew

words, because he ought to know English
better than either of these two languages,
and yet he must own that he has been in
danger of translating Canon Farrar’s title
“Eternal Hope,” as meaning *‘a hope destined never to be realized,” and from Canon Farrar’s use of the word ¢¢ Eternal” he

has not a much clearer idea of its mean-

ing than that it does not include
of endless duration.

the idea

- Moreover, Professor

Salmon says, he need not discuss the
meaning of these Greek and Hebrew
words, because religious history shows
that they were understood to mean what
popular belief now understands them to
of universal

doctrine

mean, and thatthe

restitution has’ never been more than a
¢ private idea of speculative men, strugand ultimate-

gling for a bare toleration,

second pa-

The

ly struggling in vain.”

RRS

|

-

es in the same city are staggering under
burdens of debt

almost

crushing

them,

and some have gone down under the pres-

sure. We can but wish that all our investments in cities had been as wisely
watched over and made as productive in
their returns. We trust the example and
the success of the New York church will
inspire our brethren, toiling and strug-

gling to plant

our churches in cities,

East and West, with new zeal and strong
determination te work steadily onto a. -

like success.
Hor
many reasons the.
work is slow and hard, but every such

result as this makes another like it easier
and more certain. Our brethren in New
York have not only done a good thing for
themselves, but a grand good thing for
all our city interests.
We give them a
hearty word of cheer and bid them good.
speed in their work hereafter.
A WORD

FOR THE

WOMEN.

There were some among us who doubt--

ed the wisdom of organizing the Women’s Mission Society,

who

had societies enough;

thought

we

that their work

would draw off something = from the receipts of the For.
there were other
existence. It has
and done enough

Miss.” Society, and that
grave objections to its
had a few years of life
to enable us all to form .

some opinion of its value.

Some things

are sure in regard to‘it. . It has collected

some money that never would have been
given otherwise; it has not wasted any

of its resources;

it has thus far rigidly

pursued a most economical p olicyin man-

aging its affairs, and, les us alse add, has

managed them wisely and successfully;
it has established a magazine which is a
credit to its head, heart and hands,and bids
fair to be an important aid, a Helper, in

truth, in all our work ; it is likely to succeed in providing for the erection of the
long needed Girls’ Hall at Harper's Fer-

ry, indeed they have already decided to
lay the corner-stone themselves on the
30th inst. "Whether we should have been
better off without their Society, we can
never know,

but judging,

as

‘we

.

must

per is by Principal Tulloch, and is very
valuable, though very brief. Principal | ever judge of such. things, we must say,
“that under God it has been a great bless-.
Tulloch takes his position on the modern
scientific method, and suggests

that

doc-

trines which touch the issues of the great
mystery of good and evil should be tested in the light of present experience.
Now experience shows the hardening effect of persistence in evil, and the power of the human will to resist the rule and
repel the Tove of God, and therefore the
wise and thoughtful mind can hardly affirm that experience favors the view that
the doom of sin may not in some instances be irreversible.

So, too, the theory

of

conditional immortality hangs in the air,
can not be verified, or even approximately verified, and can only be considered a
mere speculation. ‘Principal Tulloch urges that no virtue is so constantly needed
in theology as modesty,—caution and
modesty of affirmation, especially about
the unseen world.

Principal

Tulloch

is

right. * In the interpretation of Scripture,
it is unwise to disregard the. experience
of this life which alone can guide us safely amid many of the perplexities which
belong to'the conception of the world to
come; and to say ‘in the face of Scripture and experience that all men will be
saved, is to make a very hardy assertion.
About all such opinions, there is a tinge
of unreality. It may. please the benevolent, but it can hardly satisfy the really
thoughtful mind.”
THOMAS
*-O-o
+o

YORK.

MISRIO
CONDUCTED

HOW

BY

REV.

IT HAS

GOADBY.

G.

C.

BEEN

WATERMAN,

DONE.

Doubtless many read with deep interest
and fervent gratitude to God the history
of our church in New York city presented in the last

number

of

the

Star,

and

perhaps some who have watched with
anxiety the fortunes of that brave little
band of Christian men and women exclaimed,

¢ What

hath

God

wrought I"

So far as human agencies have
ted te the result attained,

two

contributhings

are

clearly brought to view in the experience
of that church, as there related.

In

first place the aid and

of the

counsel

the

Home Mission Society were timely and
important.
Without the money appropriated by that Society it is. probable that
the enterprise would have failed years
ago; without the advice ‘and friendly
courjsel of its officers, it is quite likely
that it would never have been undertaken. - The Home

Mission Society has been

to that. church: a fostering

mother,

an

ing to our

sisters who

compose

it and:

work for it, to our churches, to the

it represents and to

not

heathen in India and the

America.

a few

cause

-

of the

freed-women in,

‘Help those women.”
DON'T STOP

NOW.

From all directions responses are com-

ing to the appeals made

for the Girls?

Hall at Harper's Ferry, bringing words:
of cheer in great abundance and enough.
of more substantial evidences of interest

in the work to justify the

Women's

ciety in saying tothe Trustees

we

So-

of Storer

College, ¢“ Goon.” = Asstated above, the:
corner-stone is to be laid in due form, on.

Decoration day,

the

school

as the

occurs

Anniversary

at just that

of.

time.

There seems to be no doubt but that

the.:

build

the :

to

thousand dollars necessary

walls and put on the roof will be fully

secured by-that time in cash and reliable :
pledges, payable at an early day. - Of.
course we

shall

all

rejoice

at that, but:

we certainly hope that none of our friends
will allow that fact to moderate their zeal
in pushing forward the work. We want
for those girls, not only walls and a roof; .

but finished rooms as well, and furniture
to use in them. So let the work go right
on steadily until the work so bravely begun,shall be as happily finished. -Twentyfive dollars will finish a room.
Are
there not forty or fifty churches, in which
nothing has yet been done, that can provide for one or two of these rooms ? Very
likely, if desired, the rooms might be
named in honor of the churches, or individuals, finishing them, and so be a
lasting memorial of their benevolence,

and a perpetual
point
of attraction
toward the college. So we say, let the.
work continue. No fear of over-doing
the matter.
There are still plenty of
ways to use money profitably for Storer
College, and will be for many a day ta

come.

Without doubt the true policy is

to build up thes institution.
Make its
strong, Giveit ample resources.
The
colored people will become, gradually it
may be, but suiely, beiter able to pro

vide for themselves and to avail thém~
selves of the advantages of the school:
Let us build for the future,put our money
more and more,

as years

go on, into

which is to remain a permanent

help to those
sist.

whom

—_———

we

that

source of”

desire

to. as-:

PPP

* ——Of Miss Catherine E. Beecher,

the

ever watchful, , sympathizing, helpful eldest sister ‘of Henry Ward Beecher,
rar’s book has this time been the occasion ‘guardian, a true friend, and to-day re- who died last week at Elmira, N. Y., the
of renewing. discussion, as the books of Jjoices in the growth and prosperity of its Hartford Courant, in speaking of her
Jukes, White, Baldwin Brown and oth- child.
The second thing revealed in the great interest in Sociology, honestly says :
ers were sometime back. Canon Farrar history given is that there has been a
She was a whole social science association in
has appeared somewhat suddenly in the wise and careful management of the fi- Jermanent session. Miss Beecher hud a mind
field, and marks of ¢ haste,” and even of nancial interests of the church.
Whether “of original vigor, but without much imagina~
‘¢ heat? are perceptible in: his sermons. there have ever been mistakes or not we tion; and perhaps it was the want of’ imaginaBut when Westminster Abbey i,
do not know, but it is plan that good tion that made: some of her schemes for doing
can important religious dectrine, it is not counsels have ruled for some. years past. good im rracticable, She had a good deal of
racy humor and mother wit; she had patience,
to be wondered at if newspaper reporters | Though we have but one church in the magnanhnity rave in her sex, and unboundeds
and contributors to periodicals listen and commercial metropolis of ‘the country, it good nature, She continued in her old age the
* accomplis
of her Jouth, singi
ngi
Cui
criticise. The Canon had no difficulty in is a satisfaction to know that that one playing uponhments”
the piano and the: guitar;

cal course, at least, give no higher prom-

securing. access to Westminster

Abbey,

has a good house of its own, well located,

for the preaching of his sermons,

and his

not only was her performance that of a. century ago, she had no belief in: modern. or classie
mus 3 not able to somprehend it hersalf, she
thought the liking of it y others was a
a
prehend did not exist.

ise of usefulness in the ministry, thanoth-

published book is now widely known and

ample in all its appointments and attractive in every way.
This is especially

ers who never saw a college.

read.

‘gratifying at a time when so many chureh-

\

He was

immediately

preceded in

1

te
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ionable affectation,

‘What she could not com.

;
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ha)

TEXT: “ Thouart weighed in the

balances,and art found wanting." —Daniel
«D127.

“ And thou his som.” These words
-are spoken by Daniel {to Belshazzar who
was alarmed at the sight of a handwriting on the wall of his banqueting room.
¢ Sen” here means descendant.
Belshaz29,

was

the

-grandson

son

of

Nabonnedus,

of Nebuchadnezzar.

and

‘“ Hast

not humbled thine heart.”
In view of
the judgment sent ‘on Nebuchadnezzar,

Belshazzar ought to have humbled himself before the most high God who sent it.
Pride often leads to bravado, to temerity,

hear

the

pulpit

follow.

normal

classes,

and

Be brief, but let not your brevity

kill your earnestness. Pray in telegrams,
and let the heart go with each message.
Let your petitions be arrowy, at once

in

said, God had punished

have ample time to concoct and explode
a joke that will shatter all feelings of rev-

Belshaz-

his God ** the most high God,

the Lord

- of heaven.”
* Have brought the wessels
- of kis house.” The utensils of the tem-

ple, which were captured, brought to
Babylon and putin the temple of Bel, by
Nebuchadnezzar. = * Have.drunk wine in
- them. and praised the gods.” That is, have
- shown contempt for the God to whom
these vessels were dedicated;

have

also

+ declared that the gods of Chaldea were
: superior to Jehovah, and victorious over
him.
“Which see not.” Daniel criticises
'idelatry as if its images were not symbols
of supposed beings, but as if all worship
stopped with the idol itself.
This was
:generally true; but, theoretically, not the
+ idol, but the living god symbolized by it,

"wae worshiped.

“The God in whose hand

ithy breath is.” The only living and true
* ‘God, who holds thy life in his hand, and
who governs thy ways.
Daniel wasa
iirne preacher of righteousness, as becanie

-an aged prophet of Jehovah, speaking to
a young king.
=“ The part of the hand.”.
Not a whole

ME., Feb. 14th, 1840.

teachers

their point, in their vim, in their force.
Donot make the prayers. so long that

him.

:

BRUNSWICK,

Put Lim into Sunday-school In-

to irreverence.
But hast lifted up thyself.” ‘This was the offense of Nebuchadnezzar, for which, as Daniel had just
zar had acted haughtily, in using for his
revelry the vessels
of God's house.
‘¢ Against the Lord.of heaven.” The gods
of Babylon are not admitted to be the
Lord of heaven. Daniel boldly preached
+ the true faith to Belshazzar. Daniel calls

the author,~ED.]

I returned the last evening from a
neighboring town, where I had attended
meetings. Call in occasional lecturers with a beloved Christian brother some
If the religious meetings,
who are expert in this work.”
In the latter part of
young theologues”were so helped, says
the
evening,
Iread
some portions of a
the S. S. Zeacher, soon there would be
no more talk about the church and the sermon on Sanctification by the Rev.
Richard Eldridge, a minister, I believe,
Sabbath-school being ¢¢ divorced.”
of the Christian Denomination; and also
Rev. W. M. Taylor, in speaking to su- with a very special degree of interest,
perintendents, gave the following excel- the confession, or religious experience,
lent advice relative to leading the school which follows the sermon. When I rein prayer:
tired to rest, my mind was much
occu~ Let the prayer be such as children can pied with the subject of personal holistitutes,

Notes and Hints,

zar

schools, as he is sent to

masters.

MDaniél--53:22-31.

the late Prof.
Feb. 14, 1840,
by Mrs. Upto what Prof.
in ** Interior
which he was

the mischief-makers ‘in

each

class

will

erence and solemnity.

TramNiNG THEM UP 10 IT.
A negro
woman in the West Indies, after dropping

her own gift into the missionary

collec-

tion, put a coin into the hand of her two
year old tottler, and guided it, also, to the
plate. When the collector became a little impatient atthe delay caused by this,
she said to him: ¢« Hab

patience, broder,

I want to bring de little ting up to it.”
She -had just the right idea.
The children must be brought up to giving to
the missionary cause, if they are to be
generous givers to that object when they
become men and women.
If they are
not brought up to it now, they will never
come up to it then as they should. The
way toreap a harvest of dollars from
them by and by is to reap a‘ harvest of
cents from them now.—S. 8S. Teacher.
AT ONCE.
* How long does it take to
be converted?” said a young man to his
father.
:
¢“ How long,” asked his father, * does
it take the judge to discharge his prison-

ness, which for some

months

had

been

exceedingly precious to me, and in connection with which I had been spiritually
benefited in a high degree. I consecrated myself angw to

God,

and

felt that

I

was his. In the night (at what time of
the night I do not know), I awoke sud-

as I was fatigued, I again fell asleep.
Again, in the night,

I awoke

and experienced precisely
sation, only in a somewhat
gree. I then knew that
round about my pillow.
serious and filled

with

suddenly,

the same senincreased dethe Lord was
I was ‘deeply

reverential

awe,

but entirely calm. I thought. of arising
from my bed, and engaging in acts of
worship, butI knew not what to pray
for,

and it seemed

wait the

best

movements

as speedily as

be the immediate

my

that

of the

natural

guilty ?”
*¢ Only a minute,”
*“ When a sinner is convinced

I

should

Lord.

In-

strength,

in

‘some considerable degree, taken from
me. I realized my entire nothingness in
that he the sight of God; and that
it would be inis a sinner, and is sorry for it; when he
desires forgiveness and deliverance from finitely easy for him to separate the soul
sin, and believes that Christ is able and from the body. "I had a distinct suggeswilling to save him, he can be converted tion, and almost a fear, that this might
dis-

result of

the spiritual
charged by the judge. It does not take a
passing
upon me:
long. time. to. discharge—a—penitent-sout operations. which were
———+hand; but-fingers of ~a hand appeared, from the condemnation and power of My mind wag now directed upward to
“writing on the wall. * This-is the writ sin.”
;
Him who has the hearts of all men, to
ing.” The language of the inscription
see what this would mean. And then I
A WorkER. Ttis said that a theolog- seemed to see far upward,
was Chaldean. Why it could not be read
as it were
by Chaldean scholars of the day it is not ical student, in four and a half months, somewhere in the heavenly region,
these
organized
twenty
new
Sabbath-schools
«easy to see. Probably, the difficulty was
-in a county in Indiana. There is scarcely memorable words, written distinctly and
«not to read the: words, but to give the any doubt but that missionary work did brightly, Thon art my beloved
son, in
meaning. Few of the Chaldean wise men as much in fitting him for the ministry as whom I am well pleased. AsI had long
would dare tell the king that his days the lectores of any one of the professor- desired, although, as stated in another
in the seminary~ which he is attendwere numbered, and his kingdom lost. ships
ing.
When he graduates he ought to place, with much weakness and perplexi““ Mene.” Numbered. Twice written for have at least twenty calls to. pastorates, ty, and others had desired for me, that I
emphasis. *Tekel.” Weighed. * Found and will ‘be likely to have twenty where might have a more distinct witness of the
wanting” is added by Daniel, the inter- the fellows who are cooling their heels, Spirit, in connection with the realization
_preter. ¢ Upharsin.” Divided or brok- meantime, will have one. He will make of a sanctified life, I could not well help
his pastorates il he can get them in no
- en. This is theptural form of the word other way. There is a large demand for applying -them to myself. It seemed
- ¢ Peres.” The plural was used for force, young men who make themselves indis- wrong not to do it; so much so that I had’
_ just as we, for the same object, repeat pensable.
no alternative. It is true, that doubts and
+ the word. Daniel adds the interpretation,
fears suggested themselves, as they natEXCUSED AT Last. tis a very solemn
-~#*Thy kingdom is divided and given to thought that God will excuse you if you urally would, because the same words,
*<the ‘Medes and Persians.”
want to be excused. He does not wish to or nearly the same, had been applied to
“ Then commanded Belshazzar.”
The do it, but he will doit. ¢¢ As I live, saith Christ, while here on earth. Bug still,
- sentence of doom, like the sword of Da- the Lord, I have no pleasure iu the death taken in connection with what had pass« mocles,shanging.over him, did not lead of the wicked ; but that the wicked turn ed between my soul and God at former
from his way and live. Turn ye, turnye
: the young king te forget his promise.
It from your evil ways; for why will ye times, I was unable to reject them. But
~might..have -excited his wrath against die, O house of Israel.” Look at the Jew- on the contrary received them in faith,
They wanted to be excused and with great gratitude.
i Daniel. “*“ They clothed Daniel.” Daniel ish nation.
And the more
rrefused to be influenced, by the promise from the feast. They despised the grace especially, because I recollected that
of God and trampled it under foot, and Christian
«ofithis reward,to attempt the interpreta- look at them. to-day!
s are spoken of as the *‘ sons
Yes, it is easy
‘tion. He accepted the prometion and lib- enough
to say, * I pray thee have me ex- of God,” as ‘* heirs of God,” and “ joint
erdlity of the king, because he knew it cused,” but by and by, God may take ‘heirs with Christ,” and as having the
1was not best to offend him, and because | you at your word, and say, ‘Yes, I will same mind which was in Christ.
And I
And in that lost world, had the less hesitancy, because my
the sawithat his duties would end with the excuse you.”
mind
while others who have accepted the in+capture-ofithe city. * Made a proclama- vitation sit down to the marriage supper had been exercised for some time on the
subject of Adoption. I had felt for some
fiom.”
Wn the banqueting hall,
and of the Lamb, amid shouts and hallelujahs
through the city, by heralds. * In that in heaven, you will be crying in the com- time that God was my Father; that I had
night . . . slain.” The Medes and Per- pany of the lost, * The harvest is passed ; received a place in his redeemed family ;
the summer is ended,and I am not saved.” and that T was united
with Christ, and
sians diverted the river Euphrates from —Moody.
through Christ with God. Iclung strongjite course, and, marching in the bed of
ITs Work. The work of the Sunday- ly to my sonship; it seemed to be a vital
vthe river, under the walls, gained posses-sion of Babylon. Babylon was prepared, school is religious. Babylon perished be. principle ; a sort of life to the soul. And
cause it had no religion.
The Medo-Per._
it seemed to me, if T could really doubt
with walls on each bank of the river with- sian empire perished
because it had nore - |
«in the city, and with gates that shut down ligion. The Macedonian empire perish- of being a child of God, my distress
because it had no religion. If you look would be such that I could not exist.
in ihe channel, against this very mode of
arcund
to-day, you find Egypt, because And it further seemed to me that the
-capture ; but the city, on this night, was
without religion, is a mere mummy; Divine announcement, which
: given up

to revelry. . The Babylonians
“regarded their city as impregnable,
and,

Greece, because without religion,is dead ;

~.on. account of the arable land within the

desert. And all society, if stripped of its
religion, becomes a rope of sand.

walls, and the amount of stored provision,
* langhéd at the idea of a besieging army
= starvingithe city to

¢ lation.

India, because without reli on,is a moral

the point of capitu-

Drunkemness

and

lack of vigi-

+ lance rendereil.auiseless their fortifications,

: and Cyrus was the master of the city.
~ “Darius the ‘Median.”
Cyrus was the

« king of the Meyles and Persians, and took:

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

- NEWS.

The next International
Convention will be held
1881.

Sunday-school
at Toronto,

in

The third annual’ Sunday-school Con’
vention for the County

of : Strafford,

N.

iu Babylon. He is supposed to have made H., will
be held at the Freewill Baptist
- 1 Darius, whom twenty years before he bad; church, Farmington, Wednesday, May 29,
+subdued and captured, -satrap of the! at 10 o'clock, A. M., closing the same
evening. It is desired that every Sunday
y province of Babylon. In this way, Darius school in the county be represented b
«came to the throne.
: its pastor, superintendent, and two del-

Practical

Lessons.

1. That humility

‘egates.

All

friends of the

Sanday-school

«of heart before God, not presumption, not | are invited to attend.
New York leads the other States in the
=a profane spirit, becomes the young man,

whatever his station in life.
Belshazzar
‘was destroyed, as many others have been,
by his pride.
2. That God holds us in
his hands, and van cast us down, or «an

exalt us.

It was God who numbered ‘the

kingdom of Belshazzar.

3. That, if the

number of Sunday-school teachers and
scholars, toe total of both being 903,399 ;

Pennsylvania has 860,290 ; Ohio,621,702 ;
Illinois, 529,329 ; Massachusetts, 300,472;
Indiana, 863,712; Jowa,

880,066; Canada

has a total of 381,636 teachers. and scholars. Thirty States have State Associations ; seven have

a County

Association

. hand of God should write on the wall of
every county; but seven States and
“the soul, it would often write, * Tekel, inTerritories
have no Staté organizations.
“thou art weighed in the balances
, ard art

Mr. Meody-says;in his downright way:

The Blackboard and Crayon is the name
of a monthly publication, conducted by L.
-Prang, &
+» Boston, and intended
to

accompany the ‘Transfer Designs” which
-« 1 liketo see teachersgo into their class. they issue for the blackboard.
t contains
«es, and when the scholars come in, give ‘brief expl anations of each lesson, and
«them a good warm grasp of the hand, and will be found to be of great advantage to

~ask them how the mother is, and how the

the superintendent.

high degree of assurance, that there will

hereafter be no separation.
August, 1840.

There was another point in
lian experience, which it may
er to mention. My mind had
times been much impressed

passage of Scripture,

my. Chrisseem propat various
with that

* Our life is hid

with Christ in God,” and I had been led
to priy for a more intimate union with
God, that my mind might in some sense,
consistent with its own responsible existence, be resumed back into the existence of God; that I might be in God.
The thought of .being separate from

and

to me.
can not better express than by calling it For some five or six weeks
I could not
the breath of the Holy Spirit, pass rap- help making this prayer a part of
my priidly through my system.
It séemed to vate supplications. On the
Sabbath day,
be a distinct agent ; but had the tenuity, August 9th, 1840,
Thad an internal conthe quick and electric movement, and re- | & ction,
that the prayer was answered;
fining power of a purely spiritual being.
my soul seemed to rest upon the bosom
The thought occurred to me that it might of the Great Father
of all. And [now
he the result of some natural causes ; and
nothing separates us. There is now no

deed, I found

be

as

nly; and felt a distinct, peculiar, and living out of him, or of living in any
ewhat powerful sensation, which I way but in him, was very painful

er when the jury have brought him in not

the prisoner can

with Christ ; of being united to him

the branch is united to the vine, ete. I
was entirely satisfied that there was a
form of mental experience indicated in
these passages of which I had been previously igaorant.
In answer to my
many prayers on this subject, I found my
soul after few weeks gradually, but sweetly and surely, entering into this union;
and I now find my spiritual existence so
deeply grafted into Christ, that I feel a

the

a safe

selor and no ordinar

coun.

we trust,in true friendship,
old companions in B. Phelon,B, D. Peck,

be greatly missed at our Q. Meetings and

da

other gatherings, where (sickness excepted) he was always found, willing to dp
anythingin his power to aid the cause.

G. Wheeler and others. ** They remain
to this day, while others have fallen
asleep.” It was with special interest we He leaves
three daughters to mourn their |
met again, on his way home from Gen. irreparable loss.
His only son fell in the
Conference, Rev. Hosea Quinby, D. D. defense of his
country at the battle of
His pastoral labors together with his Gettysburg, He
made but one request
early connection with Parsonsfield Sem: | during his
short sickness; that was that
inary, and then with Smithville, R. I., | the writer should
preach his funeral sep-

has made his life not only

laborious

but | mon. ' The services were

extensively useful.
His scientific and
moral power still ripples on a sea of
mind,
and
indeed will never cease.
Though over three score and ten he still
preaches the glorious gospel ; and though
We may never meet on earth, may our
friendship be renewed in heaven.
+o

+

this

earth, although

the

remove

in

the

5.

| assisted by Rev's J. D. Smith and

|

A.

J.

Wood, ministers of our denomination,
and also the three resident pastors of
Naples.
His remains were taken for
former

resi-

dence. He has gone, but the results
his faithful labors still abide.

BYE.C,
—r——

Do we realize that God has

from

| As evidence of his worth and appreciation, there was present a very large and
sympathizing audience. The writer was

burial to Rurns, N. Y., his

DEATH I8 OERTAIN.

In a moment's time to

held

| Presbyterian church, on Sunday, May

perfect

WM.

power
us

°

of

1

|
1

WALKER.

S-0-O-0-b
++

from

REV. JEREMIAH BALDWIN.
This aged minister, whose sudden
are we prepared? Death comes sooner
dr death was announced in the Star a few
intervening obstacle, except what,
by later to every one.
We must close our weeks ago, was born in Strafford, Vt.,
the Divine appointment, is temporarily eyes
on all earthly scenes, however in 1798, and at nie years of age came
occasioned by my present physical or- pleasa
nt life may be, however strong the with his grandfather, Elder Brown, tn
ganization ; and which seems to be allud- ties
on earth; they must be broken.
We Bethany, New York. The country being
ed to in that instructive passage of Script- must part with those
we love most dear- then new, and far removed from the adure, ‘For now we see through a glass ly. Are
we prepared for the change vantages found in older communities,
darkly ; but then face to face.” To this which
awaits all the living? Can we meet presented little else except toil and prirestriction of our communion I cheerful- death with
a smile? We should think of vation to this fatherless and motherless
ly submit, because I know that the full these things,
and while we consider our boy. In after life, he often referred to
and constant revelation of God's glory own eternal
welfare, do we think and this period with peculiar interest and
would unfit me for the discharge of the pray for others?
Do we who are profess— tenderness. And yet the hardy toil, the
various duties of this life ; and especially ed Christi
ans labor as we ought for the lack of Jareutal influence, and the destitution of means of culture and improvebecause it is his holy will, that we should salvation
of perishing souls?
ment, gave him all the more appreciation
live here rather by spiritual faith than
I heard not long since of the death of a of the advantages which the growth and
sense. It now sometimes seems, as if young friend, a
school-mate, and when progress of the country brought in after
I had nothing more to pray for. in refer- the news reache
d my ear how quickly the years, and contributed also to make him
ence to myself, except that I may thus be conviction came to
stanch friend of education and its
a
my heart that 1 had helps. They also did much
towards
kept in God. I enjoy now very much never said a word
to that friend ‘of the wr
the character-and habits of his
what has been called in some devout one thing
needful, and the thought came | « fer life.
:
.
‘writers the contemplative or unitive
{In 1817, he was—married—to—Miss———
And if God sees fit to call

for

us

health?
to-day,

stand
prayer, which consistsin having the to-me,-will-she-say-to-me—when—F
before the judgment seat of God, ** You Wealthy Charchill, with whom

mind dwelling upon God, and absorbed

never said a word to me about my soul's
as it were in him, for a considerable welfare”? How
is it, Christian friends,
length of time, exclusive of other ob- do we shrink
from duty? The Bible tells
jects. Such contemplative communion is us that if we offend
in one point we are
exceedingly delightful. I have never guilty of all, and are we
prepared for
been able to pray for high joys, raptures, death? Christ
says, Be ye also ready,
ecstasies, etc.7nof have 1 ever had them. for in an hour when ye think
not the Son
My chief prayer has been, ‘ Help me, O of Man shall call for you.
God,

todo

and

suffer

thy

holy

will;

make me like thy beloved Son ; make me
like thyself.” I have constant peace and
consolation, even when I am afflicted.
My faith never wavers. I have been
greatly strengthened by the following
passages of
Scripture among
many
others: Mark 11: 24, Psalms 62: 5.

TroMAS C. UpHAM.

A.

die.

Death

may overtakeus before the termination
of the present year, yea, before the sun
shall have again passed the horizon.

The eye that now reads these lines may

have
after
They
they

felt the chill
generation
had joys and
have gone to

of death. Generation
have
passed
away.
sorrows like us, but
their long rest. So it
if faithful,

as

open them amid the realities of eternity,

H. MORRELL.

We hear men say, *‘ God is not the
subject of rules and laws, in the forgiveness of the sinner.
Hence, no necessity
for atonement.”
Does not this assumption overreach the
case?

If no rules areYo be observed in granting pardons, why, then, do the same ob-

jectors to atonement, admit repentance’
to be necessary? Or faith? Are they not
rules or conditions of forgiveness? Why,
then, may not satisfaction to. public justice be required, as a governmental condition of pardon?
Again. The earefulness of God in

looking after so minute and complicated
laws and instruwentalities in the

I must

we close our eyes on the scenes of time, and

ATONEMENT.
REV.

Itis a solemn

and

will soon be with us, but,

O-0-0-0-b
*0-+4

BY

truth, that you

mate-

we enter upon that life which will never
end. Death can not hurt the Christian, it
is but a step for him into glory. Christ

will stand by the

believer jn

the last

hour,
cheering
his departing spirit
with hopes of eternal glory. A few more
days and then will dawn the eternal day
of rest,
" Where the saints no winter fear,
Where ’tis spring throughout the year.
How unlike this state below !

There the flowers unwithering blow,
There no chilling blasts annoy,

All is love and bloom and joy.
o--0-0-b
"roe

his whole life.

He was ordainedin

Eld. David Marks being chairman of
council. He was deeply interested in
welfare of the church in Ellington,
contributed both time and money
wards its support. At the same time
advocated the causes of Education,

REV. JOSEPH WOOD.
The subject of this notice, an excellent
minister of Christ, finished his course

1840,

the
the
and
tohe

Mis-

sions, Temperance, and Anti-Slavery,
and aided them with his means. Many

young men received encouragement, and
aid. from him, to pursue a course of
study, who will never forget him, nor
his earnest, kind = words. Seventeen
years ago
he came .to Hillsdale, Mich.,
where he made his home till a few weeks
before his death. At that time his son-

in-law, Rev. E. B. Fairfi:ld,

—

he lived

nine years. Mrs. Cooly—afterward,
with
her husband, a missionary in India,—was
a daughter by this wife. Marrying a
second time, he engaged in tavern-keeping in Ellington, where; in 1832, he became deeply inpressed upon the subject
of religion. After a severe mental struggle, concluding that the traffic in intoxicating drinks was wrong, he took his
liquors all out into the street and destroyed them. With characteristic energy,
conscientiousness and zeal, though nearly at middle age he soon began to hold
mestings, and exhort others to embrace
religion. He received his first license to
preach the next year. For many years he
continued preaching in Ellingand
ton
surrounding towns,and giving no small Ros
tion of his time to labors in destitute places,and among feeble churches. Although
full of earnestness and zeal for the Master, he was Steading diffident about
receivinganything for his services as a
minister, and as a matter. of fact, never
did receive ten dollars for preaching
in

D. D.LL.

D.,-now Chancellor of the University of
Nebraska, was
President of Hillsdale
College, and for many years ‘afterward.
Father Baldwin was also a Trustee for

many years.

He was married for the fourth time, in
and entered into his rest, at his residence
«at Naples, N.Y., May 3, 1878, in the December last, to a worthy Christian lady
ty to be particular in regard to the con- sixty-ninth year of his age. His sick- in Byron, Shiswasse Co., Mich., and remained some weeks at her home preparditions upon which he proposes to blot ness was short, but painful. He died of atory to removingto his own in
Hillsout sins. Indeed, the appalling evil of renal disease.
He was sick only four dale. He had repaired and beautified
was given sin suggests the wisdom of special care- days. Three eminent physicians did all his home, and was expecting to remove :
to it in a short time. But death preventme, was in accordance with the saying of fulness in the details of any method for for him that could be done. Bro.
Wood
ed. He was taken very suddenly with
Scripture, *‘ Be it unto thee according to the forgiveness of so great a crime was a native
of Vermont, was the
ain at the heart, on the eighth day of
thy faith.” 1 was equally delighted with ‘against the government of God.
youngest of a family of eleven children, | March, and in a few short hours was callJ
the epithet, ‘* Beloved.”
to his heavenly home, conversing alIt would also appear too much unlike all of whom had preceded him to the ed
most to the last of the Saviour whom he
To be calle
a d
son of God is a great God, elsewhere, to bestow pardons, from other world.
had
and served
so long. His corpse
thing ; but to be called a beloved son is mere inclination or will, without regard
Atthe age of fifteen he sought and was loved
brought to Hillsdale, and, on the
inexpressibly delightful. It would not to the dictates of infinite reason and be- found the Saviour. He soon united with twelfth, after suitable services
at the
meet my state of mind to be called a nevolence. It strikes us, therefore, that the M. E. church, and became a local church wherehe had worshiped
solong,
child of God, without feeling also that I method (not to be set aside in any of its preacher in that denomination. At the was laid in its last resting
place, amid
was, in Christ, a beloved child. It.is details) must be employed in saving age of twenty-one, he married his first tokens of sincere respect and affection
on every side.-.
;
perhaps proper for me te consider, al- - guilty men,
wife, who only lived a short time. In
Eld. Baldwin was a man of great enerthough I have great reason to bless God
Afterall our reading and listening and 1842, he was married to Mrs. Holliday,
and force of character; always fully
n earnest himself,'he could scarcely
that he has recently given me so much of meditation, we still clingto the cross of the widow of Doctor Holliday, of Burns,
the Saviour’s image, that the expressions, the Divine Saviour, and, in his sufferin gs, N. Y., and, in Sept., 1874, she also pre- comprehend how others could be less so.
His convictions, also, were very
positive
‘ in whom Iam well pleased” are strict- find a condition of salvation very pre- ceded him to the better land. Amid the and
vii
When once the right or
ly and fully applicable only from the cious.
pressing duties and cares of life, Bro. the wrong became apparent to him, he
J
moment, when they were presented to
ror
Wood became somewhat cold and per- could not well understand how another
me. From that important moment. I felt
haps backslidden, but in this state he did could be in doubt, or indiffevefit. He
OLD FRIENDSHIP.
“did not hesitate to sacrifice for his conviccalled, in an especial manner, to bear the
not long remain.
Through the influ- tions, and he expected others to
BYM.W. B.,
do the
full image of Christ. These memorable
ence and affectionate preaching and en- same. To him there was no middle
words, * Thou art my beloved son, in
‘Iron sharpeneth iron, so a man treaties of Rev. L. Kellogg, he Gi
gromd: One must be for or
against.
whom I am well pleased,” are given to sharpeneth ‘the countenance
n that conviction he" acted, and he exof his madeto see bis danger, and soon
was
me, to be engraved upon my heart, to be friend.” True friendship may cost us made happy in his Saviour. He then pected the same of others. To some
written upon my hands, to be borne with something, but then it is of itself valua- united with the F. B. church and was this seemed stubbornness, or uncharitableness—to him it was conviction. But
me as a secret and precious name. I ‘ble. It is founded in integrity of char- soon ordained to the work of. the gospel he was not wanting in tenderness and
must, therefore, hide myself in Christ; acter, insuring mutual eonfidence. Re- ministry. Rev. L. Kellogg preached his sympathy. His whole domestic life furin the most solemn and abiding sense be- liable friendship is never based on self- ordination sermon, and for nearly thirty nished abundant illustration and proof of
ing one with him and thus one with interest, but on virtue and love of it. years he devoted a large. share of his this... An appeal for the destitute or for
help for the perishing would stir him
God.
for n
years in this short life, time to the ministry. He has had the deeply. His home life had
: ‘And whe
peculiar atIn connection with these statements, friends have by time and space been care of twelve or thirteen different tractions for him, and with him heaven
|
there are one or two other points, of separated, their meeting again rather in- churches, and, in nearly every
instance, was simply the final home. 'Who,among
the dear ones and acquaintance left, does
which I may properly and gratefully creases than diminishes their mutual in- made his pastorate a stlccess. Bro. not desire to meet Father Baldwin in his
make a brief record. Ever since my at- terest.
Wood made no pretensions to a classical heavenly home?
C. B. MiLLs.
rial universe, seems to teach us that it
can not be beneath the dignity of Divini-

rd

o

'

our theological seminavies are doing all
they can for their students. It speaks its
mind after this fashion: ¢ Give him the
matter and the methods for improving the
teaching force which may come under
his care.
Send him to see the best

[The following experience of
Upham was written by himself,
and is now given to the public
ham.
The experience is similar
Upham has already portrayed
Life,” ¢* Divine Union,” ete., of

handed against the same foe, and for

y minister.
same Captain, Age and the lapse of
He assisted in the ordination of a large
time have made their companionship the
number of our ministers in Western New
more sweet, their cause the more dear,
| Yerk, and also in the organization of g
and its ultimate triumph and reward the
large number of churches. He wag g
more desirable.
representative man, and was a delegate
As time goes on the number of earthly
to the last General Conference at Fair
friends lessen, and their meetings are
port.
:
less frequent. In this locality we shall
Bro. Wood possessed a genial disposi.
never meet again, unless in vision, the tion,
and a most tender and forgiving
friends—the old friends, Allen, Cheney, spirit. The
poor and friendless always
‘Mackenzie and Day. But we have recent- found in
him a friend indeed. He wil]
ly met again,

dl =
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think that

UPHAM'S PERSONAL

fade

The Baptist Teacher does not

PROF.

—

HOWE,

Papers.)

'HANDVRITING
- WALL.

“GOLDEN

A.

iy ne

Lesson

J.

—

education, but possessed a degree
of
Christian ministers. Their calling alike, | good
common sense and most excelleng
they have battled together, and singleJudgment, whica made him

ili Jy

see

PROF.

and

Ch. hd an

THE

Questions

BY

Communications.

it.”
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It is especially so with Christians,

ESE AE CL Fl

(For

NOTES

meant

tention has been called to the subject of
personal holiness, I have felt a strong desire to realize in myself the meaning of
EXPERI- | those passages in the latter part of St.
John's Gospel, which speak of union

ne

AND

it they

He gives it as his ‘experience that no man
or woman succeeds in teaching who does
not take hold of it with some enthusiasm.

:Sabbath - School Lesson.--J une 2.
QUESTIONS.

as

and take right

1

hold of the lesson

along,

"

a

8S. Department.

getting

®t

8.

father is

19

a

Nee

§

el
eg fb Ju

Selections,

conclusion, therefore, is, that in

districts

where the decided majority of the people
desire the opening of the public schools
with prayer and the reading of the Seriptures, no principle of our Constitution or

‘ TRUST HIM.”
Is there Some darling, cherished plan,
On which thy hopes depend—

polis) system, rightly

understood,

for-

ids it. Any other ground, consistently
followed out, wou'd consign our army,

:

MORNING STAR,

SPURGEON AND THE SHOE-MAKER.
A man of uneasy conscience,

**

church during a faithful sermon,is quite

the

asylums’

prisons,

of,

the

refcimatories,

stances been accused of being in collu-

Swtes,

should

ins. ne

not

have chaplains, and these accredited ministers of some Christian dédomination ; or

sags

NL send

that their legislatures and courts might
not be cpened with prayer. But this
has
not been understood to import any union
of Church and
State, or espousal ‘or supgziqys denomination by the
ly saying that those who
> or become wards

ony

State
ures,
under
of the
We

of the

have, like other men, immortal natand that they shall not, because
the control of the State, be robbed
proper aliment of immortal beings.
do not see that the constitutions;

State and National, which forbid Church
and State, and religious establishments in

every form, have thereby forbidden any
such recognition of God and his toly Word
by the natign or States as is the very basis
of all forms of Christianity, and disowned

only by atheists and infideis.

We are not
now saying, nor do we here contend, that
our
political system, as embodied in wril-

ten er

unwritten

constitutions,

does

in

any of our States expressly. require such
religious (xercises, in the
ucatio
civil, military, or naval departmentsnal,of
the State.
But we maintain that it does.

carrents throuzhout all
the true vine, show the

the branches of
force and truth

of the contrast made by the Muster, “Ye
shall know them by their fruit. Do men
gather grapes

of thorns?”

The

spirit of

revival breaks into new circles of sympathy among ungodly people, stirs new
emotions, persons are converted who before seldom

entered

the

house

of God,

youth is enlisted and prepossessed, and
the very news itself is a gospel appeal to
classes who could be reached in no other
way. The fruit drops into the lap of
every church, sometimes into the hand of
a minister who
discredits the revival,

yet he gladly receives the new converts
and thus himself bears involuntary testimony to the genuineness of the wok.
If we are unwilling to aceredit the Lord
of the harvest, sometimes he sends back
into our family and church, our own sons
and daughters to become specimens of
the fruit and to be witnesses against us.
If 1, by Beelzebub, cast out devils, by
whom do your children cast them out?
Therefore, they shall be your judges.”
|. The fruit of a revival is apparent only
for a short season § it soon becomes incor-

‘He

porated into the life-blood of ‘the church,
and thus loses itself in a new form of
activity. This is the history of all revivals.’ "The ' great’ awakening under the

ercises, to this extént, in these educational

away as the early dew, yet, however
evanescent, it nourished the roots of ¢¢ the

not exclude or prohibit them.
And this seems to us

indisputable,

cauge they have been construed:not to’ be
prohibitory of religious and Christian ex-

and other §pheres exclusively instituted,

sustained, and controlled ‘by the State.
They werein
rtot
first so understood and

applied judicially or otherwise, not have

they been since so understood and applied
in the on-goings of the national life. The
non-sectarian and anti-Church-and-State

articles of our political Constititions found
these moral, religi
and’ous
Christ,ian observances in being

sively created and

jn. institutions

exclu-

controlled by the State.

«They were not understood on any side to
disturb or interfere with or render improp-

preachingof John

the Baptist passed

tree of life whose Jeaves are for the healing of the hations” evento this day. In
forty years after the great revival of
Pentecost no vestige of Christianity was
left at Jerusalem, and soon indeed the
whole of the East in which it had achiev-

ed its most glorious conquests was given
up to the false prophet, and to-day the
crescent surplants the place of the cross.
Yet Christianity has not declined. It only
transferred its life-force from a withered
branch to vigorous shoots springing from
its roots. The primitive church was cut

er these exercises, or furnish a ground down on its native soil, yet the fruit which
for their exclusion. This® was especially fell from its branches was pregnant with
Irue of gimple religious exercises in pub:
lic schools supported and controlled.
the State, Wherever the decide a majorb
s

5 -

the germs of immortal life, and these
were carried to the uttermost parts of the
earth to reproduce the original tree in all
+ 1ty of the people has desired or consented the power and glory of the primitive
10 these exercises in the public schools, church. The revival “in Geneva under
there hag heen scarcely a thought
or sug- Calvin decayed, yet reproduced itself in
gestion, prior to some recent _controver-: Scotland in a more
extended field.

ML being Sxprosely or impliedly ‘ And now I say unto you, refrain from
ne 0 by thie’ anti-Church-and-Stade | these nien and let them aloge ; for if this
nhl oo eotarian principles of our politi- counsel or this work be of men, it will
od y 3 Sth; But “the continuous judical come to nought ; but if it be of God, ye

br

Prevalent hisiopical interpretation

“of

can not overthrow

it, lest haply

ye

J constitutional - prevision:is its true found even to fight against God."—(ol-be

meaning, as adopted by the nation.

The

wmbia (8. C0.) Register.

** No,”

says

another, ¢ I look

around

says, bl2ss God

give it up!”

for

religion.

I can

“No,” says another, ¢ if we
our religion, then we ‘must give

Jacob’s

God

Yes, ma'am, and I had

her little flock, and her

forted, because she knew
would provide,
“In some way
a:

It may not be

that

way,

it

And yeh n his own way,

may

will
not

‘The Lord

vide.

meeting-hotises,

blot

out

the

New

York.

will pro-

Roi be my
time;

time,

it

may

not

be
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STAR is for an older class of readers than the .
+ | MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, éach, «
35 cents,
Packages

of ten oF sone to.one ad-

vide.

i

~ 8.

RENEWER

pro-

Tris standard article is.compounded with the greatest care.
Its effects are as wonderful and as

S*dAdvocate.

0-0-5
>

GROCERY LIQUOR SELLING.
While public attention is largely directed towards the saloons and tippling-

satisfactory as ever.

immense

It restores. gray or faded hair to its
youthful color.
hl
It removes all eruptions, itching

barm, and which should have more consideration—viz., the sale of bottled and

cooling, soothing sensation of great

houses, there

is

another

liquor-traffic

which

branch

is

doing

of the

other liquors by grocers. With many
grocers, especially in the cities, liquor-

and

dandruff.

comfort,

and

1t gives the head

the

scalp

by its

saloon

influences.

n

England,

as

in

ent temperance efforts

in Great

Britain,

stituents are pure, and carefully se-

lected for excellent quality ; and I

that over nine hundred leading physi- consider it the BEST PREPARATION
cians have lately petitioned the British for its intended purposes.”
Parliament for a repeal of the law under
Price, One Dollar,
which the sale of intoxicating drinks b
grocers may be licensed. Who will iniBuckingham's Dye
tiate a kindred effort to abolish grocery
liquor-selling here?—National TemperFOR THE WHISKERS.

ance Advocate.

would be a calamity over

Fo

“THE LORD WILL PROVIDE.”
It was hard times in the cottage “Where
Widow Smith lived with her three
@kildren. The mother worked hard on
things seented. very scarce, and the chil
dren had such hungry appetites,
and wore
their clothes out so fast.
tii

One day the old minister called, and in

his friendly way got to talking
children.
«« T had twelve

sons,” said he.

of their

¥

“
©

02
02

are the same as those
paper covers, 10 cents.

in

the

Manual,

thick

Let men understand that Jesus Christ
has no part in this world with ignorance.
There are among philosophers those who

cretion. It is easily applied, being in
one preparation, and quickly and ef-

Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the ¥reewill Baptists. $1.00.

fectually produces a permanent color,

a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;
cents.

delight to call themselves agnostics, or,
as we used to call them in political parlance, know-nothings ; but in the school

The Book of Worship
onl
ay
few copies left. All gilt edge, $1,003
postage, 10 cents.
The Memorials of the Free Baptists

able shade, to brown or black, at dis-

give the

rise

Christian

which will neither rub nor wash off.

and

progress

mons and

Lectures.

is a valuable

some

three years ago,

want Jhim\to

Price 75 cent,

the Lord Jesus

as in India for the cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.
{]

of the gospel of the Galilean should |
annihilated? The . name Truth, which

assumed, (itself suggests

the thought that a stimulus is given 10
the mind by the acceptance of his: service. And we hie grounds for believ
ing that he is not content with that disciple who dues not make the most of Li:
faculties.—
Rev. S. H. Tyng.
Matchless — Unrivaled,

A

— FRANZ

L1SzT.

WORLD'S EXEIBITICHS

wl
he

of RECENT TEARS
Paris,

1867;

Vienna,

1873;

HONORS

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS for
Demonstrated
Superiovity,
NEW STYLES at reduced prices, from $34 upwards.
Cash Prices;
FIVE
OCTAVE,
DOUBLE
Reed, $100; NINE Stops, $108; in ELEGANT UpRIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD
BRONZE
$135.
Sold also for installments or rented until rent pays.
A small Organ of best quality
may be obtained by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
for'ten
quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and

Price

List, frec.

MASON
&
HAMLIN
ORGAN
CO.,
154 Tremant St.,
25 Union 8q.,
250 Wabash Ave.,
BOSTON.
NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.

obtained for mechanical devices, medical or other
promptly attended to. We make preliminary examinations and furnish opinions as to. patenfability, frée of charge, and all’ who are interested in

)

13t8

A YEAR. Agents wanted. Busi
ness legitimate, Particulars free.

i

Adliress
J. WORTH

AQ
o

We now inform the public that we
made the importation of this article
the United States our Specialty, and
in future the afflicted can obtain
remedies at all first-class druggists.
we

have,

at great

expense

and

have
into
that
thesc
As

trouble,

and

and

" gives her relief.

Respectiully

JANE

ours,

A, ASHBROQK.

———

Deep

RIVER,

Powrsuick,

Iowa.

GeNTLEMEN :—I have just seen your
advertisement in = paper; I know all
about the Cannabis Indica, Fifteen years
ago itcured my daughter of the ASTHMA;
she had it very bad for several years, but
was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the
medicine on hand to accommodate my
friends. I have taken a cold lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,
you will please send me a $9 box of your

medicine.

Respectfully,

JACOB

;
TROUT.

CITT.

for DR. Pdi di
) CANNABIS
INIDICA, and if they fail you, send to us direct.
One bottle will satisfy the most skeptical. $2 50
er bottle, or three bottles for §6 50.
Pills and
Bintment, $1 25 each. Address,
o
CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St., .Philadelphia.

«cold in

Agents.

BEST

Address, A, Couvrrr

CARDS,

son or Jet, 13¢.

KS. Cheapest
Watch Free to

& Co., Chivaen

no 2 alike, printed in Crim.

CLINTON

BROS., Clintonville,

;onn,

ly

Any worker can make
Gol

for twenty years, and tried

Costly Outfit free.

ugusta, Maine.

$12 0 day at home,

Address

TRUE

& Co,

1y5

N

twenty-four

hours.

B.—~CIRCULARS

Ask

your

Many of our best citizens inform us that Dr, H,
ALAMMB, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,
Me,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms
of Erysipelas
Rheumatism, ani all forms of
gcrofula, and all diseases of the Skin,

1738

»

JS

-

;

JE

:

tures

most

7

Twenty-two

lectures

study,

on

the

m-

1.00; pos tage, 9

i

)

ity

and’
pol-

ano institutions,

Our

Faith and Covenant
1s a confession of 17 articles of faith and a desirable church covenant.
Printing

Establishment

18 a brie! historical statement, &c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
gratuitous distrib tition.
The. above named books are eold by the aozen,.
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,
or on receiving
the books.
Send your erders to

4

I. D. STEWART,

Dover. N.

H.

For sale also by
FAIRBANKS & C0., 46 Madison St., Chicago, I}.
PENFIELD & CoO., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LOTHROP & CO., 32 Franklin St., Boston.

Mass.

:

50 New Parlor Games:
Of

TREAT,

American

64 cards.

CENTENNIAL

History

This 26th

'onthou-

sand reduced 75 to fifty cts.

Q “They stand without a rival in the home circle.”—
Philip Phillips, Singer. Al
80 a new Bible history pastime: “The Ten Plagues of
Fevet, 4 new games on 40%
illustrated cards, 50 cts,
gents Wanted.
KE. B.

505 Broadway,

N. Y.

(47

Se

’

Salary. Salesmen wanted.to sell our

;

3

;

ent,

address S.A. GRANT

&

2, 4, 6 & 8 Home S., Cincinnati, O.

»

Michigan Central Railroad.
The Great Central Route.
Depot, foot of Lake-st., and foot of Twenty-secondi
st, Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st.,, Grand’ PacifieHotel, and at Palmer House,

Chicago grains.

Leave.

Aaxrive.

Mail(via Main and Air Line)[* 7.00 a.m.|* 6.55pm. .
Day EXPress,esssssicesssened[*9.00a.m.|* 7.40 p.m.
Kalamazoo Accommodation.|*3.45p. m.{*10.30a.m. .
Atlantic Express (daily)....[§ 5.15p.m.|§ 8.00a.m
Night EXpress.ecseecess 20004

[1%9.00p.mn. [*16.30 a.m.

* Sunday excepted. Saturday and Sunday excepleds
t Daily.
"H.C. WENTWORTH,
H. B. LEDYARD;.
wi
4. P.& TA. Chicago,
Gen Supt, Chicago

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles
Chicago Trains.
| Depart. | Arrive,

Mail (via main 1ine) +... |¥85am|
Special New

York Express

Accommodation

«...... seees|

70pm

| *9:00 a m *7:40 p mx

8:40pm]

1:50 pm

Atlantic N. Y. Expr'ss (daily)|
5:15 p m| 8:00 a my
Night Exnress
..... savavaans(110°20p ml +540 a m.

Ilinois Central Railroad.
Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second

Street

‘Ticket Office 121 Randolph St. near Clark,

01. 1’AGO TRAINS.
St. Louis Express,
St. Louis Fast Line,

Leave.

Arrive,

*8.40 a. my. |* 845p.

- - = = |$830.
mi]§ T15 a,

Cairo, Arkan’s & Texas F.xpress,
Cairo & New Orleans Express,

ERYSIPELAS.

of eur

an excek *
the Scrip. - °

druggist

FREE.

75,

el

Denominational,

had used all the medicines usually
prescribedin my son’s case (CONSUMPTION) .
I had also consulted the most eminent
physicians in the country, and all to no
purpose; but just as soon as he commenced using the Hemp’ Remedies he
began to improve. in health until I regarded him as about well.
‘
HENRY W. KIMBERLY, M.D.

BRONCHITIS

account

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE;
lent book for all who would *‘search

Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13¢.,
or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10¢. ‘Dowd& Co.,

b2t52

-

=

that

iP
ens
IS
NOT
A
SINGLE
SYMPTOM of Consumption that this rem‘edy will not dissipate, and it'will break a fresh

“Bristol; Ct.

-

.

you would place it here on sale, as the
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.

LovrLACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., Ky.
GENTS :(—Please send me three bottles

an

which contains a historical statement,
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,chirch

Asthma.

wish

It is an

were not stereotyped till within the last few ~
years, and we can furnish only the following:

better tell the story, as the following extracts from letters verbatim will show :
Gavoso, PeEmiscor, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
GENTLEMEN :—I must have more of
medicine,

con---

cts. per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred.

through other lips than ours, believing
/ that those who have suffered most can

invaluable

Butler,

Tracts

Instead of devoting a column to the
merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself

your

.

portant points of Bible

know that we

Bronchitis,

societies,

cts.

all that is claimed for it,.and that one
bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of
its positively and permanently curing

Consumption,

J.

Lectures

and feel that we are entitled to credence
when we say that Cannabis Indica will do

& C0., Bt Louis, Ma,

GOLD PLATED WATCH
in the known world. Sample

burr,

by an old and experienced chemist (said
chemist being a native), we

.

author,—Prof.J.

benevolent

Jackson,

made permanent arrangements in India
for obtaining ‘‘ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
at the right season, and having it extracted
upon its own soil from the green leaf

have the genuine artiole,

Christian

literary institutions. ‘obituaries of deceased minrs; &e., &c.
Price; 10 cents a copy; 9% a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per eopy.
The Biographies of
y
DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson are extensively read by their friepds,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
$1.00, post,10 cents...

as famous in this country

Ie
Cards, no 2 alike, with name
10c., post-paid. GEO. I. REED & Co., Nassa

o(

of our

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

Viniipiiay 1978+

HIGHEST

leaf, has become

every

-

excellent help for Sabbath scheols and family reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
contains, in addition te the uswal Calendar,.
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly
and Ye:
meetings, with their statistics; the mames of all
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers:

a

t]

and

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

y
HULL.
;

i

* Club

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
?

little work,

by the same

try

‘prepared on its native soil from the green

See

Star.
's. Book...

Butler's Commentary

takitis

What would be the laws, what the tastes.
what the usages of the world, in-even ir.
most cultivated portions, if the influence

India-

postage

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

Ve TION,

them.
I gained fifteen
ing the first three bottles,
just the thing for him.
Res
.
sm—

of

ould be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage:
3 cts.
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:
Butler's Theology
£
. discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions of doctrinal ‘theology, and the author’s views
are. those generally accepted by the denomination.
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GENTLEMEN :—Please send me twelve
bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of
Pills and Ointment, for a frie
who is not expected to li
our

medicines cured me of

body

Baptism

Rates’ with the Morning
| The Church. Jdemb

|

philosopher
has
eliminated positive
truth, we receive it, and are bound and
pledged to receive it by the very charter
of our relationship in the comonwealth of
faith.
iran
fs
Christendom is the name for civilization. It would be impossible to picture
the actual condition of this world should
the forces that have been set at work by
Christianity be withdrawn from society.

of this

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half centiiry of our existence,
from 1480 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational’
history.
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Memoir of George T'. Bay.
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postage, 9 cents.

The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by
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and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by au~
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of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Ministers Manual,
St
Just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful for all church
members. It contains:
x
Scripture Selections for more than thirty cifierent.
occasions; Order-of Exercises for ten or a dezen
different meetings;
Formulas and Suggestions..
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and: yet!
very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteen
Pages all the important, parliamentary rules of de.
iberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
:
Sabbath School
estion Books
are for adults and children.
.
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,I8, postage ,02.

This elegant preparation may. be
relied on to change the color of the
beard from gray or any other undesir-

most all kinds of medicine, and says the
Cannabis Indica is the only thing that

guide,

cents;
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WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,

which the infidel himself might shudder,
as Paine did when death staed him in new inventions and Patents, are invited to send
for a copy of our “Guide 'for obtaining Patents,”
the face.”
which is sent fide to any address, and contains
*‘ No,” said another, * religion brings complete
instructions how to obtain Patents, and
us up into harmony with God, and stim- other valuable matter. During the past five years
we
have
obtained
nearly three thousand Patents
ulates the soul with holy endeavors ; and for American and Foreign
inventors, and can give
to blot it out from our world would satisfactory referencs,in ‘almost
every county in
be like blotting out the sun and the moon the Union. Addresse
inf
and the stars.”
LOUIS BAGGER & CO.,
‘“ No,” said every one, ‘we can not
Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le
give up our religion. To lift and strug- Droit
Building, Washington, D. C.
gle in such an enterprise as the gospel | 50 xtra Mixed Cards,
name in Crimson, Gold &
contemplates will develop our noblest
Jet, on all, 10¢. CLINTS BROS, Clintonville,Ct.
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exten
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The Minutes of the General Conference
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becomes white and clean.
:
Selling is a prominent, as it is doubtless
* By its tonic properties it restores
a profitable, part of their business. The
the capillary glands to their normal
resultis an increase of home-drinking,
and the cultivation of an rel
vigor, preventing baldness, and makfor
beer, wine, and stronger liquors, especialing the hair grow thick and strong.
ly among many women and children |
As a dressing, nothing has been
who are ordinarily beyond the reach of
found so effectual or desirable.
this country, the evil assumes large and
increasing proportions. It is a noteworthy fact, in connection with the pres-

The

is the demominational Hymn
sively used. Large book, in Sheep,

;

compounds, ornamental designs trade-marks and
labels.
Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, Infringemeénts, ana all matters relating to Patents,

name

Jesus, and take Tom Paine for our
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;
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And yet in his own time, ¢ The Lord will

i

publication offices Rog
and
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save for the
Western Department, should be addressed LoDo
ver, N. H.
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«
Terms per year «
3.00
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Special offers, strictly in advance,
wit no commission paid y
Ung od and one new subscriber,
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Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
ditivly
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weeks, on superior Juper,
uutally illustrated
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“ At some time or other the Lord will provide:
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;
It may
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It is able, literary
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gressive. The
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To
our

The Morning

and references.

pro-

be

told | family Bible,’ ¢ the lamp of" the
world.”
We must give up our Sabbath,

the ministry, the sanctuary, the throne

Freewill Baptist Publications.

Farm

First Mortgage Coupor Bonds guaranteed. We
guarantee, as an assurance, that we loan not to
exceed one third of the actual value. In over
six years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No investor through us ever did or ever will get-an acre
of land under foreclosure. Send for particulars

com-

give up
up our

grace, and all our hopes of heaven.
burn up all our Bibles, tear down

"Kansas, Missour1 and Iowa Improved

the Lord

or other the Lord
my

way;

heart was

not

:

{0PER CENT. NET.

thought of God's dealings with her and

forming the world, elevating the human race, and saving our fellow-men
from the miseries of degradation. Prayer,
faith, and love are elevators of the human

me, and I notice those who ‘ere drifting
on the tide of the world are unhappy.
They are like © tae troubled sea, which
can not rest, casting up mire and dirt.
But not so with God's people. I know
the religion of Jesus fills the aching void
ia my soul, and it makes me happy in
love and the anticipation of heaven; and

wid-

not till he had first provided corn in
Egypt, and sent Joseph down that he
might be ready to distribute it. She

¢ religion is trans-

heart, filling the soul with holy aspirations, and thereby lifting the fallen up
into the likeness of Jesus. To give up
our religion, and live like the infidel,
only for self aad for unholy freedom,
would be letting the world go backward
aad downward into all the horrors of
moral night.”
4g

was the

membered how God had once let the
famine come to Jacob's household, but

navy, with their training-schools, also our

another,

22, 1878.

to provide for them.”
k
The words stayed in the widow’s mind
long after the minister had left. She re-

apt to hear something which exacily hits
his case. Ministers have in many in-

E

or

MAY

*¢ Just Jacob's number,”
ow’s answer,

sitting in

sion with some one to learn a particular
hearer’s private affairs, so exacily have
prisons, reformatories, and asylums, to they described that hearer’s circumstancan atheistic régime, ‘* without God in the es and state of mind.
The steadfast purpose of thy life, >
Perhaps the most remarkable example
gain?
world.”
would’st
thou
treasure
The
of this close tallying occurred in Mr.
oo
Commit oy way hnto , te Lord,
* 4
H
his promis
Spurgeon’s experience while preaching
he will bring to pass
“SUCH AS I AM.”
ria b
at Surrey Gardens. In the course of a
best.
18
knows
he
That which
Why did Paul make this answer to sermon he said: “There's a man here who
Agrippa's exclamation : “ Almost thou: is a shoe-maker. He keeps his shop open
hy
plans, thy hopes, thy dearest joys
persuadest me to be a Christian”? Why on Sunday ; and last Sunday he sold
The fail thee, one by one; °°
Perplexing cares may mark the ¢“ way’
did he not respond in words that would goods that came to the value of nineown;
Thou choosest for thine
seem to have come spontaneously to his betes, and there was fourpence profit out
The world has often mocked thy trust,
lips: “I would to God thou wert alto- of it.”
;
It smiles but to deceive;
j
Directly in front of the preacher there
gether a Christian”? But he does not say
The truest hearts may faithless prove—
What, then, can’st thou believe ?
was a shoe-maker who had done that very
that. He says:
*“Iwouldto God thou
. Rest in the Lord, and wait for him;
thing. The Sunday before he had sold a
wert such as I am, except these bonds.”
His word he will not break—
The reason is this: He wished to use pair of child’s shoes for ninepence, and
¢¢ All these things will I do for thee,
words concerning which th:re could be fourpence was just the profit. The man
Nor ever thee forsake.”
no doubt. To be a Christian might mean had come out of curiosity, to lear * that
A tangled way, a gloomy path
to the voluptuary whom he addressed, queer fellow Spurgeon,” and he sat amazBeset with many fears;
merely to join the ranks of the Christians ed to hear his case pictured so perfectly.
A hidden grief that dims thine eyes
without any radical change of charact.r. But instead of getting angry, and declarWith unavailing tears ;
But when he said, “I would thou wert
ing that somebody had been telling Mr.
Bring all to him,—thy iife itself,
Thy whole, sad, troubled life;
altogether as I am,” tha past wickedness
Spurgeon about him, he went home after
Trust all to him, ‘and he will give
and malignity of Saul, *¢ the chief of sin- service confounded and frightened. The
Rest in its toil and strife;
:
ners,” was suggested and from that con- impression wore away during the week
Thy crooked way he will make straight,
—partly ; but next Sunday he found he
dition hs had become the tender, loving,
hy darkness shall be light;
pure,Christ-like man that stood there. Ile could not stay away from Surrey Gardens.
Foras the blind, he leads his own
In paths both safe and right.
was so grand in his love, and so pure in He left his daughter to open the shop,
— Presbyterian.
his benevolence, and so sincere ia bis went to the great hall, and hid himself
wonderful change, no one doubted its re- in the corner of the upper gallery, where
ality, To say, *‘ I would thou wert alto- he sat unseen, but hearing every word.
STATE SCHOOLS AND RELIGION.
In the March number of the Princeton gether as I am,” was to give a definition What was his astonishment when presently the preacher called out, ‘ Ah, sinwhich had no doubtful meaning.
Review, Dr. Lyman H. Atwater discusses
ner, sinning by proxy is just as bad as
The use of the words, ** such as I am,”
the question of the Bible in the Public in these circumstances suggests that what sinning yourself, It’s of no use any of
Schools, taking the conservative view of our world needs now is a multitude of you coming here yourselves, and at the
the question, against the opinions express- such Christian men as the ong who stood same time eaving your daughter to keep
shop.” The terrified shoe-maker was now
ed in another paper by Dr. S. T. Spear. before Agrippa, and, with tears, and up- certain
that God's
lifted hands, and clanking chain, plead
had spoken to
The following are a few of the most tell- that all who heard him that day might him. The Almightyvoice
was following him,
ing paragraphs :
become such as he was. It was indeed a and would not let him escape. That
The morality of the State is closely im- bold venture, thus to announce his own second warning led him to confess and
plicated with its duties in respect to the faith and his life as the pattern which hz forsake his sins,
In both these instances where the
education of its youth. How far should wished all who heard him to imitate. Had
the State be an educator? how far should the case been reversed and the prisoner preacher's words proved so aptly desuch
as” the
king
was, scriptive, the aptness was entirely” aceiit impart a moral and religious education ? become
Should it require or perm t the use of the what a compendium of hideous results dental. Mr. Spurgeon knew nothing of
But who can tae shoe-maker, and had no idea he was
" Bible, or any kind of worship, or the in- would have followed?
making so personal an application ; Hut
culcation of any moral or religious tenets, measure the exten and beneficence of the
in its public schools? These are among changes which Panl’s prayer, had it been his vivid and direct way of putting things
to Agrippa made it seem so,and in preaching against
the vexed questions of our day, both in answerad, would have brought
this country and England. They did not and the people wlio thronged the judg- a common sin, naturally enough out of a
thousand facts and examples there hapbecome serious here till a large infusion ment hall that dag!
The world gréatly needs Christian men pened to be one which his language literof Roman Catholic people, coming ameng
who offered that prayer ally fitted.
us, became restive under the simplest like the prisoner
A city missionary in the west of Lonnon-sectarian religious exercises in the to God in the presence of Agrippa, men
public schools—wh.le they refuse to be who can humbly,and yet consistently wish don heard the above story from the shoecomforted if the schools’ are completely that all about them were such as they ar 1, maker himself, and told iv to Mr. Spursecularized, and cleared of everything in their trust in Jesus, and ‘their divinely geon. The occasion and circumstances
of his conviction and- conversion seemed
good lives.
religious:
They claim, by no means to
The greatest, foe that Christianity as miraculous to the humble workman; and
their discredit, that such schoo's, being
Godless and Christless, do not adequate.y | God's evangel to man has, is not found in as for Mr. Spurgeon, he makes no doubt
that the singular accuracy of tae hit he
the rationalism of the German scholar,nor
educate their children.
_ Various modes of solving this problem the doubts of skeptie1l scientists, nor the’ made was by direction of the Holy.
his words. Itis hardly to
have been proposed, sume’of which are blasphemies of Voltaire, Paine, and In- Spirit pointing
1 do not underrate the power of the purpose to quote the ‘‘bow drawn ata
in their natere impracticable.
One of gersol'.
these-systems-nor—theseToen;
nor do 1 Venture;
or,—
Hey these if-eorrectyisashort-cut-towird
a
fear
them.
A
greater
foe
than
any
one
of
conclusion of the whole matter.
It is,
“Full many a shaft, at random sent,
that the
reading of the Bible, and these or all of them together, is found in
Finds mark the archer httle meant.”
any form of prayer or singing of hymns, a certain infirmity of faith in Jesus as the
The Holy Spirit does not promise much
in the schools organized and supported sinner’s perfect Saviour from sin, and the
by the State, makes the State a teacher of infirmity of conseerated and holy living aid to random preachers, and every irthis particular sort of religion, in deroga- for Jesus and those whom Ile came to telligent minister, while not intending to
tion of any different sort. This is éfaimed save, which makes so many Christian be- be personal, means to hit the sinners
to be in violation ofthose provisions of our licvers cowards when they ought to be so conscience if he can.— Zhe Watchman.
National andState coastitutions which for- like Paul as to say to all about them what
PW
* +O SY
+e
bid the passing of ary “law respecting Paul said, ‘I would t» God that all awho
an establishment of religicn, or prohibit- know us were altogetiier such as we
WHY NOT GIVE IT UP?
4
ing the free exercise thereof,” or favoring are.”
When the day comes that Christians . Once m my mumstry, our prayer meetany sects beyond others. Now it is bewas
startled by this inquiry,
yond question that it is contrary to the shall be able to av ow their aith and hold Ing
give up our religion? It
letter and spirit of our National and near- up to view their lives with the serene “ Why not
ly all State constitutions, the genius of conviction and power that Paul did, then requires time, money, anxiety and labor ;
our institutions and the spirit of cur Christianity shall overleap and subdus all and to go up the mountain way requires
reople, that any favor should be shown opposition, and that shall have come to a constant struggle. The car of salvaby the State t> any religious denemina- pass for which Christ died, the conversion tion does not move upward, toward heayen, without heavy litting ; while, on the
tion, beyond affordingit the legal protec- of all nations to Him.— Interior.
| downward way, everything moves easily.
tion given to all.
oor
Why not then give it up, and let.the soul
But this was not construed to mean,
and the world drift as they please?”
before the: vast Catholic immigration
FRUIT OF REVIVALS.
This strange question broke upon our
hither, that the Bible, which is the fouanThe froit of a revival may be estimated
drowsy prayer meetin
dation of all Chuisiisn sects, gould tot le | by comparing the revival month with
the shock, and in less et anlike a thunder
two minutes
read in public school, or that the might | np nth preceding.
In the latter the vital the meeting
was all ablaze.
not be pened with prayer, or that the organs of he church were inactive
and
*¢ No,” says one, *¢ religion is good to
children night wot be taught the moral or no blossoms of future fruit appeared.
live by. If'l knew there were no hereeven simple Christian victues. Nor has In the furer new life, spiritual growth,
it ever t ten construed to mean (ant Coxz- an increase of membership, comfort in after, 1 would wish to have the re.
gies, tho a.my and navy, the military Zion anda holy zeal swhich carries the iigion of Jesus in my heart, and fill my
hungry soul.”
and:
naval
schools
of the
nation,
love of Gd in loving and frait-bearing
‘¢ No,” says
Some joy for which thy heart will yearn
Till mortal life shall end?
Is it thy one supreme desire,
The end thou would’st attain—
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THE CHINESE QUESTION.
Among the social and political prob-

| lems which will, in the immediate future,

MAY 22, 1878.

a.

‘| when a Yearly Meeting is entitled to two
delegates, one of them shall be a layman,

and in case the delegation shall consist of
three or more, at

least

one-third

of

the

| demand solution, the question of Chinese number shall he laymen.”
immigration to this country and its results,
Ay All communications tesigned for publication
This change, if adopted, will increase
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters | is destined to occupy a prominent place.
the Conference . by ‘ten or fifteen, and the
‘on business, remittances of money, &e., should be
The people on the Western coast have entire delegation may be laymen,and one
‘addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
| been already strongly agitated by it,
third of it must be.
The Clerk of Conferis at 95 Clark St. | while those living in the interior and at
BW The Western Editorial Office
ence has sent the proposed amendment
Room b2, Chicago,
the East, who are just now less affected to the Clerk of each Y. M., and, should
by it, have given to it but comparatively
there be a failure in receiving it, will not
‘FOREIGN MISSIONARY NEEDS.
little attention.
the clerk or some one see that the Y, M.
Friends, observe what a pressing case
The whole subject is now brought to
the Treasurer of the Foreign Missionary the noticé ofthe thoughtful reading pub- takes action as here proposed?
The other proposition related to 4
Society puts before you.
How any one lio by an article in the last number of the
Blank Book for Church Records, and was
The writer,
can read it without involuntarily feeling North American Review.
in these words:
:
M.
J.
Dee,
hitherto
unknown
to fame,
for his pocket-book, or meditating some
We commend to the favorable considerwields a vigorous pen and utters a strong
ation of the corporators, the spggestion
plan for the Society's relief, we do not
| protest against the
admission of the that they prepare and issue blank “hooks,
know. Our most effective course would
| Chinese to this country.
He even goes ‘properly arranged for church records.
be, perhaps, to repeat the appeal here, so far as to prophesy that their admission
The Executive Committee of the Printword for word.
The Society in debt, re- | will not only interfere with; and embar- ing Establishment has agreed upon the
mittances almost due,

the

force | rass tne

working

inthe foreign field greatly reduced, missionaries in this country now ready to re-turn, and capable recruits ready to return
with them, but——

§

:

{|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Caucasian

race here,

but

will

ultimately drive it out and. even annihilate it.
But by what manner of reasoning, and
from what sort of premises, is the writer
enabled to come to such a conclusion as
this? The cradle of the human race was

Brethren in the churches, do you realize the conclusion of that statement? Do Asia, where it has always increased be| yond the power of the country to sustain
you duly appreciate the fact that, in the
it. Emigration has of necessity followed.
midst of these: circumstarices, our Foreign
Hitherto, it has been largely westward.
Missionary Society is actually held back To-day China alone contains a population
- in-its work just by the lack of the few of four hundred and fifty millions, or ten
. pennies.apiece that nearly every one of times that of the United States, on about
the same territory. The terrible famine
_you could better spare than not? There
now prevailing in the north of China is a
is not one of us but would hide our faces sign of its over-crowded population. The

to be caught holding back ‘a person in:

tent on rescuing another from any pressing physical -suffering.
But there are

_perishing souls in India.

It is not with

.them simply a matter of bodily pain
«day that may be relieved to-morrow.
dis rather a matterof eternal moment,

embarrassed.

society,

by

the

will

readily

surplus

command,

will

population hither.

allure

Once

the

here,

the

dipectest

to remain.

“

Though considered to be of an inferior
race, it does not follow

that

he

can

not

enemy

entered his country and he differed with a
brother officer as to the manner of fighting them. We are also threatened by a
foe.

and

idle.

It

has

even

crossed

is entrenching

the

frontier,

itself while

we are

That mission can not be ours much

longer, it ought not to be ours, unless we
worthily care for it. It is Christian men
and women equipped for service that “the
field needs. Letus do our duty and send
them forth. :
We hasten to correct the impression
that any reader may have got from the
paragraph above, that the Society is in
any way divided on this question of needing funds. We had in mind the Society’s
~debt. It would be contrary to human
nature if there were not a disposition in
some-quarters to stop and talk about the
debt, how

it was

incurred,

and

whether

it will not be repeated even it it be paid
now. But what wisdom would there be
in that? The debt was honestly incurred,
quite as honestly as the debts of other
«denominational missionary societies, any
sone of which at this moment amounts to
dive or ten times our own debt.
But shall missionary work cease because of debts? Do you men who have

Ve
i]

Hy
4

productive

4
3

i

farms forsake them because

i

they are mortgaged ? The thing to do is to
pay the debts, and also to keep tilling

NH

the farm

at the same

time.

And the

$3

ST

‘thing for every friend of foreign missionary work to do is to put this debt out of
existence, and at the same time to equip
the foreign field better than has yet been
done.
Wee believe it will be done. Freewill
Baptists are not of the stuff that yields to
-an-emergency—least of all, to so slight

-an emergency as this.

Really, brethren,

«can we respect ourselves

next

autumn if

it find us with so small a debt as this unpaid?
We make no apology for giving preeminence to this: money-feature of the
case. All will fail, of course, without
prayer and the spirit of prayer in all that
is done. But the mission never misses

the faithful yearning
&nown of God, who
longing into his'ear.
cipally money that
‘withholding which
“Some

of the select few,
pour their constant
Besides, it is prinis now watted, in
God might rebuke

persons, if they should offer to

pre-

how,

heard from, written to, &c.

6.

Pastors, two pages, showing

‘when

settled and dismissed, and age at settlement.
7. Deacons, two pages, showing when

service began and closed.
8. Clerks, one page, showing when
service began and closed.
J
9. Treasurer, one page, showing when
service began and closed.
10. Statistics, two pages, being a copy
of the report sent each year for the Register.
11. Money Raised, two pages, showing how much for church uses, Foreign
Mission:

Sundries
12.

ome Missions, Education, and

Vans column for remarks.

Sab

School, two pages, show-

ing Superintendents, attendance, average

price must “be high.
They can not be
made for less than three dollars.
A similar book, larger but less desirable, sells

on the least, though it may be inferior in

mentaland moral qualities. ‘‘As the white

vols.

the library and ameunt of money raised,

in

As the sale of this book, thus ruled and

printed to order, will be very

small,

the

for six dollars?
If several churches would signify

man was able to support large commutheir
nities on grounds which the Indian requirpurpose
to
take
such
a
book,
by
sending
ed for his game, as the recent emigrant
from Europe was capable of raising a a card to the Agent, it will be prepared;
large family upon an income which would otherwise, silence will indicate that it is
not justify a native American in marry- ‘not wanted.

accumulate a surplus, where the Caucasian would starve.”
4
;
So the conclusion of ‘the whole matter
is that as the judicious farmer plucks up
the Canada thistle, lest it ultimately ex-

N————
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he was roasted or suffocated

OTHER SIGHTS.
Then there is the University of Prague,
the oldest in‘ Germany,

founded

in

1348,

and which once had among its students’
representatives from every part of Europe.
We went up hill a good bit to the
Hradschin, where the royal and other
palaces, together with the cathedral, are
situated. The thing perhaps most memorable about the imperial palace is the
windows in the Council Chamber from
which Count Thurm had two or three imperial counselors . pitched out, and they
must have been badly bruised if one is to
judge by the dizzy hight from the bottom
of the ravine up to the cliff upon which
the palace is built. This was the immediate cause of the famous Thirty Years’
War.
But comparatively little has been done
on the Cathedral since the completion of

the late Gothic choir in 1385.

The guide

book states that the tower was once, 5201t.
high but was reduced by fire in 1541 to its
present hight, 323 ft. At present laborers
are at work on the edifice. It is pa‘terned after the Cologne Cathedral. I must net
neglect to mention that this building contains a shrine of/St. Nepomue, which is of
solid silver andiweighs a ton and a half.
Then they have’ hung up a cannon ball
| which entered the cathedral during the
Seven Years’ War, doing the balustrade
considerable damage, which is still visible.

The most noticeable thing to me was
the drilling of the priests in their singsong recitations of the Catholic service,
which happened to be in progress while I
was in the interior. One voice come echoing down from the gallery and another
responded from below. There was among
them quite a young fellow who had anything but a priestly twinkle in his eye as
he looked down at me., And Iam certain
that the heart is thankful that boys will
be boys even if they are being drilled into
the service of the medieval ‘church in a
medizeval cathedral.
;
One of the curious clocks of Europe is
in Prague. But I must say I was woefully disappointed in the exhibition which

"| the apostles made

of themselves at the

striking of the hour.

CORRESPONDENCE.

do not remember,
ber, which it was.
on the same floor
to let a man down
of lighted candles

to

death,

I

nor do I care to rememRight inthe center
was a hole big enough
through it. A couple
being let down into this

hole, we saw a room, I should think, ten

feet across and a dozen deep. This room
was something the shape of a bottle. One
prisoner was put down into this at a time
and the-top sealed over with a stone. As
soon as he was dead, smother was put
down, who, taking the dead body precipitated it through a hole in the bottom of
this hole,

he

himself

to be

thus

pre-

cipitated by the next occupant, and $6 on.
Then again around this upper hole were
chained other prisoners to starve to death.
This for political erimes was not done by
the cannibals of the

South

Seas,

nor

by

primeval savages, but by Europeans in
modern times. But a child now plays
with her bottles half-filled with water in
that court yard, and the sweet innocence
of that picture makes one more than willingto forget the past and cherish hope for
the future.—E. A. s.
0>
-0-b

—

OURRENT TOPICS,
——THE exercises in Boston last week
connected with the anniversary of the
Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of
the Methodist Episcopal church were of a
most interesting character. Reports from
the various branches of the Society, and.
from the different foreign fields occupied
by its missionaries,showed zeal and faithfulness im labor and large success attending that labor. Several of the addresses
delivered by different ladies were models
in point of eloquence and’ thrilling state-

ment, and must

have

left

a wholesome

and abiding influence. A day was given
to reports from representatives of Women’s societies connected with other denominations—a feature happily conceived
and successfully carried out. Mrs. J. M.
Brewster, of Providence,
peported the
Freewill Baptist Woman's
Kil
and
Miss Julia E. Phillips made an address
on the occasion, as she

did

also

on

the

but now valuable only as illustrating his enjoying the sunshine and shade of the

GENERAL CONFERENCE PROPOSITIONS,

The General Conference, at its last session, proposed two things to which we

now wish to call attention.

The first was

A Change of the Constitution.
The question of increasing the number
of delegates, and requiring at least one
third of them

to

be laymen,

has

been

strongly urged at’ different times. The
Constitution now gives to every Yearly
Meeting one delegate, to those of 1500

proportion of each as the Y.

relief.’ Can they not also lay plans

choose to select. "Every Y. M. is asked
to take action on the following proposition: -

M. may

Do you favor the proposed change

growth to a finer reverence,a more spiritual worship.
:

But the old church does contain relics
in the presence of which

it would

be-

hoove the learned and the mighty as well

as the common people to bow in humility.
Here is a relief in red marble, the tombstone of the celebrated Danish astronomer,

Tycho Brahe, who died in 1601, and who
was invited to the University

of Prague,

by Emperor Rudolph II. in 1599.

But a

afternoon. We entered the round tower
and went down a few steps before reach-

ing a room that was quite well lighted
with windows. This was where the prisoners were confined before trial. Then
we were taken down a flight of steps and
into another room. If there be any of my
readers who are very sensitive to tales of
horror they better not read what I have
half a mind not to write. In that room
were a number of cells, the partition walls

greater than he was John Huss, and. you how being
have pointed out to you the very pulpit judge after
from which he preached the word of a to measure
purer faith, and also you see a space en- three sides

closed by an iron railing where he administered the communion.
On the outside
of the church, on the

facade

between

its

two towers, an image of the Virgin is
quite prominently seen.

This replaced a

in large gilded chalice which was put in

gone.

As near as I could

looking carefully and trying
as best I could without a rule,

of the cell were about six feet

each in length and the other side was only about two feet. In one was a window,
I should think two feet by six inches. In
this was confined among others the. first
prisoner, Dalibore,

whose

ready been mentioned.

name

has

al-

For twenty years

tion of two of their number to the South.

honest spirit of givbur-

den the donors, but such as will keep
their interestin the mission warm and

active, and at the same time enable the

Society
to go successfully forward with

Eobuith
.0.en Cn
ts : wei rkfatt

i

sentation by one delegate. And every Y. tered to the people in both kinds. This
M. whose church communicants number. was done by George Podiebrad, who was
twelve hundred shall be entitled to two! érowned in this church as King of Bohedelegates, and one additional delegate for mia in 14568. I learned afterwards that it
each additional eight hundred members;
was in this church also, that the heads
and one . for every
fraction of
eight,
hundred amounting to one-half or more and hahds of the Protestant leaders were
of that number.
Iso, that in all cases buried after being taken down from the
7

him still hangs on the wall. Whatever
may be thought of its genuineness, one
can not doubt the tradition still alive
among men that the music of his soul
found vent in that instrument whoseyvalue

plished

workers

Natural history
country.

for

and

the

promotion of

philosophy

IHis career,in

its

in this

humble

be-

ginning and subsequent brilliant progress, was an instructive one. He receiyed only a common school education in his
youth, and began life as a watch-maker
in"his native city, Albany, N.

Y.

At the

age of 20 he was professor of mathematics in the Albany academy, and one year
later began making experiments in electricity. He enjoys the credit of having
invented the first machine moved by the
agency of electro-magnetism, and of haying been the first to demonstrate those
principles by which intelligence is conveyed between distant points through the
agency of the electric telegraph. In 183;
he was appointed professor of natural
philosophy in the College of New: Jersey,
at Princeton, and in 1837 visited England,

and while there imparted some of his discoveries

te

Professor

Wheatstone.

In

1846 he was elected first secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution at Washington.
Professor Henry published in 1830 ** Contributions of Electricity and Magnetism,”

and has contributed numerous scientific

papers to ‘ The American Philosophical
Transactions,” to *¢ Silliman’s Journal,”
and to the ‘* Journal of the Franklin Institute.”
He died at the age of 81.

——HOWEVER unfortunate we may be in
this country in respect to our industrial
interests, we are evidently better off than
the English are. Astrike of vast mag-

nitude prevailed last week in the cottonmanufacturing district about Manchester.

Owing. to a reduction of wages multitudes of operatives were in a defiant attitude, smashing mill-windows, burning
ware-houses, and even

offecing

violence

to the lives of certain capitalists whom

they imagined to be in some sense to
blame. The militia had to be called out,
but even then the riotous demonstrations

were not wholly checked.

The life of

and

this is all

for

which

we

‘care,

that

there may be judgments based on the
moral intutions which are as authoritative
as the intuitions themselves ; and, further,
that education and culture may
purify and
exalt these Jrdguiente, by which we must
try all revelation.

——HENRY

WARD

BEECHER

figures in

numerous roles, and among the last is
that of preaching a Sunday evening ser-

mon, in uniform, to the

militia

regiment

time when a recurrence of internal disturbances like those of last July is so
greatly feared. It is not always a good

of 1870, held in Memphis, Tenn., a simi-

thing to cultivate a military spirit among

ern Methodist Episcopal General Conference. The way being thus opened, friend-

a peaceful people, but it must be done if
we are really threatened with the abiding
presence of riotous and law-defying

lar deputation appeared from the Northly

deputations

appeared

at successive

General Conferences, until at length a
Joint commission was appointed to ‘settle
the terms of agreement, which met in
1876, and substantially agreed upon terms

of fraternity, = Since then several questions have arisen which have interrupted

the flow of friendly feeling, but it is. believed that the settlement by the commissioners will be substantially accepted.
On Thursday the fraternal delegates from

training to take their places. It is wis- the Constitution so that Article 3d shall that conspicuous position to announce to the days and nights passed over him in
dom to provide for such contingencies. read as follows :
the world the doctrine of the Hussites that narrow space, and there he learned
‘“
Yearly Meeting belonging to
the Northern Methodists, Rev. (C.D. Foss
And the chief need in view of them is of this Each
that the communion should be adminis- to play the violin. A rude picture of and Hon. Wm.
Conference
shall
be
entitled
Cumback, were received
to
reprea prayerful, earnest,
ing,—not such giving as will really

with whose name most people will at
once connect the Smithsonian Institute at
Washington, removes one of the accom.

of which he was lately elected Chaplain.
ern bishops, proposing a union of the two But it was a good
sermon, timely and
churches.
The proposal of union was practical. It deait not only with
the
declined, as a matter of consideration, duties of the soldier in general,
but with
but it was suggested by the bishops of the usefulness of the citizen soldiery at a
the Southern church that it would be
well to remove the obstacles in the way
of fraternity. At the General Conference

by the Southern Conference.
tlemen

expressed

the

feeling on the part of the

fullest

Both genfraternal

BRIEF NOTES.
The Murphy temperance movement is mak-

ing good progress in Exeter, N. H.
A letter from our special correspondent at
the Paris Exposition is crowded over to the
next number.
LE
In the article on the New York church in
last week’s

Star the increase

of membership

under Rev. Mr. Blake’s pastorate should have
| been stated thus : 135to 152.
The church cost
Rev, Mr. Carroll, on leaving a three years’
pastorate in Willimantic, Ct., a few weeks ago,
received a parting salute of artillery. It came

and were

Both were frequently ap-

liberated on the soil of Massachusetts, after
the passage of the Fugitive Slave law, was set

branch,

earnestly hopeful of the final and com.
is not to be computed when we think of plete union of these two
great branches

the solace and company he got out of: it of Methodism.

Communists.

from the liquor sellers and drunkards in the
place, whose business and practices Mr. Car-

towards the Southern

church North

(}

——THE death of Professor J oseph Henry,

the
the Methodist ‘English
mill-operative is hard enough.
Such gather.
that they resent a still
ings are very helpful in missionary work, His no-wonder
and this one especially can not fail of further reduction of pay, with all that it
perpetuating itself in renewed zeal and implies. But their course must be conactivity in behalfof all who need its of- demned in thus defying law and order.
There is no way but to enforce wholefices.
some laws against lawless rebels.
The
troubles in England are only a natural
——THE withdrawal of Rev. Dr. P. B.
manifestation of the
unwillingness of
Morgan, of Cincinnati, from the Protestant
certain classes of people to adapt themEpiscopal church, to become the pastor of
selves to any apparently harder lot, ala Reformed Episcopal church in Chicago,
though it may be necessitated by changed
which fact we mentioned last week, has
social and financial matters.
After the
created quite a commotion in the old
storm there will be a clearer atmosphere,
church. His action seems to have been
well considered and his course entered and peace.
upon as the culmination of a steadily ——THE Independent does not
fully aegrowing conviction that the Episcopal cept Dr. Hodge's definition ‘of
the word
church is surely, if not rapidly, gravitat- “‘intuition,”as given in an article
to which
ing toward Romanism.
As long ago as we referred last week.
To show that
last fall, Dr. ‘Morgan delivered, in his even Dr. Hodge himself uses the word
own church, a series of lectures on the loosely the Independent quotes
from his
Reformation, in the course of which he ** Systematic Theology”
as follows :
showed up the tendency above named
The power of intuitional perception is
and gave such explicit proofs of the cor- capable of being increased. It is, in fact,
rectness of his position that the Ritualists \ ig eater in one man than in other men.
hat is self-evident to one man has to be
were somewhat uneasy over the affair.
proved to another.
It is said that all
Now that he has left the church, howthe propositions of the first book of Euclid
ever, ‘the pent-up vials of Ritualistic were as plain at first sight to Newton as
wrath are freely poured out on his offend- axioms. The same is true in our moral
The more that
ing head. His motives have been freely and religious nature.
assailed and the assertion extensively isnature is purified and exalted the clearer
its vision and the wider the scope of its
made that the offer of a larger salary was intuitions. It is not easy
to see therethe impelling cause of the transforma- fore, why Sir William
Hamilton should
tion. Inasmuch as the salary received in make simplicity a characteristic of intui:
the Reformed church at Chicago is pre- tive truths.
The Independent adds:
cisely the same as that heretofore receiv- In strict language we should not use
ed in Cincinnati, this charge falls to the
the word * intuitions” as loosely as Dr.
ground.
Hodge here does. But he makes it clear,
preceding
day
before
Women's Society proper.

PRAGUE, April 23, 1878.
THE JEWS’ QUARTER.
Having spent less than an afternoon,
in
“Then we went into the Jews’ quarter,
Prague, of necessity I could only take a and the filth was truly such as you read
glimpse of some of the sights worthy of about. I do not begin to have words to
tinguish the succnlent grass, so must the
one’s curiosity in the capital of Bohemia. describe the bewildering crookedness
Chinaman be expelled from this country, I ventureto say that three-fourths of what
‘and narrowness and nastiness of its alley
lest the Caucasian be exterminated.
He I saw I should not have seen had it not
ways...
hu,
In that Jewish
significantly inquires, ¢ Is not the Mon- been for the good offices of a guide.
quarter we visited the old, old synagogue,
gol a thistle in ourfield?. Shall we pluck Therefore, I am willing to forego the unone of the oldest in Europe. If I rememit up as does the husbardman,
or shall populatity of speaking a good word for
ber rightly the modern part of the structwe withdraw the intelligence of artificial this much abused class of men, many of
ure is some six or eight hundred years
selection from the environment and leave whom are doubtless out-right rascals, and
old, and the foundation walls are said to
the battle to the chances of natural selec probably there are none of them but will
be as many years older yet. Right oppotion alone
take the advantage of one if they have the site to this is a cemetery, which we did
It is due to remark that the writer, in opportunity. Perhaps the sentence just
not enter, but which is said to contain
the early part of his article, claims the written is somewhat contradictory, but I
graves twelve hundred years old. It
right to eliminate the moral element from presume not a whit more so than the subseems as though I could breathe freer,
the discussion of the subjectin hand, and ject in hand.
wherever I might be, if [ knew that that
therefore constructs his argument indeTEYNKIRCHE.
Jewish quarter in Prague was cleaned off
pendently of it. The following remarkaAn entrance to the old city is through the face of the earth. It is fearful to think
ble and suggestive sentence contains the
the
gateway in oneof the towers of the old how direfully complacent human nature
key to his position:
¢ However safely
wall.
The gateway, called the Pulver- could be in hearing of the fires and the
the popular conscience might be trusted
floods purifying such abominations on the
to decide such questions as that of slav- thurm, is a relic of olden times, as it was earth.
built
in
the
fifteenth century and ¢¢ tasteery, it is conspicuously fallible in others,
fully decorated in the late Gothic style.”
THE UNDERGROUND PRISON.
such as tariff, finance, and taxation; and
Soon after passing through it we come to
even slavery itself might have reached a
But one building more than any other
one of the most interesting churches in
more wise and less costly solution, had
in Prague left a deep impression on my
the Bible and the golden rule figured less the place, if not in all Austria. The old mind. Itis commonly known as Daliconspicuously in its discussion, and the church of the Hussites, the Teynkirche, is bore’s Tower, from the name of the first
principles of economic and social science rich in historical interest, especially to prisoner confined in it. It was built as a
been more frequently appealed to.”
Yet Protestants. It was built by the German political prison in 1492. In the yard or
merchants four hundred years ago. In
the question, as it seems to us, must na‘court, through which one passes to enter
urally arise in every thoughtful mind, the interior, its lofty nave is its one re- this dungeon, is an old looking chestnut
Can any broad and comprehensive and, deeming feature as a place of worship. At tree. This tree was planted as a memoBC —
at the-same time, just discussion of this least it seemed so to me ; for it is one vast rial on the spot where the block. formerly
storehous
e
of
relics,
and
images
of
saints
subject be had and the moral elément be
stood upon which prisoners were behead- ~——THE Southern Methodist Conference,
excluded ? There is a rightand a wrong clustered about its pillars, the latter re- ed. - The last victim, T was told, was a in session in Atlanta, Ga., attracts conin the matter that can not be winked out minding one of old wax figures with the countess
who
was
thus
executed siderable attention on account of some
of sight. May not the presence of the gilding and finish all faded and scarred for the crime of poisoning her hus- probable action on the subject of fraternal
Chinaman in America, whatever the con- and marred, making them anything but band.
Around this very tree is a rough relations between
the
Northern and
sequences may be to the Caucasian, be a pleasant to look upon. And one's first board.seat and beside this stood a little Southern branches of the church.
The
link in the accomplishment of God's vast impression is that one is in a museum girl with her mother. The little one was effort to establish such relations has alrather than a church—a museum showing playing with some small bottles half- ready passed through several phases.
designs?
Si
In
the objective facts of man's former piety, filled with water, and both seemed to be 1869 the Northern bishops
re
Pa
hd +
>
sent a deputa-

take special collections for the Society's

for

and

and when left and how.
]
5. Non-Resident Members, 10 pages,
showing when placed on the list, when

greatest quantity of food and subsists up-

-sent a prayer
.in its place.
Let there be thought, and prayer, and ‘members the right to send two, and one
work, aad especially giving, throughout - additional delegate for every additional
our Zion, in response
“to this appeal of 1000 church members; and they may be
the Treasurer.
Can not the churches all clergymen, or all laymen, or such a

better work in the future? Those aged
‘toilers
so long in the field must fail by
/ and by. Recruits ought to be already in

pages, showing when received

attendance, conversions, deaths,

2

tier,” said an old soldier when the

fron-

300 pages, arranged and printed with
headings as follows:
1. Title Page.
2. Suggestions to Clerks, one page.
3. Records, 230 pages.
4. Alphabetical List of Members, 40

crowd out the superior one now inhabiting the country. The doctrine of ¢‘the survival of the fittest” is expounded to mean
the survival of the race that produces the

and in-the-quickest-time.————— ing at all, so the Chinaman can live and

¢¢ All differences disappear at the

1

the means of emigration which necessity

to- ‘the Chinaman will not return, as some
It have argued that he will, but is destined

wretched lot of such as dwell in spiritual
might, the agony of souls in the undying
flame. That is the nature of the suffering. Will we hold back those who are
eager to bear healing to that land ?
This is no time for a discussion of
methods or a comparison of opinions.
It
is money that is wanted, and only a comparatively little at that. It is not a question whether this or that means is the
best for raising funds.
It is simply a
matter of sending financial relief to an

Toute,

unoccupied territory in this country and
other inducements offered, together with

following form as a Church Book for records, &ec., namely,
A book, of about

gate-tower of the bridge after the battle during
those long, long years. Another plauded.
The venerable Dr. Lovick
of the White Hill. The very essence of cell of
equal size had a window much Pierce responded in a few word
s, and
medieval antiquity clings to this sacred smaller
than
Presiding Bishop Paine also spoke in re.
the
one
mentioned.
building and permeates its every part, And
yet another cell was without any ply in terms of warm welcome "and
symand especially is this impression almost window
at all. In the fourth quarter of pathy.
The speeches created a profound
overwhelming as one enters within. It the
tower was another
dungeon into impression; and the Conference and dele.
seems to me that the interior of the pyra- which a
prisoner was put and then the gates were in perfect harmony.
mids could not awaken in me the idea of
place of his entrance was bricked up, and
age as did this Teynkirche.
i

roll had persistently opposed.

1t is stated that the first negro slave that was

9
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In weaving a pieture so glowing and warm.
¢¢ The fair gift of woman-—so near the divine—

Peters, and made her his wife. He had
wandered about the streets of London as
a newsboy, mingling in all sorts of low
society, often hungry—always ragged.
Three years of his life passed in this
manner, when he had the good fortune to
fall into the hands of a kind lady, Mrs.

A form crowned

Campbell.

THE MAIDEN'S WISH.
BY MARILLA.
RR

In girlhood’s bright visions her fancy took
form

ie

with

beauty,”

‘‘ must be mine.”
Life's shadows, she deemed,

she

sighed,

would be gleam-

me——

ing with light,

A

For true hearts love beauty, and love maketh
~ bright.
The years in advancing unfolded her dream,
And scattéred her visions, like leaves on

2

stream.

“I
to a
what
haps

pleasures, certainly none until he had
found the loving, trusting heart of Nellie

a

3

Then later 'shé, sighed for a beauty of soul,

passed my word, and can

J

hi

my

i

!

i

iA

not,

life, that alone will enable you to pass the

band’s store, where he gradually rose
from a common errand boy to partner in
the firm. Then he married gentle Nellie
Peters, thes daughter of a respectable
citizen, and with her he had been happy.
They had been blessed with three chil-

coming examinations. My family has
gone into the country to spend the summet as usual in our villa, and I join them
at the close of the term, then you must go
at once. I, myself,will be your escort tomorrow. Not a word, you must yield to
me in this. . I can not see you die this
torturing death before my eyes without
making some effort to save,you.”
The next morning despite his objections

a bright lad of.fifteen. He was his father’s favorite, and on him all his proud
This, this was the beauty the maiden would
hopes and bright anticipations were plac- ‘Leonard found himself seated beside the
seek.
:
ed, and he had spared no pains in fitting kind-hearted Profesor, dn his way to that
No more would she care for applause of the
him for the prominent position he wished gentleman's summer residence.
world,
Te
%
For goodness alone were her pinions unfurl- | him to fill in life, His one grand aim in
Professor Snow’s family consisted of
Leonard's training was to instil into his his wife, a son ‘and daughter.
ed.
.
The son
All restless she strove for this raiment so fair,
youthful mind the need of being temper- he had with him in college, the
daughter
Nor Jooked to the Saviour—nor trusted His
ate in everything, and so closely had he remained with her mother.
She -was a
care,
followed the example and advice of his sweet, gentle, blue-eyed, golden-haired
And ever the heart ached. The soul's inner
father, that, at the time our story opens, girl of seventeen, resembling her
life
father
Leonard
neither knew the taste of spirit- not only in appearance but also in good‘Was marred with the conflict of toiling and
uous liquors, nor had acquired any of the ness, benevolence and sweet temper.
© strife.
habits too often formed by young men of So, when her father presented the handO maiden! Why learning life’s lesson so long?
the present day. But now the father who some but pale, study-worn student, she
‘Why restless and tossing, with grief in thy
had been to him as a guiding star, di- kindly grasped his hand, resolving that
song?
Why longing and seeking earth’s goodness as recting his youthful feet in the narrow
nothing within the limits of her power
thine,
.
way of truth and right, was aboutto leave should be left untried in restoring to him
‘When Christ hath a raiment all pure and him; but even in the
agonies of death his lost heaith. And could she be otherdivine?
his son's future good lay near his heart, wise than successful? though sly thief as
‘When he, in his mercy, e’er waiteth to bles
and in a low broken whisper he had de- she was, ‘ere Leonard was aware, in
And give thee in fullness his own righteo
manded the promise we have already helping him regain his health she had
ness.
”
His robe is all beauteous=then trust and heard.” We know Leonard's answer, and silently stolen away his heart.
Basking
adore;
now must endeavor to show how the ia the sunshine of her smiles through the
Take this to thy soul, thou canst ask for no
promise was kept, which perhaps we can long, glorious summer days, he never
more.
>
do no better than by placing before our suspected his
loss until,
comparareader’s fancy two or three pictures in his tively recovered physically, the time
came for his return

life.

BY

J. W, BARKER,

*

Isn't it strange since time is passing,
With such wondrous flight away,

Hour by hour, and day by day;
Since the moments are bright jewels,
(Though their worth we little know,)
Kindly flung around our pathway,
Isn’t it strange we waste them so?
‘When we meet a toiling pilgrim,
Weary of his heavy load,
Sometimes rising, sometimes falling,
Struggling up life’s rugged road;
From his low estate aspiring,
Hoping, praying for a crown,
Isn’t it strange, ‘instead of helping,
‘We should cast the brothgr down ?

With their music low and clear;

‘When the human heart is pining,
For some breath of peace and love,

And no star of hope is shining
In the midnight skies above;
Still we linger in our blindness,
‘Where no note of love is heard,—
Isn’t it strange instead of kindness

‘We should Lreathe a scornful word?
Gladness tints the skies of morning,

Mingles all the air of even,
Near to every human spirit
Are the flowery fields of heaven;
Isn't it strange we choose to wander
In the clouded paths of sin;

‘When the pearly gates are open,
That we do not enter in?

Circle.
PROMISE ;

AND HOW HE KEPT IT.
BY AUNT MILLY.
a —_—

‘‘ Leonard, promise your dying father
promise?”

at

kind?

or

han-

Do

you

And Leonard, with trembling heart,

and quivering lips,grasped the thin, wasted hand of the dying man, and pressing
it tightly against his breast, said, ‘¢ Father, T promise.”

‘ Then I die happy.

Good-bye, wife,

good-bye, children, good-bye, friends, I
am only: going before. Farewell.” A
slight struggle, a short gasp, and Charles
Lester's wife-was@ willow, and his” chil-

dren fatherless; -&

¥ J

hoi B72

Long
and faithfully had Charles Lester

watchedin the * bivouac of life.” His
trials and conflicts had been many,—so

had his victories,—and now he had laid

down the well-worn weapons of his war-

fare and had gone
to receive the *“ crown
incorruptible” tor which he had so many

long years fought.

Ah! how frequently

during thosé years when

to be borne had pressed

hard’.

obi :

when temptations from ¢ foes with

and fears within” had well-nigh overcom

ome,

whic hh ang So. threateningly above his

Vise!”

head; ‘when it seétned that he had drat.

the very dregs; we. say how

a

moment

0
fréquent

ALY ly

was he tempted to lay aside h ar mor
and exclaim: ‘“O God, why should I
live?” But the sweet’ promises, so dear
‘Come -untoto the travel-worn.pilgrim,—
¢
me all ye
'e
‘apd
h
las

then

he

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Our next picture shows Leonard seated
with Edna Snow in the quiet parlor. Tis
evening.
‘White, fleecy clouds flit hither
and thither through the calm, azure blue,

hiding now and then the silvery face of
the fair queen of night, as she moves
triumphantly through the starry train.
All nature is hushed and still save the sad,
monotonous song of a lone whip-poor-witl
in a neighboring tree, Leonard speaks.
““Yes, Edna, to-morrow I must

return

to my studies. I can never hope to repay
your kind father for bringing me to
Marshmallow, nor dare I ever hope to re“pay you for what you have done for me.
The good is incalculable, the debt enormous and my gratitude boundless. There
is one way,Edna, and only one in which I
can expect to show my gratitude, and
that is in giving you myself, in serving
you as long as I live, and in endeavoring
as far as God enables me to make your
path through this thorny world a pleasant

Edna was grieved that through igno-

i
be

tell me why it is you

Professor,

my

Fre

¢¢ Tut, tut man, must a simple promise

he was d
ng, perhaps, stand thus,
1 boldly between your life and death? How

unreasonable! In a few weeks you graduate and that too with high honors I. feel
confident. Your health has given way
“under the heavy pressure your have laid

upon it during your whole course. ‘The

and rising to new life he Was enabled to

‘and success just within your grasp, you
willfully dash the elixir . from ‘your lips,

pre

‘| \fimes since he hdd been her guest she had

used her influence in persuading him to
‘made toa iyjpg man who
knew not
y
not wh what Iiaste wine with her.

physician prescribes wine and less men-

longer,” would be whispered in his ear,

rance of the circumstances she had almost

.can <been the means of causing him to violate
ad- ‘his pledge, and chided him for not making
her awareof those facts long before, and
profi f° oven with a pang of how many

E rear
10 >
ges
den, wi)
. not, I am
y
Go 1,” “ Tarry a little

continue his conflict.

Oxford;

not be persuaded to follow Brown's

e

*“ My promise,

ed the bitter cup a

snatched

to

awoke to the startling truth.

*

taxation, and theugh

you have

and must I say consent to die,

fame

-

*

IR

*

*!

*

*

In our last scene we find Leonard
happy husbandof Edna Snow and
proud father

‘of a tose-bud

*

the
the

‘of a son,

a

second Leonard seated in his cosy parlor.

Beside him sits his wife grown more
beautiful if possible since we last saw
her, while upon his knee |sits his young
hopeful who will persist in pulling.

his papa’s moustache greatly to that gen-

all .tleman’s uneasiness, and the amusement
. Deprived of parents and parental your bright dreams and aspirations to of an elderly man, Edna's uncle, who
ha$
counsel at
Age;
east
upe
{the
winds, all for the sake
of a promise. been invited in to dinner.
me, my dear Lester, be wise, banish
Leonard, growing perfectly nervous
mere child, homeless, 'friendless, penni-' your scruples, and choose between life with his son’s pranks, hands him over to

es hE

Vo 1 Yi Be 60 i

less, Charles Lester had seen

ala
Oh

aR

but few

ol
an

position..

and death.”

’
Sin

indo

A

VY

throw

3

‘
one?”
*¢ No," replied little Jean,

‘¢ Thy mother,

see that.

to

Ah!

one can

to

make soup—eh!

I shall

a

not be much

traced in a fine Siok
‘¢ Paris, the 17th January, 1857."

on

the

next

line,

the

hand :
Then,

‘To Monsieur—

¢« It is not for a Monsieur.”
‘“ Ah! well, for a lady, then?”
*“ Noj not for that, either.”

‘“ Ah! yes, indeed,” replied the child,

and hurry

thyself.”
:
Little Jean grew crimson. The fact is,
it is not so easy to applyte public writers

for such correspondence as
his.
However, he mustered up his courage, and said :

‘“ It is to the good Lord to whom I want
to send a letter.” Papa Bouin did not
laugh. He laid down his pen and took
his pipe out of his mouth.
*¢Little one,”
said he, severely, « I don't suppose thou

meanst to make fun of an old soldier of
the line.
Thou art too little to strike.

But, wheel! Turn to the left and go I”
Little Jean obeyed, and turned

on’ his

heels—I mean on those of his feet, for his

shoes had none—and started to go; but
seeing him so sweet and obedient, Papa
Bouin changed his mind a second time,
and looked at him more closely.

*¢ Nom de—nom de—nom de—nom ™ he’
muttered. - *‘ There is, after all, no end
of want in this Paris.
What is thy name,
hibi Pp?
« Jean.”
«Jean what?"
|
'

*¢ Nothing but Jean.”
Papa Bouin felt his eyes smarting, but
shoulders.

** And what

dost thou want to say to the good Lord ?"
“I want

been

asleep

totell

him

since

that mamma

yesterday

has

at

four

o'clock, and I want him to wake her up,
for I can not.”
:
;
The old soldier's heart felt numb.
for
ht was afraid he understood what was the
matter.
However, he went on asking:
* But what was that thou saidst about

of bread.”
*¢ And she—what had she eaten ?”
‘ She had said for two days, ‘I am not
hungry.”
* What did’st thou do when thou did’st
as

0,

I always

“ Did she breathe ?"
Jean smiled, and his

smile

made

him

Papa Bouin turned away his head,

for

look so pretty. “I do n't know,” replied
he; ** do n't mothers always breathe ?two large tears were

cheeks.

running

down

cabin

of

a

public writer. A great many petitions
and demands from the government were

W. Faunce; and presents

such topics as ‘“ Plain Words to Beginners,”
‘“ Advice to Workers with Slender Apparatus,”
* Preparing a Sermon,” * Bits of Advice to
Young Clergymen,”
* The Pastor and the
Children,” * Methods of Ministerial Culture,”

‘ The Pastor in the Sabbath-school,” * Chooss

ing a Field,” and others “equally as practical,
The names of the authors that we have quoted

for the value

of the

The volume seems to have sprung
once made by Heman

Humphrey: ** It is surprising how many questions the inexperienced pastor desires to ask,”
and it aims to answer such questions a% are

mest

frequently

recurring.

The

‘book

isan

Ithas

grown

theological

men as are most worthy of the

cessful

schoo).

out of the experience of such

pastors,

and

name

will, we

of

sue-

should think,

be found of great value to most ministers who
like to know the theories that have guided
their brother clergymen who have won a good
name.
Contingencies are constantly arising
in the work of younger ministers especially,
to triumphantly meet which
there must be

either a painful experience, it may be, or such
practical advice as is here given.

Most young

ministers will be glad to pay the price of this
volume, and then gain their experience from

such things as they must

themselves.

inevitably find out

It is a useful volume.
———

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS. [Artist Biographies].
Prepared
by M. F. Sweetser.
Boston:
Houghton,
Osgood & Co. 1Smo. pp. 176.
(60 cents).
No more fascinating subject of study could
be found than a biography of this man who
was the most celebrated of all the painters of
fair women and beautiful children, whose life
was spent among the best literary men and
women of his time, and whose artist acquaintances comprised the most celebrated painters
from Kneller to Turner.
The present biographical sketch deals with the relations of
Reynolds with Johuson, Goldsmith, Burke,
and Gibbon; also with the principal historical

events of his time, which included the Amer

ican and French revolutions; also with interesting details of his private and social life, and
summaries of his principal * Discourses,” besides giving some of the estimates of his manner and quality of painting by contemporary
artists. = It i= a delightful little book, and will
greatly increase the favor in which this whole

series is already held.

his

afford? A good deal, evidently, judging from
the character of the admirable selections with
which Mr. Longfellow has filled this volume.
The life of the Cossack, the war of the Crimea,
the associations that cling to Moscow, Balaklava, Poland andSebastopol, are full
of intense

suggestions,

fitted only

for such expression

as the poet’s passion might clothe them in.
But the contents are by no means wholly suggestive of war. Beautiful rivers, brave men,
fair women, and lovely scenes in nature have
alike furnished their themes for the muse, so

that, if one had asked the question

with which

He did not answer the child's | we began, one would find it abundantly an-

question, but he said,in a voice
the volume.
that trem- | swered before completing
—
bled a little:
Sunday
Afternoon
for
June contains an at“ When thou did’st kiss her, did’st thon

notice nothing?”
“Yes; she was cold,

it is so

cold at

home !”
*¢ And she shivered a little, did n't she ?”

‘“ Oh!no.

She looked beautifully,beau-

tifully, Her two hands, that did not move,
were crossed on her breast, and were so
white ! And her head was thrown back on

the pillow, so that through the opening in
her shut eyelids she seemed as if she was
looking up into heaven.”
Papa Bouin
thought to himself: “1

have envied the rich, 1 who eat and drink
as much as I want; and here is one dead

of hunger—of hunger!”

He

child, who went to bim,

and

‘ Little one,

is

on his knees

and

ery

he

put

him

written,

and

said to

thy letter

sent, and received.

called the

him

gently:

Take me to thy moth-

oc

‘I will be very glad to do so. But why
are you crying ?" Jean asked, with astonishment.

;

tractive first installment of Edward Evereit
Hale’s new story,“ Aunt Hullah’s Scholars,”
which opens promisingly. - It is a sequel to
“Ten Times One Is Ten,” and will be welcomed by the large audi nee which enjoyed
that. That somewhat ponderous subject, the
old Egyptian inscriptions; has decidedly readable treatment in Rev. Dr. E. A. Wushburn's

translation from the German

of Brugsch, en-

There is

titled “ Stories told by the Stones,”

a sort of a * symposium,” not about * Eternal
Punishment,” but relating to dumb animals,
and introducing a poem, by Earl Muasble, and

by

including besides, ** Mind in Nature)’

W.

Things,” by
C. Gray, * A Plea for Dumb
Elizabeth Akers Allen, and * Certain Venomous Creeping Things,” by 8. G. W. Benjamin. President E. H. Fairchild, of Berea Col-

lege, in ¢ What Career for the

Negro?” takes

issue with the idea that the freed.uen may not
aspire to the professions, and higher walks of

life generally. C. F, Thwing’s “Phillips Acad-

kisses and covering him with tears.

‘But

thou.

dear!

emy” is apropos of the centennial of that institution in June.
Tryon Edwards tells about
‘* The Lake Dwellings of Switzerland,” » sub=
Jeet fascinating from its strangeness,
‘lieve

Dost thou know I love thee as though thou
wert my own son? Itis foolish, perhaps.

from those always welcome authors, Rose Ter-

“Iam

not crying,”

soldier, who
will

But, ah!

was

ery,
I had

replied

smothering

little
a

the
him

Jean, - Poar

mother

once,

old
with

also; a

long time ago, to be sure, but I seem to
se her on her death bed, where, as she
was leaving me, she said*:

* Bouin,

be an

honest man and a good Christian,’ There
was a picture of our Saviour hanging by
the side of her hed—a little pictare that
only ‘cost two sous—which seemed to
smile,and which I'loved,and whose mem-

ory has

come.

back to my

And I have been an honest

heart again;
man;

but

as

to a good Christian—ah! me.’’. Then he
rose, still holding the child in his arms
and pressing him to his'heart, and added,
asthough he were speakin to some inFar away in the quarter of Gros-Caillon, visible person : * Behold, old mother—be-on the corner of an avenue, ‘and not far hold and be happy. My friends may langh
from the Park, was the small

M.

tUssiA, [Poems of Places]. Edited by Henry
So
W.
Longfellow.
Same
publishérs,
ete.
* be- |. 18mo. pp. 245. ($1.00 ECE
went
Russia, cold, frozen, uvaricious—what poetic
piece inspiration could her scenery or her character

soup, a little while ago?”
** Oh! well,” replied the child,
n
Before she
to sleep, mamma gave me the last

try to wake her ?”
d * Oh! well, I kissed her,

Wm.

Taylor, C. H. Spurggon, Dr. John Hall, Henry
M. Scudder, Wala
Tot, Dr, Tiffany, Rev,

theoretical training of the

Bouin,

‘ dost thou not know to whom thou wishest to write a letter ?

he shrugged his

such’ preachers as Dr. Cuyler, Dr.

admirable supplement, in a limited way, to ‘the

Papa

‘“ Well, then, say who it is,

($1.25).

This volume contains thirty-two sermons by

up in view of a remark

‘* Why, the individual for the soup.”
Jean understood this time, and replied :

eried

THE YOUNG PASTOR AND HIS PEOPLE: Bits
of Practical Advice to Young Clerg ymen, b
distinguished ministers,
Rito by B. i
Liepsner, A. M. Introduction by Hon. Joel
|. T. Headley. New York: N. Tibbals & Sons.

contents,

*“ Whose ?” asked Jean.
*“ Why, the Monsieur’s, of course.”
¢¢* What Monsieur ?”

de bleu!”

Bebieto,

are sufficient authority

what is the name, bibi?”

* Nom

Fiterary

Dr. Sabine, Rev. D.

Jean obeyed.
Papa Bouin arranged
his paper, dipped his pen in the ink, and

very dregs |

It were well if I could stop here, but

something

poorer.”

during all their acquaintance she could
never persuade him to taste liquor of any
kind. This revelation caused such a universal exclamation of wonder that weak
though it was Smith began to be ashamed
of his lack of sociability; his promise,

after a brilliant toast to all present.

neither?

)

1878. 12mo. pp. 284.

want a letter written so as

sheet of paper

that

a

know;

little one ?"
‘* Yes," replied Jean, ¢ exactly.”
‘¢ Advance! For ten lines and ‘a half

The boy went back to college, graduated creditably, and began studying law as
a profession. But in the meantime he
fell in love with the daughter of a wealthy
ship-owner. She.was one of the fashionable belles of the present day who seemed
to have no higher aim in life than spending her father's money and making a
‘ good match.’ She could smoke a cigarette or toss of a glass of wine with any of
her many admirers, rode her palfrey like
a queen, and in fact was what might be
styled ‘fast.’ But she was pretty and
fascinating and so this poor fellow” loved
her. Her father favored the union, not
only because Smith (I shall call him). had
considerable property left by his father,
but he was a rising young man, and bid
{air to make his mark in the world.
Smith became a frequent visitor at the
house, and finally proposed to the fair
Julia and was accepted. The wedding
day came and the happy pair were made
one. After the ceremony, Julia asked her
husband to pledge herself and company

seizing

You

to have

man sank to rest.

father, all, was
| -glass-of-wine: forgotten, and
tohe

«I

and thou hast not ten sous ?”
“Oh! no; I have no sous atall.”

and as such was almost worshiped by
his father who had once been a great|
drunkard and well knew from bitter experience the evils attending strong drink,
consequently he lost no opportunity of
impressing upon his son’s mind the need
of being temperate. He lived to see his
son half through his college course,
and evidently on the road to honor, and
then death compelled him to leave him
alone amid life’s temptations, but his dying words were a request that his son
would never taste liquor of any kind.
The promise was willingly given, and the

with wine, remarking to her guests

*T am mam-

ma's son, who is all alone.”
¢ Ah! said’ the ¢ editor,’

He was the once child,however,

shorten my story Smith acquired an appehave fallen had he not caught the table
tite for drink which he could not conquer
and thus saved himself.
and he wert from bad to worse until his
property was swallowed up, his wife and
* It’s no use,” he said, sinking into ‘a
children beggars, and himself a miserable
chair, and pressing his hot hands upon
sot. You may see him any day lounging
his still hotter temples.
* It's no use
aboutLowe’s liquor storein tatters, be ging
trying, I really am killing myself by
a treat from every one who comes in his
way. Though such might not have ‘been
inches. I mightas well give up all the one. Am [asking too much, Edna?”
your fate yet I repeat it thank God that
bright hopes I have cherished, and forget
A little white hand stole into his and You ever kept your promise.”
my happy dreams. Ab, my poor father, Edna, looking up smiling
The gentleman ceased speaking, and
through her’
if it be possible that saints in heaven see tears, replied :
Edna threw her arms around bér husve,
those dear to them on earth, how it must
O Leonard
‘1 shall deem it an honor to be accom- band’s neck exclaiming,
what if I had been the means of your betrouble you to behold ‘your once bloom- panied and guided by one as good
and coming what poor Smith is to-day!” And
ing boy changed to this miserable skele- noble as yourself. And now,” said
she, Leonard, drawing her closer
ton. It is certainly hard that those of rising and ringing for lights, ‘‘ Leonard, said, “Never mind, Edna, to his bosom,
I kept my
my fellow students who care no more for you must pledge my health and
future promise.”
--O
study than tg be able to.escape a repri- happinéss as your wife in a glass
+
ve
of wine.
mand from the Professor, shoald enjoy a You have always refused
LITTLE
'S8 LETTER.
a cordial of any
strong, robust constitution, while I who kind ever since you came, but you
will
FROM THE FRENCH OF PAUL FEVAL.
am 80 anxious to succeed in life, so anx- surely obey me just this once ?”
Jean
made up his mind to write a let-,
ious to gain the ‘steep where Fame’s proud
Leonard's cheek paled at the words. ter to the good Lord. In France,
when
temple shines afar,’ am thus kept back, Could he have the courage to break
his the peasants and poor people want somethus hindered by my health. And only promise for the sake of her heloved dear- thing very much, they not only ask the
ood Lord for it, but they write a letter to
for that promise to my dying father I er than life? Only one glass. He
need fo and one can
often see poor women
might become stronger. The doctor says never drink again. Just one.
The tempt- and children, with pale, sad faces, enternothing will save me but a glass of wine er was too fair, too dear
to him to be ing the churches and laying a letter on
every day. Butoh! I cannot, I dare resisted, but he trembled
violently as he the altar, feeling that if he sees it there
not break my york. No! if I die in the replied,
day and night, he will be sure to: remeni:
ber their petition. And I would like do
attempt father, I shall keep my promise.”
“Yes, Edna.
I'll drink your heaith'in
A gentle tap at the door interrupted his one glass. For your sake. only I take the know if, in all the ages, there could be
anything more touching, and sweet, and
soliloquy, and raising his head he ‘bade cup.”
:
;
simple, than these letters to the good
the guest enter.
The wine was brought. Leonard raised’ Lord.
Jean was six years old, and he wore a
« Well, certainly, Lester, this won't the glass to his lips repeating
his toast,
dor. We have never as yet had the crime but the happy blush his eloquent words pair of trousers all worn out at the knees.
of suicide connected with out, institution, called up on Edna's .cheek . suddenly His hair was blonde and curly, and so
thick and beautiful, and there was enough
‘and I hope we never may; but,sir, if you changed to ashy whiteness as the glass of it to have dressed the heads of two
continue in this course, nothing will save and its contents fell to the floor, and lovely ladies. He had a pair of great blue
us. Why, there's not as muek Blood in Leonard, his face rivaling hers in pale- eyes, that tried to smile sometimes,though
had already wept so often. He had
your face this minute,#5 T can’ boast in ness, sank into a seat and buried his face they
a little jacket, quite icely cat, but. all
my little finger, and'as fo'flesh, why, sir, in his Hands.
falling into pieces, and on his right foot a
it is literally running off you. How any
When he was again composed Leonard girl's shoe, and on the other a boy's, both
Len blessed ith one-fourth the common
explained to Edna his strange conduct, of .of them too long and large for him, alas!
and too full of holes, and they turned up
sense you pos
can allow himself to his promise to his father, how he had
in front and wanted heels
He
die this miserable death, ‘when simply yielded to her just because he loved her, was hungry and cold, for itbehind.
was on a
taking a glass of wine every morning how as he raised the wine to his lips he winter's night, and he had been fasting.
would save him, T acknowledge is more beheld in its ruddy depths the image of since the day before at noon, when the
difficult to solye than the most knotty his dying parent, and so vividly was the idea came to him of writing a letter to the
good Lord.
problem I have ever mastered. : Doctor picture of that death-bed scene presented
You are wondering how he could do it,
Brown has just told me all about it, and to his view that he heard again his father’s poor little Jean!
It is true, he could not
|
write any more than he could read.
voice asking of him the promise.

Thus a cheerful tribute bring,
Touching weary souls with gladness,
-Isn’t it strange we can not sing?

any

*

which racked his brain. But as he turned from the window, he reeled and must

When the mountain and the forest,

dle strong drink of

*

| only to ease if possible _ thefieveo pain

Crowns to deck the joyous year,
And the morning skies are ringing

that you will never touch, taste,

*

cises, and had now.

‘When some fairy hands are bringing

LEONARD'S

”

The last faint rays of a burning sumwer’s sun fell aslant the floor of a plain
but comfortably furnished room in the
upper story of one of the boarding halls
in connection with the University of Oxford. The only occupant—a young man
—stood gazing out of the window at the
many saffron-colored, fleecy and goldenedged clouds which flitted above the horizon, as if collected there of one accord
to watch the silent departure of old Sol.
For the last hour Leonard Lester had
been engaged in writing ou a ‘most difficult translation for the next day's exer-

While the sands of life are dropping,

Family

*

me!” and he opened the door to go out;
but Papa Bouin thought him such a nice
little fellow, he said to him :
:
‘* Art thou the son of a dbldier, little

ly conversation ‘with his ‘guest.
They
talk on yarious topics and finally come
upon the justice of dying persons demanding promises from those they leave behind.
Leonard related his own experience and
referred to the many difficulties into which
it had brought him.
“For,” said he, “I had never tasted
liquor of any kind, and surely after reaching man’s estate I ought then to have discretion enough to withstand any temptation without being bound so firmly by my
word.”
!
+ “Thank God, Leonard,” replied Mr.
Brimner, * that ever your father demanded
such a pledge from you. There is no
knowing the sorrow and disgrace it may
have saved you. Iam acquainted to-day
with a young man left very much in your

>

ee

i

dare

He was taken into her hus-

A mind ever active *neath spirit’s control ;
A heart ever trustful, and patient, and meek;

i|

not,

will not break it!"
“Then you must leave Oxford for a
season. Throw aside all study, and recreate amid the quiet scenes of country

dren, Leonard, Jessie and Frank.
Leonard, at the time of his. father’s death was

,

can not. That promise was given
person who understood . perfectly
he was demanding, and though pera trifle too restrictive, yet I "have

at me, if they like: but where thou hast
me. I want to, ge, 100; and I will take

are

bright

and characteristic
Harding

ry Cooke,: Rebecca

contributions
Davis; * Susan

four ¢hap~
Coolidge,” and Annie A. Preston;
ters of *‘ Tom’s Heathen;” poems by Sarah O.
Jewett, author ef * Deephaven;” hy * Lucrece,” Nora Perry,and Marion Douglass ; also

one by one

of the Goodale sisters written

at

the age of nine years. “ The Tragedy at Dale
Farm,” is a'story by Ellen W. Olney, * The
End of Tweed,” * The Heresy of Paganism”

and

other

topics

have

the ‘usual

trenchant

handling in the Editor's Table,
Philocristus,” ¢“ Lmebke’s History of Art,” and several
of the recent autobiographical series which My,

Howells is editing, are among the

viewed.—Swunday

Afterndon,

books re-

Springfield,

Mass,

Rev.
ready

James ' Freeman

Clarke has nearly’

for Houghton, Osgood

& Co. to pub-

this little one, poor child, to you; and he
made in this country of retired warriors ; shallnever leave me till then, because
his
and whether the government was headed rascally little letter, which was not even

lish, a volume of * Memorial and Biographical Sketches.”
The subjects of thesesketches
are the famous Massachusetts governor, John

was all the same, for old soldiers’ letters

A. Andrew ; Dr. Jamés Freeman, grandfather

by a king,

emperor,

or

a

president,

‘it

have rarely any political ‘prejudices in
them. The ** editor,” ‘as he was called
in the quarter was an old soldier’ himself,
rather bad-tempered, though with a good

written, has received two answers ; it has

iven him a father and found
heart.”
:
*

*

*

for

me

*

*

*

The poor woman, who

had

died

:

:

a of Mr. Clarke, and in his day the noted preach-

from

want, was never awakened on this earth.
heart—and ah he was not rich, and be- Who was she?
I never knew, nor what
sides,
was

so

unfortunate

as

not to

be

quite maimed and wounded enough to get

‘admission into the

Hofel

des Invalides,

where all the old soldiers are sent who
:
have no legs or arms to speak of.
Well, Jean saw him through the dirty
windows of his cabin, smoking his pipe
and waiting for business, so he went in

had been the martyrdom of her life.

But somewhere in Paris there is a man,
still young, who is an ¢ editor,” but not in

a cubin like Papa Bouin.
He writes
many eloquent things; and youall know
his name, But we will call him simply

Jean,as in the old days.

;

er at King’s ‘Chapel;

Charles Sumner;

Theo-

dore Parker; Dr.S8.G. Howe; Dr, William
Ellery Channing; his brother, Dr, Walter
Channing,and some ofhis contemporaries ; Dr.
E. 8. Gannett; Rev. Samuel J. May ; Dr, Susan.
Dimock, a successful
physician
and noble
woman, who went down in the ill-fated Schil-

ler ; George Keates, the poet’s brother; Dr.
Robert J. Breckinridge; George D. Prentice;
Junius Brutus
Booth the elder, To these are
added, Washington and thé Secret of his In| fluence; a ter-centenary “address on Shakespeare ; Rousseau ; the Heroes of One Country

Papa Bouin is now a happy old man,
always: honest, and moreover a good
*¢ Good day ; I have come to have a letChristian. He takes greaf pride in the Town ; and William Hull,
?
ir
ter written.”
success of his ‘¢little one,” as he “still |
‘ It’s ten sous,” replied Pere Bouin ; for sometimes calls his illustrious
Mrs. H. B. Stowe’s new
adopted
this
and

said:

old warrior, who was pérhaps the
hundred thousandth part of the. glory
of a

marshal of France, was called Pere Bouin,
Jean, who had no cap to take. off, pulled

son, and he said, for it was

he

who

told

me this little story: ¢ I know not who is
the postman who delivers that kind of let-

ters; but I know
always
the front lock of his curly hair, and’ mak» reach their address.one inthing—they
heaven [=Baldhis mother, and enters at once into a live- ing a bow, said politely:
* Then excuse win's Monthly.

novel, ‘‘ Poganue
People: Their Loves and Lives,” is announced
for publication, Wednesday,
May 22. It is

said to be based upon her own childhood mem-

orfes, and to contain all the aptness and inter-.,
«st of genuine portraiture, It will be publish-ed by Fords, Howard, & Hulbert, New York.
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various

OF COMFORT.

WORDS

* As even to be near;

within.
He isis withi

universe;

it

ever

is

a seed.

all

he conquers

us,

in

uers all

i

kinds

‘Samuel Johnson.

He

have lived.— Thomas a Kempis.

The year’s at the spring
And day’s at
Morning’s at
“T'he hillside’s
“The lark’s on

the morn;
seven;
dew-pearled ;
the wing;

"The snail’s on the thorn;

~+1God’s in his heaven;

seem-

which

as by anything he ever wrote himself.
Yet he was a true genius and a poet,
We always hear him spoken of as the
author of the * Essay on Man.”

beth the glory

of the orna-

reign,

an ‘age

Queen

of eminency

in

“geniusin England. Anns was

Eliza-|-

of James

rule

it will be observed that there

been

family

has

been imposed upon more than once.
‘the .weakest
Stewarts, but

and
her

reign is one of the most brilliant in English history. Marlborough, her great

general, won many vielories over the
French. Literature flourished, anda
galaxy of famous names lit up that era
with the splendor of their genius. Defoe, the author of ‘ Robinson Crusoe,”
Addison, Switt, Gay, Steele and Pope,
.are the most noted of the

famous

-all the wits, scholars and writers to meet
at coffee-houses, where they spent their

tim? in discussing men, ‘books,

lippe,

at London,

handsome

May 21st,

His father was a linen merchant

by trade, and after having accumulated
considerable’ property retired to an es-

tate he

purchased

‘Windsor forest.

near

Binfield,

At this place the

in
boy-

and

discon-

H

out of printed books, and having learned
alittle Greek and Latin, he went to

school, first to Twyford and afterward
“at’ London. He was not particularly
at

either

place

for his

scholarship, but he read variously and
much, and was onca flogged for lampoonng his teacher. So even at that early

~age his peculiar

talents

wdre noticeacle.

_ The time that intervened between his
fifteenth and twentieth years Pope spent at

‘is father's house "in

before

church at Newfield, two years ago

otherside of the are, along the

place

3

much

a

as you

published

but

until

none

may

of them

1735.

They

Binfield, where

.he

continue

will

Adsnieres,

to

drive

our

but

five miles from the city limits, on the left
banks

of the Seine.
It was at Courbevoie where that famous statue of Napoleon I., which represents him in a gray
thrust into the

bosom

of his

vest,

and the weary are at rest.
member that we must die,

up from the bottom of the Seine into

men of the age.

which they tossed it.

gents of the 4th of September, and

of George

fished

For the rest, Cour-

Anne,

bevoie is a quiet, pretty place, abounding

the

Han-

overian princes which line is now

rep-

in handsome villas, some of which yet
bear the marks of Prussian shot. The road

the

First,

and who

who

succeeded

Queen

was

the

of

first

Mount

ILLSDALE
ate,

PHEBE,

widow

resented by Queen Victoria, was the
worst in the history of England. It was

fully as vicious as that of Charles the

sight of the village, which may be said
scale. Every
to be Paris on a small
She was
second house is a restaurant with a public triumphant.
and leaves many friends
garden attached, bordering on the river, but who feel that for her
but not a *¢ restaurant” in the sense in
which we’ Americans generally
accept : Louisa A., widow of

Second

without

of elegance.

the

redeeming

quality

The ¢* Essay on Man"

was

a rebuke to that terrible corruption, and
though some of its philosophy is hardly
consistent with the views of the present
time it wasin every way a noble work.
Pope has given us in it many proverbs
and it isreplete with quotable lines and
couplets,

some

of which

are

the term. There are no‘‘ bar rooms,”
although wine may be had, and cheap
at that, in all the restaurants and cafes,

doubtless

familiar to most readers.

|

«To

err is human, to

vine.”
* Worth

di;

makes the

man

of it the fellow.”

« Pleased with

with

forgive

a

a straw.”

and want

:

rattle- and

tickled

i

* The
wisest,
mankind.”

al

meanest
di

of

by the friends which, despite his asperity
and

his cynicism,

were still not a few. He remained a
diligent worker up to a few days before
death,

revising:

ing his earlier works.
80th of May,

Theater

Francaise,

and other

theaters,

own villas here. Three Parisian boat>
ing clubs have their club-houses here,

and

He

elaborat-

died

on the

1744, and was buried in

the

while

sizes,

barges of all kinds and

small steamers from Puris land every few

These and many more which you have
heard and which ‘are sometimes quoted
as from Shakespeare or the Bible, are

his’

the leading actors and actresses of the

and the river is alive with *¢ shells” and

noblest,

his vanity

and although I have visited Asnieres-a
number of times, I never saw an intoxiwealthy
there. . Many
cated person
Parisians reside here, ‘going to the - city
every day by the St, Lazare railway and
returning in the evening,and nearly sll of

the

church at Twickenham,
O-0-O-0-

When a gentleman lately presented a
Biblé to a prisioner under the sentence

minutes a cargo

hu-

dressed,

of guily

manity. To go to Paris without visiting
Asnieres, is like goingto Naples without ascending Vesuvius,
A few miles furtber out, and we

reach

the pretty village of Nanteere—famous
for its annual ceremony, on Whit Sunday,
of crowning the rosiere. The rosieres,
here,”as

elsewhere

in France where

the

Eld.

the lust few days

her

though not a murmur

flower market
wagons, load-

led

to the brim with

in pots and baskets,

flowering rosés

screened

from the

withering influences of the sun by. canvas

had had this book, and studied it, ‘I
should never have’committed the crime

Nanteere to Paris any day.

of svhich I am

know of. any

town of Grasse,

in

Next to

Provence,

place where

I do

I have

the
not

seen

ortland,

all:

the

Northwest.

- Now is the time to work for an
increased circulation of the Morning
Star.
Please read the following of-

fers :

re.

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre.

Tuition,

MOUNTAIN

~ Center,

Vt.

incidental

President,

Hillsdale, Mich.

SEMINARY.—Waterbury

LIzzIE

COLLEY,

Rev. A. M. FREEMAN,

"AINE
AVA

Principal;

Waterbury Center, Vt.

CENTRAL

Maine.

College

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

Preparatory,

Normal, Classi-

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring
term begins

Monday, Jan. 28, 1878.

Summer

term

To every old subscriber, who will
pay all arrearages for his Star, and
two years in advance ($5.00), or
will pay for his own Star one year
in advance ($2.50), and at the same
time send pay for a new subscriber
one year in advance ($2.50), we
will send a copy of the Life of Rev.
George T. Day, or a copy of the
book entitled ¢“ Open Communion or
Close Communion.”
The postage on each book thus obtained will be ten cents extra.
The same premium will also be
given for every new subscriber paid
for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any person who has already paid for

begins
Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19,1878. .Send to the Secretary or
Principal for a Catalogue.
ICHOLS

LATIN

SCHOOL.—The special work

ofthe school is to prepare the students for col-

lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible, Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
-

A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
ATES
—For

COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL
further information address

ident, O. B.
Emad

’

CHENEY,

willy

YNDON

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

LITERARY

INSTITUTE.—J.

8S.

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent as.
sistants.
Spring
term begins March 12, 1878. A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
no hegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clas-

sical.

Send for Catalogue. . Address,

TILTON

I. W. SANBORN,

Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE.—Wil

Vt.,

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
each. Commercial College. Cheapest and best of
any in New England, Spring term beging Monday,
Jan. 28, 1878.
Summer oni Th
onday, April
15, and

closes

Thursday, June

Peter

Clark,

20, 1878.

Fall term

begins Monday,
}
Aug.
26. Send for Catalogue and
c
to
Rev. A¢B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This school was never in better condi.
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully

arra

courses

of study.

Seminary
and English Course.
address the Principal.
APHAM

The

Classical,

For full catalogue:
’
IRVING B. SMITH

INSTITUTE.—North

Scituate,

escaped

R. I.

This Institution furnishes Colioge Preparatory,

English and Scientific, and
es’
Collegiate
course of Study. For further particulars address
the Principal, at North Scituate, R. I.

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—Spriug term heégins March 25, 1878. This Institution is one of
the largest and best in the Stete. Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
>
J. 8. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.

and

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

Mgrs. AMELIA, wile of Jesse Ainger, died in

suffered much;

fortitude, Wh

but bore all with patience. and

en a child of some eight years
she started on the Christian race, and has kept

her

eye steadily on

terms of ten weeks each.
Winter term will begin Jan. 29, 1878. This new
Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
the thorough manner in which instruction is im.

She

Sutton, Vt., April 20, aged 59 years. Sister
Ainger had been in feeble health for a number of years, troubled with disease of the
heart and lungs. ¥or a year past she
has

the mark and pressed for-

ward
until death, We trust a crown of life
will be hers to wear among the redeemed ones
on high. She was baptized
by Eld. Gaskell,

(including
room rent) from
r week. For
information
, Z. HANING, Pres, of Trustees, Rio
1ia Co., Ohio.
A

|

a
As

she was faithful und kind,

lover of the churéh
a wife and mother,.

and was regarded
children

with

the

warmest affection, and esteemed as the light of
Their hearts are bowed with sor- |
their home,
row, but they mourn not as those without

hope,

for she

fell asleep
;

JOSEPH E., son of Charles

in

Jesus.

and Mary

Glory

SHE

Awn

Chase, died in Sutton, Vt., of disease of the
pancreas, Oct. 26, 1877, aged 24 years.
He

was remarkable for bis
fon,

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

GEO.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi.
ness, scientific’ schools or the best colleges.
F. CHACE, A. M,, Principal For
er
rticulars, address the princ pal, or ELIHU
AYES, Sec. Trustees.
'W. Lebanon, Me., Jan. 13, I877,

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
P. R. CLASON, A. B,, Principal, with a com.
plete board of assistants.

For

further

particulars

address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
Spring Term commences Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1878,
a

Be

Ridge, N. H., Nov. 1, 1877,

IDGEVILLE

COLLEGE.—The Sprin
Term
ay 30.
will open March 12, 1878, and i,
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commencement Thursday, May 30. For catalogue address

rine

indiana.

¥. Resp,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

but during his sickness he gave evidence

to his parents and friends of a preparation for
the better land.
M. ATWOOD.

i

EMILY E., widow of Benjamin Fisk, died at
her home in Camden, Me., April 18, aged 60
years, Sister I. was born in incolnville, Me.

above

can not

CALVIN SANDERS,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Over Oocheco Bank, Dover, N. H.

be asked for, unless

‘the one asking it should wish the
Establishment to become bankrupt.
Those who have said, ¢ put the Star

at $2.00 a year and we will double
our

list of subscribers,” now have an

opportunity to see what can be done.
We will furnish the Star, to those

who have paid all arrearages, and
will order these other publications,
at the following rates :
and ‘ Wide Awake?” (the
popular new juvenile magaZINE) sess cssbasrecnsesacsne $4.00

and ‘““‘Harper’s Magazine,”
s¢Bazar ? or “Weekly”....
and s¢Arthur’s Home Maga=

(13

ZINC

cccossccavascsassossansen

and ‘‘Scribner’s Monthly”?
and ‘New England Far-

¢

MCT

sec acnsnisrosnsessnccsane

BEY

cecssssrnssassnssesssasses

and ‘“Smith’s Bible Diction«
and ‘‘Lite and Epistles of
TPRUD?

¢

ceevdencsssassrnsosssnne

. and ¢ Critical Greek and
Engilsh Concordance”.....

and

~

Cot

“Fruit

Recorder

e Gardener”

School
two years and
Rev.

3

8

and

s

seeccees

Geo.

Sunday-

T.

“Memoir

Day,”

of

(old

Subseribers,)cesvcesssoenacionss

one

year and ‘Memoir of

Rev.
Geo. T. Day,” (new
subscribers,) cececssssscscassse

The

4.715

Ad

see siebihdsavees

i
Teach
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5.80
4.60
5.75

and “The Christian”......
and *“National Temperance
Advecateh

to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

industry and steady

habits of life. He was a dutiful son and kind
brother. He made no open profession of relig-

Star at $2.00 each, strictly in advance.
The offer of ¢¢Day’s Memoir,” or
of “Open Communion
or Close
Communion,” and the Star, is liberal indeed.
;
1
A more liberal offer than the

ze
$2 to £4
iy to
Rev, Gal.

Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students
rtant and peculiar advantafou. For particular
information, send for a circu.

proved herself to be a very conscientious and
ntelligent Christian;

Clubs of six or more, one-third
being new subscribers, can have the

eae
Bo Co
/
h
ege Rall
ry BB two
co
viz, : Classical and Scientific.

and
me a member of the. F.
tist
church in Glover, Vt.
She
was. faithful
in her relations to the church while she lived
there.
In later years she became connected
with our church in Sutton, and here she has

and Sabbath-school.

on a slip sent in the Star (and we
here repeat the offer), that any subscriber who has paid or will pay all
arrearages shall have his own paper
and one for a new subscriber one
‘year, for $4.00 in advance.

STAR

July 11, 1876.

hen

was ready and willing to go, und we trust that
our loss is her gain.
!
C.

year in advance;

and also to every new subscriber
who will send his own name and
pay for one year in advance ($2.50).
Postage, ten cents extra.

WW

severe,

her lips.

his own Star one

The Establishment has also offered,

SCHOOL.
the Pres-

D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULXy

at home. Samples worth
Address STINSON a Oo.
:
y

s Liberal Offixs !

ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate. With'competent
assistants. Expenses are moderate. For further
pretium
address-the Principal; at Hill, YN. H., oF

Cush-

N. H.

sufferings were

awaits such, -

also. famous for

5 10 $205we

sum-

liveda Christian life until called to join the
church triumphant.
For several;years she families at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
or ‘further information
was deprived of her hearing for the most part English and: Classical.
he
opal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
und suffered much in consequence. . Though pi
Center
8
rd,
July
31,
1877,
a feeble: woman: she ‘lived to byry «her parents,
brothers and sisters, husband and thrée chilRIC
BANDE
COLLEGE.—Rio
Grande, Gallia
dren, her nearest relative being a niece. For
., Ohio. The college year consists of four

livelihood.

Nanterre is

Theological,

she made a profession of religion under

ceremony is observed, are young village
girls, distinguished for their purity of
life and brave struggles to earn an honest
supplying the Parisian
with roses, and huge

in

REEN

a devoted Christian,
to mourn their loss,
to die was gain. :
C. A.C.

Gilmanton,

the labors of the late

her
the
our

ton, Muscatine Co., Towa.
Special arrangements for the coming .yéar.
Spring term begins
March 26, 1878. For particulars address the
Prin.
cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

in Tunbridge,

by her husband and three

«of death, he exclaimed, Oh, sir, if I. canopies, may be seen on the road from
convicted.”

young

in

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine 8t.,N. Y,
Pulpits,Communion Fables, Chairs-

etc., for church use—constantly in
stock at reasonable prices.
Silk 8,8. Banners in colors and
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
walnut, etc., from $1.50 te $6 each.
1llustrated catalogues of Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Illustrated Catalogues of Banners and Decoration, 10 cts. post
.
1y42

A. E, BOYNTON.

D. W. C. DURGIN,

Josiah Robinson, died
in Belmont, N. H., March 31, aged 63
years.
born

we

—

Ry, (BURGE FURNITURE,
|

Spring Term commences Mar. 20.

|

March 21, aged
80 years.
She experienced religion in early life, was baptized by Eld. Geo.
ackett in 1819, and united with the F. B.
church in Tunbridge, of which she remained a
worthy member until removed to the church

She was

May

PI~

Mailed.
A liberal discount fo Teac
oe
s,Sa Ministers,
Churches, etc. HORACE WATERS & SONS,
40 East 14th St, N. XY,

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue
address,

ex-

of Benjamin

pneumonia,

ce.

and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol-

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible.
Mgrs.

this

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

buildings

@batwaries.

man, died of

s

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in.
fluences.
Thorne and cheap.
Finest college

tra franc pour boire, and return to Paris
by one of the little steamers, that we
may be in time for dinner at Bigaos's,
OUIS.

to Asnieres is excellent, lined with poplars on both sides, and soon we are in

8

CRAC

Educational,

was

placed after. it had been thrown down
from the Vendome column by the insur-

were

were in-

court

was killed in 1871 by a shell from

hand

overcoat, cocked hat, and his right

scribed to Lord Bolingbroke, one of the
most gifted but also the most dissolute

The

leader,

driver, pay his fare, and give himan

to the right.
We shall not stop here, ‘however,

The four epistles composing the ** Essay on Man,” Pope's last and greatest poem, he had had in mind as
early as 1725,

Boulevard

Communist

$605. 8 stops,
$70.
perfeet fan Bd not use

be

glory, where the wicked cease from troubling,

Valerien. Turning thento the right, we
pass the mansion of La Jouchere, belonging to Madame Staub, and the Beauregard estate whichis now the property
of
Bridge
the
and
Etoile:
I’
Arc
the
Neuilly, where the Seine makes its of the Countess de Beaufremont. Half a
"mile further down, and we reach Croisgreat bend to the north-east, and in the
bathing establishimmediate vicinity of the Jardin a’ Ac- sy and the famous
ment of Grénouillieries, which is almost
climatition. We cross the bridge, and
Asnieres over again so gay and lively
are now fairly in the open country, outis it, thronged with bathers of both
the
Valerien,
Mount
with
side of Paris,
most famors stronghold in the vicinity sexes and the air fairly filled with music
of Paris, looming up on our left, and from the large orchestra on the river
And here we will dismiss our
a short disisnce on the road bank:
Courbevoie

her for

,

Henry Regnault, the

years. Ilin-

lishin
day=Sehool Music Boo
will sell our entire Stock at the

mer,
Our sister met with many troubles and
afilictions, as all God’s children do, during this
life. A few years ago she was left to mourn
the loss of her dear companion.
She lost her
only son during the war of the rebellion, and.
about two years ago, a daughter.
She has left
an only daughter, besides
brothers and relatives, to weep.
When our sister drew near
the river of death, there was no fear or doubting, but calm and patient waiting.
She often
told the writer that there was no fear in death.
She peacefully passed from this to a home in

their

.

and unite with the

field. When I became acquainted with
about three years ago, I found her in
faith. She was received with.others into

woman who once lived here, and who
here breathed her last.
Let us return from Malmaison, so rich

Neuilly, until we reach the Porte Maillot,
which was so terribly battered by the
This
war of 1871.
Prussians in the
famous gate is about half way between

spite.

of temper,

He taught himself to write by copying

distinguished

four weeks

the

SUNDALSEHO0L
MUSIC BOOKS
baegp eri of aus ito af Sak

for God. She was baptized by P. S. Burbank,
and joined the F. Baptist churchin West New-

twisted, is, with some few other articles,
all the souvenirs that now remain at Malmaison to remind the visitor of the noble

on

riders

and

carriages

be cosstructed,

among them, "shooting golden arrows
down into the room below. The relics
of the reign of Napoleon, formerly stored
here, were removed some years ago, and
Josephine’s harp, the strings all broken and

and reach the Triumphal Arc de L:
Etoile, which marks the point, at the
end of the Champs Elysees, where the
road branches off to the Bois de Boulogne.
Here we leave the greater part of the
innumerable

day,

are

BEST MADE, warranted for §
lustra

at

‘Mgrs. REBECCA DUNNELLS died in Newfield,
Me., of consumption, Feb, 14, aged 75 -years
and 6 months.
Sister Dunnells embraced religion when a young lady, fifteen years of age,
and has always lived a consistent Christian
life. For sixty years she has trusted and lived

may be traced the outlines of rosy sum- |
mer clouds ‘and ‘merry cupids floating’

Palais
buildsiege
largewas

exhibited at Philadelphia), cross the
elegant Avenues Montague and Alma,

hood of the great poet apd lampoonist from the ‘* Essay on Man.”
Alexander Pope's last days were spent
was mostly passed. He inherited a
«crooked body and a sickly constitution, in the retirement of his elegant villa at
and his early education was, in his own Twickenham where he was often visited
words, ‘“‘extpémely | loose
certed.”

hieroglyphics.

with

by magnificent trees, we pass the
de Industrie and the circular
ing in which a panorama of the
of Paris is exhibited (considerably
ef and finer than the one which

admire his wit, you can not help regretting that a man of such noble genius
should have been guilty of such petty

But perhaps the most no-

born

top

covered

and

high,

feet

yester-

separation, when Napoleon ordered it to
be closed. In Josephine’s bedroom may
still be seen the remnants of the gorgeous tapestry,of purple velvet embroidered in gold, with which the walls were
hung ;and on the damp and cracked ceiling

Following the straight avenue, bordered

sharp, stinging satires which he wrote

the last

faces and elegant forms around him,
Yet this is Pope, who had succeeded Dryden as the chief poetical writer of England.
was

base to

from

ticeable figure amon} them is that of a
* Whatsoever is is right.”
little deformed man whose sharp, thin
¢ An honest man's the noblest work
face and quick, bustling manners are of God.”

He

since the

This

Revolution.

the

of
73

is

obelisk

to laugh

Pope never forgave

one after the other,

assemble at such places with the rest of

1688.

Louis

PhiRobespierre,

Danton,

Egalite,

terrible days

bitterness won the day, but after all it
was a poor triumph. In reading the

the latest court

strangely in contrast with the

stood

where

a host of other victims during the
and

irregular than ever. He drank
gamed with the dissolute
wits

hot

scandal, and all the political questicns
of the time. The courtly Addison, the
vitriolic Swift, the learned Steele, the
- polite Chesterfield did not hesitate to
‘their compeers.

spot

exact

the

to

sud-

¥. B. church there, but before she was permitted to join the church on earth, she was
called to join the church in heaven.
. MARY R., widow of William 8. Barrows,
died in Camden, Me., Dec. 20, 1877, aged 61
years.
Sister B. never made an open profession of religion. - She was an invalid for thirty
years. I visited her gis often and always
found her a patient sufferer und humbly trusting in the mercy of Jesus.
She leaves four
children to mourn their heavy loss,
F. COOPER, JP.

after her own design, and had it planted
with rare shrubs and trees many of which
still remain, the - drawing rooms, council
rooms, arid Napoleon's private study, are
on the first floor, and on the second or
top floor were the private apartments of
Napoleon
and Josephine, The small
door which separated these two rooms is
still walled up, and has so remained

Having plenty of
way of Place de

perished
guillotine at which
Sixteenth, Marie Antoinette,

the
the

course

it, and some sharp encounters took

names |

which made the age remarkable.
It was the custom of those days for

victory of Marlborough,

and
and

in his face.

over

hawe

reigning

covers

Jow her Master in baptism

walls, leaving ugly large blotches of
bare stone exposed. The mansion
built in 1743, and purchased by GenBonaparte in 1798, two years after
marriage with Josephine. It was she
caused the beautiful esplanade in

the rear of the chateau

very

dav’s work,

prices

lieving. She expressed the desire when her
health was sufficiently recovered to return to
her son William’s, in Camden, with whom she
was spending the evening of her days, to fol-

day ;-but the beautiful garden js overrun
with ‘weeds, and the plaster is scaling off

the
the
was
eral
his
who

died

a hard

while on a visit to her daughters, she guve her
heart to Jesus and found sweet peace in he-

Jefferson.

but

She

88 makers,
at, lower
cash
or Installme
than ever
WATERS
PIANOS & ORGANS

earnest

living, three have passed over the river; one
but a few hours before her. About a year ago

place at 'auction,are still fresh on the wall

as if they had been stuck up

done

devoted,

life in Hope, where she reared a family of nine
children. Two sons and four daughters are

of unhappy

of Thomas

GREAT OFFER ast sg:

years

sto
near the heart. The church feels her loss, but
our loss is her eternal gain. She leaves an | | i,
aged mother, seven children and
‘armhearted friends.
And:
Inany Warm
MARY, widow of Christopher Robbins, died
in Hope, Me., April 10, aged 73 years, Siste:
R. was born in Warren, but spent most of her

The placards announcing the sale of the

la Concorde and the Champs Elysees, stopping a moment to look at the obelisk of
Luxcor in the middle of the Place, which

trans-

the

ry him, she had the rudeness

as many good - Catholic as Protestant
kings. And indeed John Bull's gullibility in taking religionas thé main recAnne was
of all the

taste

and when at length he asked her to mar-

them.
Not a very wise conclusion on
the whole, for, in looking over
history,

Queen
meanest

strong

Pope was really in love with her, but
Lady Mary could not endure him. She
could not help seeing his weak points,

the Second

should

ommendation of a

had a

always

stood atthe head of her sex at that day.

of the Catholics and were determined that
princes

Pope

rank into whose society his reputation
as a poet admitted him. The most
famous of all his intrigues was with the Lady Mary Wortly Montagu, who,in wit and
beauty, accomplishments and learning,

were allowedto have the throne, reigning in succession as queens of England.
A very singular proceeding you will
think this perhaps. Butthe English people
had suffered much by the persecutions
Protestant

time.

once the residence

thirty

eight o’clock in the evening. The cause of
her death was the rupture of a blood vessel

literary
who turn to the left, whild | in sad memories, by way of Bougival,
horseback,
a Stew- |-of-the-time; and flirted with—women—of{- we pursue the -straight course on the and look, in passing, at the spot where

art, the niece of Charles the Second and
the daughter of James the Second, and
she began to reign in 1702. A revolution
in England had deprived the male line
of the Stewarts of the right to reign
because of their Catholicism, but both

of the daughters

beauties

Anne's

of three years finished it and also a
translation of the Odyssey. Both of these
versions are very elegant and beautiful,
but lack the majesty and literal. vigor of
the original masterpieces. He also produced several satires which only rank
below those of Dryden in beauty and
vivacity.
. The wealth which now accrued
to
Pope made him more vain cynical,

you all have read in your reading books,

Anne's

of Queen

He began on the Iliad andin

‘by that brilliant parallel drawn by Dr.

was one

of Paris,

been.

cause,

denly, ; having

race-course.

to Malmaison, the residence

sights by following that route, which takes
you through the northern and rather unat-

lating some of the old Greek poets, incited thereto by the example of Dryden,
who had translated the great Latin epic.

VIII.
After Dryden comes the sparkling, versatile Pope, celebrated quite as much perhaps

of Queen

Lock,”

Pope now busied himself with

.Johnson between him and Dryden,

suburbs

from which

Josephine’; now a bare and barren place,
reminding one somewhat of Monticello,

pensive, which is moue than can be said
of *¢ turns” within the city of Paris itself.
The best way to see the suburbs of

ars, but his bad eyesight was an insuperable bar to. success, and he finally returned to his more congenial pursuits.

COLBY.

which divides with that of

¢ Rape of the

the

worker in the

Let us finish our drive by riding over

scenes us charming as they are novel to
the stranger, and, withal,the trip is inex-

er. He spent a year and a half in studying under Jervas, one of Kneller's schol-

—J. G. Whittier.

* Alexander Pope.

ments

his

«t take a turn” in

a

phine and her daughter, Queen Hortense.

not frequented by visitors from abroad as
they ought to be; for there is much to
see and admire there, many sights and

for the art, and mow, at the suggestion
of his friend,he determined to be a paint-

THE FATHERS OF ENGLISH LITERATORE. .

Pope

is

himself had

Thou can’st not pay, the angels shall forget,
Heaven's gate is shut to him who comes alone,
Save thou a soul and it shall save thine own.

Alexander

terms

will have flashed the details

tractive part of Paris,
time, let us goby the

and wits

Hope not the cure of sin till selfis dead;

MYRON

he formed

and a half she had

marks very plainly on its stuccoed facade.
In the pretty little church . of Rucil lie
buried the remains of the Empress Jose-

the

artist, who painted all the court

Forget it in love's service ; and the debt

FRED

and

about

ago, and joined the
Baptist church in West
Camden; removing to Rockville she united
with the ¥', Baptist church. For the past year

which is here, did not escape;but shows the

be-

Paris is to take a cabriolet and start
from the Place de la Concorde early
in the morning. If, however, you are
in a hurry, you can go by the St. Lazare
railroad which runs on the right “bank of
the river; but you will miss many pretty

~Robert Browning.

BY

week,

which was published in 1714. It celebrated a qurrrel between two rival families
on account of a lock of hair from the
head of a reigning .belle, and was intended asa sort of good-natared satire
upon the occurrencs.
:
One of Pope's friends al London wa
the celebrated Sir Godfrey Kneller, the

Alls right with the world,

©

telegraph

friendship.

his poems

of univerwhat we
not how
holily we

description

tions for its opening this day

In 1709, Pope established his position
as the first great poet of his tims by the
publication of his ¢¢ Pastorals,” a sefies
of piquant sketches which became very
popular. Two years later his ¢ Essay
on Criticism” appeared, which won high
praise from Addison. ‘lhe most highly
finished and the most delightful of all

is done.

any

of the exhibition, or of the grand prepara-

of the opening ceremonies across the Atlaptic. But the weather
being fine,
with a clear blue sky and refreshing
breeze stirring, suppose that yon and 1

with several of them

And Thou hast made each unknown step an
onward one;
And we will ever trust each unknown morrow
id
Wane
J

from

village of Chaton,

She experienced Jeligion

of Vesinet. Rucil suffered considerably
during the Franco-Prussian war, and the
«country residence of Mr. Jules Faore,

they have actually occurred, I shall in
refrain

167

1878.

the road leads to the famous

coffee-house wits of London.

of lasting

Lord, we have wandered forth through doubt
and sorrow,

charming

cause by the time this reaches you,

Above the anthems of the celestial choir, he
hears our feeblest cry ; and amid the gloriesof

Assuredly in the approaching day
sal judgment it will not be inquired
have read, but what we have done;
eloquently we have spoken, but how

Knowing as I do from experience,
how irksome it is to read about things
or events that are going to be, after

of the veteran dramatist, Wycherly, and
under his auspices was introduced to the
ed to have made a good impression,

Thou wilt sustain us, till its work

.

this Jetter

22,

roses in such abundance as in the gardens of Nanterre.
Our next stopping place is Rucil, and
on the opposite bank of the river lies the

PARIS, Apr. 25.

although

of salvation freePg tae hie done the work Romain.
ly, fully, and eternally.— W.
Christ’s eye turns less on
the upper sanctuary,
the glittering crowns his redeemed ones cast
at his feet than on his people here.

MAY

HoTEL DU LOUVRE,

of poetical
; composition
success,

STAR,

PARIS OORRESPONDENCE.

diligent course of self-in”
He also devoted himself to.

cation.
:
The event which had the ‘most influence upon his After life happened about
this time. He formed the acquaintance

.
Faber.

can not die.— Carlyle.

MORNING

he burned the greater part of what be
wrote, not deeming it suitable for publi-

thee.—
;

Cast forth thy act, thy word into the
ever-working

a

and with considerable

ke
1 will never leave thee; mor forsa
Christ.
God is never so far off

iia

pursued
struction.

X

Minister's

2.60

Manual.

This work meets with special favor from
all who have seen it. Every pastor should
have a copy, and some clerks of churches
and Q. M’s are buying it to aid in the business transactions. It ought to have a general sale. Price, 75 cents, postage paid,
for leather, flexible cover; and 60 cents in

cloth.
RULES OF ORDER,” is the title of a

lit- .

tle book in thick paper covers, containing
the last fifteen pages of the ‘ Manual,”
designed especially for deliberative bodies.

The very book

for all young men who

want a full and yet concise statement of
parliamentary rules. Price 10 cents per

copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and postage paid.
Send orders to
I. D, STEWART,

:
Dover, N. H.,

2
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The discussion of the post office

for an investigation of the alleged election
frauds in Florida and Louisiana was introdud®
ed. It provides for the appointment of a committee of eleven members, which shall have
wer to inquire into the alleged frauds, send

Mussulman

or persons and papers, sit in those States dur-

mittees for the same purpose, if deemed advis-

able.

A protracted and at times exciting
on

the adoption of the

de-

adjourn prevailed, and no business whatever
was transacted. The Democrats, at a caucus
held after adjournment, resolved to adhere to
the Potter resolution, instructing him not to
Permit amendments thereto from the Repubicans, and unanimously agreed that the resolution should be acted upon to the exclusion of

Inthe

Senate, several

own

bills

al-

the use of the bureau of printing and engraving, and the resolutions touching the relations
between the United States and Mexico, being
discussed at length. In the House, the consid-

Heavy

shocks

of the finaladjournment resolution

tre

rule, I

think

potatoes

ed discussion, the joint resolution to print
800,000 copies of the agricultural report was
passed.
A concurrent resolution

closed his

pit or bin for

guilt, and

has given

a

seed,

planted

that a, few

ap-

pointed

the

to

investigate

the ‘accounts of

Treasury department,
asked permission to
continue their labors during the recess, as it

would be impossible to make

a report at the

present session. No action was taken. A
message was received from the President trans-

mitting

a

communication

Evarts on theresults

from

of the

Secretary

fishery

session,

the

Demo-

the

was separated by

House was devoted to a consideration

of the

army appropriation bill, Mr. Hewitt, of New
York, explaining and defending the measure

and Mr. McCook of the same State opposing
it. The Senate was not in session.
.

crats had in view

for reviving

the

Demo-

discussion

of the last presidential election, and questions
related thereto, was developed last week by
the introduction into the House of a resolution to investigate the alleged election frauds

in Florida and Louisiana.

The passage of the

resolution was at once resisted by the

lieans, but after a five days’

trial

Repub-

the

Demo-

crats secured a quorum and passed the measure.. It isa most revolutionary proceeding.

The Democratic design
political eapital for

seems to be to make
fall campaigns. They

can has expect, of course, to affect the President’s title to
his seat, for that whole matter,

in face of whatever frauds may have been perpetrated at the election, was given into the
1ands
of the electoral commission, both
parties ¢
ing to abide by its decision.
‘The

Repu

licans are willis

to permit the

investi-

which

the Democrats do net agree to.

It is an

gation,

provided it includes 80. Carolina also,

unfortunate matter, and will not be likely to
strengthen the present majority in the House
.
in popular favor.

i.

3

The Fishery

Award.

The verdict wliich the_ fishery, commissioners lately. rendered,

that.

the

should pay Edglandsix million

United

States

dollars,

was

“severely criticis
at" the ed
time ‘owiig to the
make-up of ‘the commissign, and has now

called.out a message from the President, and a

document

from

the i Secretary
“of State.

The

President recomamends * the * a ipropristion,, of

such
sum, with y
the necessar

discretioton the

Executive of.the government
in: regard to its

paymentas in’ the wisdom: of ‘Congress

public inferest muy seem’

, TY Evarts Te

npa Si

with the unasimous consent = 4
bers, ‘but
eg that the
should

be

by Congress

the

hike," Secreta-

sottabimication
|

the’ memAppropriation

at the present

the atteshe
ntio
British government
nyof
should
be called to the se
{this govermment,
as they, may be
y. Congress on the
of the award'dnd is paymentand
,

the

measure of value of the fishery pri ri
invol
y
e
ori
oint
1is concerned, well be made
to dépénd upon the view
the British gov:
t should maintain as to

the meaning of the treaty in this regard.

FHSS
ng Tentan Soave.” [0
LE
nL WIG ti + 4
The Dominion authorities are making

ex-

tensive arrangements to defend the frontier
against any contemplated

incursions

of the

Fenians,
and to this end have sent gunboats to

_ Lakes Erie and Ontario, besides ordering the
: 4a te}
£0 hold themselves in
readiness
ne)
y that may arise,
ed
Anoth

ues
x

Paris.

Bxpl

Explosion,

has issued an address to
country relative to the

of the

the

Committee

pose le of the

revolu tionary plot
for unseating the present

Democrats

Chief Magistrate of the nation, they declare
mocrats’ design is to declare the
President a usurper and unseat him.

that the

of

using

simply

the

This

prevailed

made a lasting impression on the Czar’s

mind,

and that it will be impossible for his adversaries to Change the Emperor’s determination.
It is believe that the Count has been empowered to make coneessions in: accordance with

British views.——Congressmen Potter, Morrison, Springer, McMahon, Blackburn, Hunton
and Stenger, demo®rats, and Messrs. Butler,
Frye,
Lapham and
Cox, republicans, will
.probably constitute the committee for investigatin,
the alleged Florida and
Lguisiana elec-

tion ey under the Potter resolution.——It
is reported that President Hayes is astonished

at the rapid growth of the democratic scheme,
and does not think it a matter to be regarded

with indifference,——A tornado in

young

which is,

‘* A heavy compound of putty and

after

as Thomas

Hood calls- the

lead,”

home-made

article, but good, light, sweet, tempting
bread, such as delights alike the palate and
the eye.
No doubt poor Hood had been victimized by some bungler in the art,

who

had

:

can be

made by any

one

who

wishes

to

learn the secret—he would have devoted
an especial stanza, perhaps a whole poem,
to its praise.

60-06
*+o
+e

It

is

quite

likely

that

TEMPERANCE.

many

women

may never need this knowledge, yet they
Miss Willard has by no means left off tem will be none the worse for having acquired
it; while to those who will need it—and
perance work in assuming the care of the
Chieago Post.——La Crosse has 1500 Blue theyare by far the larger number—the relief
Ribbonites..—~There are 82,000 Red Ribbon
will be inexpressible. For a young wife
men in Nebraska.——The Moffet Register
and housekeeper who is able to instruct her
Bill has passed both branches of the Louisiana J
Legislature.~—Ex. Gov. Brown is a pledged cook,by precept and example in making
abstainer and believer in’ the Prohibition excellent bread, will" be able also to’ tell]
movement.—The

drinkers

of

St... Louis

her what ails the cakes and muffins,how to

swillow ‘the ‘whole value of their real estate manage the hot biscuits and rolls, ‘and in
every. thirteen = years.——Miss | McCarty, of short, how to, turn out perfect. work in
Illinois, is organizing Young Women’s Tem: many other departments.. And is not this
perance Leagues, in Michigan.——Tie your worth’ knowing‘ and ‘worth ‘doing, even
ribbon.to your voteas well - as tb
suggestion

from

your éoat

Michigan. —

though’ our housekeeper only. does it by
some-

«But then’ it ‘must happen

and tongue,

boiled.

and causes to

vibrate

in them.

The

fe-

male, being without these organs, produces only slight noise.
It is well known that ferment or yeast
is, in a great measure,made

lar plant, and it

would

up

of a cellu-

appear

that

the

germs of this plant abound in the atmosphere,

and when

they

find

a

solution

of

albumen, fibrin and the like, grow in it.
In so doing they excite a decomposition of fibrin, which, being communicated
to the sugar, causes it to ferment.
When distant objects appear to be unusually near, rain may be looked for, because when the air has nearly reached

saturation

there is a cessation of those

%apor movements by which the air is rendered, in some degree, obscure. Sir Isaac
Newton

observed

that the. stars

seemed

nearer, and better adapted for observation,
inthe

clear

intervals.
of

rain,

or

before

showers, than at any other time.
0-0-5
>

UNCLE

JOEY

“»

I would speak an earnest word to those
boys who are thinking’ of ‘leaving home.
Yoware anxious'to push out foryourselves.
Inmany instances there are younger brothers in the family, and you think the farm
hardly large enough for ‘all. Those who
live'in the East are anxious to go West,
aud those who live in what is termed the,

| proxy

heen among the most
Temperance women
again crusadifig the bar-rooms of that city,
beginning with an announced visit . toa low
music hall.=—=In « Washington, D. 'C.; the
sale of drinks has fallen off one-¢ixth ‘since

from home. No donbt many young men
the mistress to depend upon her own Tre- have done as well, if not better, by casturces; and if she knows nothing of ‘ing themselves among
strangers;
they

New

The Minister Low
of
active < workers. ~The
of Pittsburg , ‘Pa., 3 aré

Milford; Conn:

temperance

agitation

Tolan,

Six2

saloons

arts,

what

then?

Why,

have closed for want of patronage.~—The
and disappointment’ to the
revenue from the Moffet bell puneh is said annoyance
to yield to the Virginia State Treasury at the whole family for a time,’
/
rate of $600,000 a. year.——-A speaker at the
So
we
say
again,
let
every
young
girl
lB
Convention, April
4th, made the’
| following statement : "hat among
the appli- learn how to make bread, and to make it
cants for admissionto the Imebriate Asylum so well that her knowledge shall become.
at Binghamton,
were
eight judges, thirty
an acomplishment.
’
nine cler,
i
men, two ored pf Hilo
six physicians, three hundred and forty merFor ourselves, we can truly say, that
chants,and thirteen hundred rich men’s daugh<o | 0 achievement with
the pen has ever givters.
The facts need no comment.—
Moffett Liquor Register is teaching the
peo- en us more complete satisfaction than we

ple 2 o reila Sonte sober
thin

ey

ou,

The Lexington

on occurred Tuesday even- ; revelation

tha

dif one would

have experienced at the sight of a finished
¢“
by the | baking,” when the light, well-browned,

+ gobering—truths.,

azette is startled

, ‘witha popula-

Manufactory: was Tn comed amounts
tHe~~ | be
a
yos
A fold aud tax.
an
Tle building
double the whole county levy for roads
schools,
us fire
inthe nun
ati
nty gore h en; kt
y control
| trutl
\y
Suys:
oc
Hl
. th
rain
I
y. Twenty | upon oly Wai
her ta
will be but
[us.a/drop in the bucket”
rh

1 [7

©

est desire to go still further toward the

times, in’ every Household, ‘that the ser- setting sun. 'At'any rate,as you look at
'vants are wanting for a thu sickup, or it,. it seems desirable in order to succeed
that you. get as. far as possible away
change; or some other cause;
t leave
thesé ‘simple

tender loaves attested our success.

|

L5-0-0-6-6
ror

have worked harder and denied themselves more than they would have done at

home.
But it is a
and one which
will
over before you take
go among friends
‘of
a company of your

very important step,
pay you to look all
it. If you intend to
your family, or with
townspeople, it will

make it much better; but to start’ out all
alone, and. throw yourselyes among strangers in a distant State is ¢ a hard row to

hoe.”

11 70d

A remarkably clear, easy and
of learning to play CHURCH

The St. Paul Pioneer- Press prints
of 395 flour mills in

Minnesota,

1,489 run of stone.

Their capacity

timated

at

about

56,000,000

wheat a year.

exercises,

a list

operating

is

es-

bushels

of

that

State has

yield

from

bushels.

This

year

1,243,151

this cereal.
-

PU

acfes

+00

A few years a go the

sowed

Tt is true you

may

Select Duets for Cornet & Piano.
Like Winner's other books it is reiiable.

Good
Good

in

be successful,

now, there is little difference in

fivor of

| one part of the country over another.
The man who works an Eastern farm:

market,
and can sell ava fair price all from

EACH BOOK

News!
News!

of cooking

of the

Shining
Shining

No better books are published

than

38

cts; each.

Reduction for quantities.

OLIVER
Ww
]

J. E. Ditson &

E

free.

Lisbon Falls, Me.

EDUCATE YOUR

DAUGHTERS. oo

oo Wellesley

illage.

D

Lad
ss
CHAS. B.
DANA. Wellesley, Mass.
ENDLESS
PUNISHMENT.
Scriptural Argument for, and Reasonableness of
Posare Endless Punishment.
By REV. NEHEMIAH ADAMS, D. D. 12mo. $1.00,
D, LOTHROP & CO., BOSTON.
;

FORT LATHES se ms

BY

well

known

brands,

gr.

tothe worm,
of 15 cents,
the Trade,
SY. Agent,

BUTTER.

The receipts of Butter for the week have been
11,143 pack: os including 2,45 boxes and 11,691
10,699 packages for

the

|-

ow

Choice

HOM

fs

the time to secure
it.

LARS for an Acre of the BEST

On

-

land 48 Anierica,

2,000,000
in Eastern

ES

Nebraska now forfor sa sale,
ebraska
ARN
N YARNS
¥ CREDIT GIVEN:
INTEREST
ONT. { S1v
1

Ea

R ORNL. Full information sent free,
Ad.
0.
F.
DAVIS, Land’ Agent U, P: K. R.,
MAHA. Ae N EBRASKA.
13 ' 1

dress

correspond.

ing week last year and 9.839 in 1876. Total receipts
since the first of January 177,815 packs ges against
158,207 packages for the same time last year. Exports for the week have been 147 packages.
There has been no material change in prices the
past week, and the decline, particularly on choice
des, appears to be stopped. Most oi the choice
utter received last week
was Sisposed of ana
there is a Rrospect that all best quality this week
will be wanted, but 2laree Proportion of the receipts are of inferior quality and stock of this kind
has accumulated. Buyers want the very best
grass made, and will
‘hardly loek at any other
Kind. Poor early made lots” with white bottoms
are difficult to sell at any reasonable priee. Sales
of New York and Vermont choice dairy lots hav
ranged from 18 @*20¢ per
pound, but only fu
grass made, will command
outside price. Fair
to good range from 15 to 17¢
per pound, but lots
not good enotigh to command 18¢ are slow of sale.
For common lots there is no settled Price but 10
14¢ may
cover the market. Choice
Western

ew york
2620

i

In-

cluded in the Yeceipis of the week are 3,300 bbls
by the Grand Junction Railroad for distributi on
in heighboring markets. The sales of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota brands have been an $6.50
@ $8 per bbl, aud the later 18 an extreme price
for the best brands.
,
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side

Visitor.

Terms

for the Fire.

and

Outfit

Free,

Address P, 0. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.
;
i
bud
i
$
1yli

p

ladle packed

has been selling at 14 @ 166, but only best marks
will command outside figures. Common Weste

THE MORNING
STAR

“| grades are not wanted and it is impossible to say

Common

Co.,

922 Chestnut St., Phila.
Canvassers eve:
here. Outfits
Address MUNSEY & PLUMMEY

Give them all the advan

*‘ Ba-

not be induced to stock up to any extent even at
concessions. Prices, therefore, are nominally the
same as last reported and the business is confined

what they ave werth.
tion.
e quote:
CTORAINEIIOR, ss ve ere
Fine fall dairy lots
Good to Cheice ..

iio

DITSON & C0., Boston.

tf16

purchasing to supply immediate wants, and could

tubs, against

the above

Any book mailed; post-free, for the retail price.

FLOUR.
!
The receipts for Flour for the week have been
20,190 bbls of all kinds against 31
for the corresponding week of 1877, and 27
bbls in 1876.
The ex;
for the same time have been 10,401
bbls, of which 7,394 bbls were to Liv
1, 800 to
Africa, 264 to Fayal, 25 to Turks Island, and 2,418
bbls to British
Provinces. Notwithstanding the
comparatively small receipts the market remains
dull as previously noticed and there is no mdication ot aby improvement. The trade are merel

and

River!
River!

new, having been
their popularity.

Try one!

in

AND EGGS.
SATURDAY, May 18:

Rey Market, Botany

very

Shining River!

HAS HOSTS
OF FRIFNDS

two, which are fresh, bright and
out just long cnough to insure

Reportedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
arcane .
Seuters i buster, Sheess vl
8,
ns,
apples,
ellar No

mostly to leading

a

(75 cts.)

Send 10 cents to Cin- | l¢ge
by residences
securing a forhome oin 1Y elle
sirable

CHEESE,

without

Winner's

Good News!

MARKETS.

BUTTER,

will enable one to do it, even

pretty,

—

art

cinnati for a specimen copy
zar.”

THE

MUSIC,

Music is well adapted to the instrument, and

husband and children with the most diabolical messes. "The changeis largely owing
to just such information as is contained in
‘* Andrews’ Bazar,” furnished by scientific
students and
connoisseurs.
Much
remains to be learned, but an organ full of
such instruction will help to complete the
desired reformation,
and thereby
contribute largely to the health aud well-be-

ing of our people.

method

GLEE

Sunday School Song Books!

aggregate

was 9,714,171

thorough

MUSIC,

teacher, thus greatly enriching the fullness of the
Organ or Piano playing. Order by full title, Johnson's New Method for Thorough Base.

In the Fall of 1876 Kansas sowed 857,125
the

$1.00

—

ITEMS.

8 @ 10c i a nominal

guota-

rnisivrvsssvnssesrarnans 2 @ 28
«1i8.@ 20

S

an

able

pro,

esgive

;

devoted large.
Liv Religions culvire Ant it eigen,
but con=

tains departments on
Sabbath

to fair

Bakers... yess

:

Scheol

Circle,

e Family

Rural and
Li

a”

i Bl
gi

i
endl

;

Domestic.
Miscellany,

CHEESE,
nd
al
Fimeniow, k
:
News Summary, &e. de,
The receipts for Butter for the week shave been
R.
a
;
3
wd
2,053 boxes. Althougk the supply has lar, ely inIt is under the ‘direction and patronage of the
| creased, there has been only a small qua ity ‘of "Freewill Baptists,
Lut is Hberil towards all, and is
‘really choice Cheese offering and wu Pp to yestertaken by many of other religious views, because of
day prices riled comparatively steaay, with sales | its
real worth:
oice full cream
at 10’ @
I1¢ per ponnd,
but
A
:
L
pn
\
Lato
fie)
of ha close there

is a better apply
10/20 18 al | Thms: $8.00 per vear of, ‘If paid’ strbtly nf
hat can be alitained in large lots. Hud
Fair to;
good: advance, $2.50.
4
ssa
be quoted
at 8 @
9¢, but common run down |

may

to 3 @ be, and hard to Sell at that.
NEW CHEESE.

Fair to good...

44

FERRITIN

Common ..,.,.
Choice New
© Common te good »

|

We-quotes '

Phe

8
10

i

EGGS.
There has been a moderate

.
demand

with sales of Eastern at 12 @12¢¢;

TTANCES

ER

must be made

in money-ors

or drafts, if possible.

When

+ 7. | neighep 9 these can be pr
+ Bend the money
in a registered letter.
ile
194 1° Money thus sent will be at‘our risk, and niay
4
, sent at our expense,
!
@ 104 oO Sta ing to ta this office, persons will Pease
des

for Eggs,

Northern

at

12 :

Western at 11 @ 113¢; and P. E. Island at 12¢ per
dozen. There is a good suPDIY on the marker and
it is difficult to get over 12¢
1dr best. We quote:
We quote:

but the chances are all against you, and it BOBBIN. spe ss nsrsnrionsvnseiransrvs sunsvenldi@ 12
is quite likely, you will hear the cry of L Northern .vvvee ievsies eesesvevenasivin 1
@
1
ov
vnrevesesinsons consanrymeavarennlli i @ 1106
‘‘ hard times,” no matter which road you WeBIGIT
EK. Island....
fennel} @ 12
travel.
Taking it all in all,as things stand P.
Lime Sere esanrenenannes EE ETRY

will ‘have many days of hard labor in the
Lapis’ New STORE new goods at ‘réki- cours
eof the year, on Jand that.don't yield
sonable prices at Lowell's Block, opposite much; but on the othér
hand he has a good

|B.
& Mi Depot, Dover,N. Hi

0-0-0

¢15

and all music containing CHORDS, or that has
Four or more Parts. All who Play for other people to sing need to learn to play Chords, and these
instructions, which are simplicity itself, and these

ever comes when good men are obliged
to ‘“ let go of you,” it will be a sad day
for you.— Uncle Joe in Tribune.

run up as high as Northern.

SIE WITH THE
3

About ug 1,000.
persons have signed: the
1,

in

By A. N. JOHNSON,

time

the

If

trial.”

¢ on

people

the

«12

New Method fir Thoreagh Base.

When you go among strangers you will
a long time that the community
find for
have only taken you on trust. There may
be nothing wrong about you, we will allow
that you are all right, but some one has
said that ‘‘ confidence is a plant of slow
growth,” so you see if you go among
strangers you must for a while stand before

a7
@1

.16 @18

JOHNSON’S

be.

can

you

that

all

be

fo

you

help

3 % bo)

6
2

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

your

counsel

good

all the

caution;

family can give you will be so much clear
So let me entreat you to get rid of
gain.
the thought that they are not willing to

dairy readily commsnds 17.@ 19c, and some marks

na

.

Yegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

of mind

while you are in such a frame

which

on

The croaking of the frog, which is supposed to be expressive of pleasure, is produced by means of the air which itforces
into the globular vocal sacs, which are
situated near the cormer
of the mouth,

:

all, only

the lips

in two hours and a half the water

girl
mere-

ly te mix flour and water and yeast to-

gether, and call that bread

more

will suffer

one

no

them,

to cherish

than yourself. Nothing,absolutely nothing,
condition
your
can be dome to better

carbon-

whose activity, form and skilful use depend the modulations of tone. The speaking voice is a machine, whose use children
should be taught.
Count Rumford, by boring a cannon
within water, so heated it by friction that
the water was made to boil, while he actually boiled a piece of beef in it. The
temperature of nine quarts was raised from
60 degrees to 170 degrees in an hour, while

BREAD-MAKING AS ATINE ART.

the north- forced him to eat that ¢‘ heavy compound,
”
for which he had afterwards suffered the
. miseries of dyspepsia.
He depicts
the
will reach $50,000.——Ten Eyck, the prisoner thing too feelingly not to have been initiated into its badness. But. if he had
tried at Pittsburg, Mass.,for murder, was on
Saturday convicted! of murder in the first deeaten bread as it should be—bread as it
gree and sentenced to be han d August 13.
to death in a
is again assertfirmly of the
can be effected

the bridge of

Pr
>

every

you

shape.

bad

into

yourself

getting

acres in wheat,

ponent parts of brass.
The disagreeable and suffocating effect
produced by lighting a frictien match, is
due to the fact that when heat is applied
to the sulphur it inflames and . combines
with the oxygen of the atmosphere, forming sulphuric acid gas.
: The nose and roof of the mouth are the
sounding-board of the voice; the teeth,

growth each yearis most luxuriant immedi-

that

they are willing or

in all kindness,

was in its infancy, and the aver...
beinrg ore of thie Com: | America
-ate-ofcopper;coppe
age housewife spoiled the digestion of her

‘ately after the shearing, in June and July,
‘while in the wild breeds, as might be ex.
pected, it is most marked in Winter times
when the severity of the weather demands
additional pretectien.

wish

green

Blo

It is unnecessary for me to enumerate the dis
eases for which the VEGETINE should be used. I
know of no disease which will not admit of its use,
with good results. Almost innumerable complaints
are caused by poisonous secretions in the blood,
which can be entirely expelled from the system by
the use of the VEGETINE. When the blood is per.
fectly cleansed,
the disease rapidly yields; all pains
cease; healthy action is promptly restored, and
the patient is cured.

Such thoughts are poison; if you continue

becoming

Brass becomes covered
with a green
coating because certain acids, or fat and
oily matters, have the power of depositing

with

from

me to say
not—allow

much

when

steady,

DRIED APPLES.

As has been said before, in order to be
successful you will have to move with

occasions a speedy waste of the vital air,
which requires to be renewed by food.

The rate of growth is/fastest during the

do

The market has ruled quiet and

sales in lots to the trade ut $4 @ $5. Wequote:
Choice, per bbl..
«8450 @500
Common.........,
ave PERRY
veeesad 50 @ 400

hard werk

leave home whether
are

reali-

is usually estimated at 14.7 pounds per
square inch.
Man and the dog are the only species
that cansupport the two extremes of arctic
cold and tropical heat.
1
. If to a pound of newly-fallen snow were
added a pound of water at 172 degrees,
the snow would be melted, and. 32 degrees
would be the resulting temperature.
Singing or reading aloud increases the
appetite for food, since the
increased
respiration which these exercises demand

hairs

could be taught to make bread—not

with

being all he could be; who thinks the
family are no help to him; who speaks
of father and mother as ‘ old man” and
to
‘old woman,” who is determined

Cultivator).

on the surface of the metal

more

hindered

thinks he is

straints; who

apparently

in

TRAS,
The market is quiet and steady,
with sales
mostly in small lots, We quote:
9
Choice Canada, Perbu..eevessssesensn 110a120
Common
do '...ceeeees sossrunsen svees 80a 95
Green Peas......vs«rreessanes peeseansese 1102120
GREEN APPLES.

s

as a rule,

offers,

do

ou

sreeriennenens 280 @ 240

country is owing in a great measure to our Southern quartered, new
«sliced...
Mr. Greely remark- | .
restless disposition.
Seevy
North nod Eastern, qr &
sliced, 0
ed, while making his overland journey to Evaporate
d, Chole. ...oousivavassvas
California, as he passed many emigrants
Good
and about as many
to that Eldorado,
coming back, that he didn’t think there.
was another such a restless, uneasy peopie on the face of the globe.
To the boy who has become dissatisfied
its wholesome reand
with his home
THE CREAT Brood Purine,

seems

The mean pressure of the atmosphere

first three years of the sheep’s life, after
which time it decreases gradually and
considerably.
In domesticated sheep the

We

an

All solids absorb heat

met_yith|

western part of St.. Louis, on Saturda
afternoon, dama
upward of one hund:
houses, uprooted trees, demolished fences and inJjured eight or ten persons.
The property loss

——Forty persons were burne:
Calcutta theater Sunday.——It
ed that Secretary Sherman is
opinion that specie resumption
on the 1st of anuury next.

consumptives,

fluid.
Sounds are distinct at twice the distance
on water that they are on land.

Euro-

ple prolongation of the individual

at St. Peters-

burg to the close of Count Sehouvalofs mission. Itis also claimed that his arguments

TY Do roamon to good.....c.uuneis ak

There is
Dried Apples, und quartered and sliced
‘to sell at any prica. Evaporated ave in arefair hard
de.
mand at 15 & 18¢ per pound. We quote :
a little
thiuk,have fare
d better. Doubtless | New’
York, qiiaftered, new, per pound.....
@
3
much of this ‘‘ changing about” in our

POPULAR SCIENCE.
(From American

sys-

northern

in most other
their. coat, ag

Pe
» *o

secure

can

|

in s 10

Do
common. . ......4.
ene 185 @ 160
getting | Medium, choice...........
Veartiuannnes 165 @ 170

and self-denial. And when in future years
you visit your old home, you may be likely
to find that those of your early companions
who remained there have done about as
well, and, somehow, you will be apt to

To wwwe

plucking it out,

of sheep
The ordbreeds
ina
ry

News.

may

you

wish to be, it will require much

Pieces of ice rubbed together melt.
A white or hoar frost is-the ice of dew.

few days before the operation.

Monday’s Vienna dispatches state that a con-

ciliatory disposition

is a reasonble

session, and that before the close
of the year

su

injured by the mob.
The Republican Congressional

Latest

A Political Scheme.
The Jong-talked-of scheme that the

dis-

¢

it than at the East. But if yeu have no
money and must go to work for any one
who will hire your time, you will find that
in order to get into the condition you

of disease. -

-

tem still prevails in some

another cot-

trict. A riot Drevailed at Preston,Friday night,
windows being smashed and many policemen

his

his children

efucation are as fair, if pot better,

to take care of it,

having already passed,into the third stage

a process which was found to be greatly
facilitated by penning up the sheep closely and keeping them without food for a

called out.

trouble is apprehended in the Lancashire

crats at five o'clock succéeding in obtaining a

quorum and passing the resolution by a vote
of 145 to 2.
SATURDAY.
Mostof the session of the

The English strikers burned

of

b

10 Western H P.. rover

‘have a little money left when
you are
at your
journey's end, and know how

ty, no very strong inducement to those
lapsing, or who must he considered as

~ SHEEP SHEARING.

up all

ton mill at Haslington, Friday, and another at
Baekburn, a thousand cotton spinners struck
at Greenhead, near Glasgow,
and serious

commis-

sion. The dead-lockin the House on the Potter resolution was broken after a protracted

and at times tumultuous

has béen

of

southern coast

time seem to inspire hope,

countries do not change
President Hayes is undistorbed by the prohas been clearly. demonceedings now going on in Congress concernstrated by exhaustive experiments.
They
ing the alleged election frauds irn Florida and
have been left unshorn for four, seven and
Louisiana, He had no knowledge whatever
regarding them, and did not interfere in any | even
eleven
years
without any fresh
way while the result was being determined
growth
being
observed, although
by
the
returning
board.
He
considers
the
his title to the Presidency indisputable,
original coat continued to increase by simmilitacy

chances

ithe chances of

i good

permanent arrest of disease, and enjoy
good health for many years, but that the
climate of California, while it may for a

According to an interesting paper by a
German investigator, it1s only since the
sixteenth century that the practice of
shearing sheep has been followed in Germany. Previous to that date the wool

ther transaction
of public business
nutil it is | Windows of all the Anilly
in. the place. were
The

proportion

point on the

Dr. Hatch also lays it down

too

put in

instead

S4-0-2-o
+O

his property, which, however wil} 1 cover only
about one-third of the town’s loss.
The electric light is making rapid strides
toward general adoption in this country.
A
practical application of these lights for general illuminating purposes is now being made
in Chicago, which is smd to be a great improvement over the one in general usein

smashed.

farmer ;the

eminently suitableas a Winter residence.

tives and three officers-of the regular arfyy, to
pean countries, and this German writer
whom shall be referred the entire subject of
had an opportunity of personally witnessreform and reorganization of the army.
Mr.
Europe,
ing it during his recent travels in certain
Matthews spoke at length in favor of repealThe Pennsylvania Republicans, Wednesday,
parts of Norway and Sweden, also in Iceing the specie-resumption act, and offered a rominated General Henry M. Hoyt for govland and several other islands.
In these
ernor, the Hon. James P. Sterret for supreme
substitute for the pending bill. The House
regions the short-tailed sheep which, like
consumed another day in filibustering over the | + judge, Charles W. Stone for lieutenant-govPotter investigation resolution, adjourning at ernor, and Aaron K. Dunkel for secretary - of other wild mountain
races, changes its hair
internal affairs.
;
one o’clock for want of a quorum.
The Demyearly, is the variety chiefly kept, and the
ocrats came within five of obtaining the requirThe English labor troubles continue, the
ed number. - After adjournment the Demoefforts to effect a compromise between the
fleece is plucked off in June, after
its
.cratic advisory committee held a eaucus and
operatives and masters having proved abortive.
bearer has been submitted to a few days’
decided to adhere to the programme already A serious riot begun at Blackburn on Monagreed upon, namely, to permit no amendment
day evening, the residence of the chairman of starvation.
of the Potter resolution and to allow no furthe Masters’ Association was burned: and the
adopted, Te
:
FRIDAY,
In the Senate, the committee

large

some

medium
sized potatoes.—Correspondent
Country Gentleman,

treasurer of South Hadley, Mass., has appropriated $25,000 of the town funds.
He dis-

own

Poa, Northern i P

yell ad Dis home will be ag Dleasant aid

Among the more important points made
by him is this, namely, that, for the
majority of invalids seeking a change
of climate in consumption, the mpeuntains—preferably
the coast range—offer
advantages, during the Summer and early
Fall months,
superior to those of any
portion of the State; that a certain proportion may find the eastern slope of the
coast range agreeable and beneficial even
during the Winter season; and that for

ground, and very frequently we find people reserving all the small trash of the

istrict, and clerk of the Adams

out by a subsequent invention.
It is ascertained that Ira B. Wright, town

are

thick, and too much seed

were

resist by all means authorized by the rules of
the Housé the revolutionary schemes of the
Democrats,
THURSDAY. Inthe Senate, after a protract-

‘theWit farm he wishes : to Ssell; 3 he will live as |

CALIFORNIA.

to] the adaptation of the climate of Califor

teen or eighteen inches, and in hills, two
or
three
eyes at most. "As a general

assessors, has fled, and the discovery is made
that he is a defaulter to the amount of $5000.
Captain Ericsson, the inventor of iron-clads,
now claims to have devised a torpedo against
which they will be defenseless.
Thus the inventor of one mode of naval warfare wipes it

. tigation resolution was then resumed, and continued for upward of an hour, when an adjournment was taken, it being impossible to
obtain a quorum. ‘Subsequently, the Republicans held a caneus, at which it was decided to

IN

nia to consumptive visitors or residents is

put on sufficient to cover.
In drills, I
would plant one good seed-eyé every fif-,

George F. Miller, clerk of the North Adams,

Muss,

-

UP POTATOES.

up through the ground, but I would only

also felt at Caracas.

was postponed until the 29th instant. Filibustering on the Florida and Louisiana inves-

CONSUMPTIVES

.

that the premonitory stage of phthisis,
or the first stage of its actual develop-.
ment, are the only ones in which climate
may be safely relied upon; that some cases
moisture
as
possible in the ground. | in the second stage may be greatly beneSometimes it is necessary to draw up a fited especially when the nutritive procare not seriously impaired; and
little earth where the tubers are pressing esses

terms.

six per-ons were killed,

1878.
:

A very interesting statement in relation

the potatoes grew at all. My
experience
in
potato growing is, that the proper
way to plant is on the level, and then after this is done, mule
the ground well
with
some
manure,
to save as much

" The house committee on
expenditures ! in
the State department has reported a resolution
sustaining
the charges preferred against Bradtord, the consulgr clerk at Shanghai.
There has been an earthquake
at Cumana,
recently, by which
province of Venezuela,

and resolutions were introduced and referred,
the bill for providing a fire-proof building for

eration

for-

The Lerdo revolution against the Diaz government in Mexico is a failure.
The Russian preparations to attack British
commerce are exciting considerable attention
in London.
The Turks have attacked the Christians 1m
Crete, and serious fighting is in progress.
Professor Spencer F. Baird has been chosen
secretary of the Smithsonian Institution in
place of Professor Henry, diseased.
+
The President has nominated John H, Smith
of North Carolina to be ministet-resident and
consul of the, United States at Liberia.
The total appropriation reccmmended for
supporting the federal army for the next fiscal
year is $24,032 ,671,03.
Dr. Isaac Butt has been solicited by the
home-rule members of the British Parliament
to retain the leadership of the party on his

a motidn to

*

To mestic,

is
ous, excepting on very wet land.
If land
is cultivated properly, and to the right
depth, I claim that the crop where no
hilling up inthe usual way is done will
be nearly double that hilled up, because
those hilled up donot receive the proper amount of moisture.
Should there be
abundant rain to suit potatoes planted
on the level, it would
scarcely reach
these in hills. Modern-hills are built up
as if to ward off all the moisture possible,
and compel the poor potato to eke out an
existence in a heap of dust. I have often
wondered when opening out
a hill, how

Miscellaneous.

peal the specie resumption act discussed at
length. A favorable report was also made on
the Japanese indemnity fund bill. In the
House, the Republicans resumed filibustering
on the Florida frauds resolution, refusing to
vote on the motion to second the previous
“question. Finally, there being no apparent

other business.
WEDNESDAY.

more

22,

I think that hilling up, in the way it | made by Dr. Hatch, of Sacramento, secre- | than in many parts of the West. The only | poy
Kidneys
advantage there seems to be is that if you
State Board of Health.
practiced, is, as a general rule,’ injuri- tary of the

resolu-

tion, which was finally defeated for lack of a
quorum,
'" TUESDAY. Inthe Senate, the post-office appropriation bill was passed, and the bill to re-

prospect of securing a quorum,

uprising is becoming

midable than ever. ‘The insurgents have
ready ocenpied two of the Balkan passes.
(See ** latest news.)

Ing such investigation, and also detail sub-com-

.

a no

HILLING

doubtful, The Russians still declare that they
will not withdraw their troops from the city
until the British fleet retires. The Servians
have occupied Sophia b order of General
Todleben, and Count Schouvaloff continued
his mediations for peace. It is believed that,
while Austria ;would oppose Russia in the
event of war with
ngland, her present ‘position will have a Auvorable influence on the
negotiations at Sty Petersburg.
The speculations on Count ‘Schouvalof®’s mission are va-:
rious, butall incline to the pacific side. The

long-contemplated resolution of the Democrats

ps

MAY

:

\
ry

__—

the
palace party Batoum
is opposed
to it, and that the
surrender of
at least is extremely

appropriation bill was the principal business
transacted in the Senate. Final action thereon,
however, was not taken. In the House, the

bate occurred

?

.

STAR,

:

4] ny al

the
Turkish
council
is aloneof the
re-|
sponsible
for thecabinet
proposed
evacuation
fortresses in and around Constantinople; that

(For the week ending Saturday,
Muy 15.)
MONDAY,

News,

Constantinople correspondents affirm that

Congressional.

MORNING

Co

Eastern

:

ignate thelr STATE, as well as town, and give bot:
the old and the new address when they order
change in the direction of their paper.
:
‘The Star
goes to press Tuesday morning, and
communications for insertion. ought to be here on
Saturday preyious.
Hach “subscriber is particularly
nested to
note the date on the label for the Sxpira on of hig
i subscription, and to forward what is due for the
ensuing year, without further’ reminder from this
office.

t

~

Liberal discount is made to those who pay in ad.
secure

vance, and our object is. to:
ment as the rule.

pays

advance

y

:

BEANS.

8. 5. PAPERS.

There has been a dull market for Beans and
prices ruled in buyers’ favor. . Sales of Mediums
range from $1 65 @ #1 70, and at the close $170
per bu is the top Jrice. ‘Pen have been selling

Myrtle, ave published alternate weeks, and’ Lesion

moderately at #1 65 @ 1 75 per bu, with’ an occas.
ionaly lot of extra hand picked at. $1.80, Yellow
Eyes
y ave quiet at $2.258 a §2§ 30. We quote:
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Two Sabbath-school papers, Z'he_ Little Stor an

Pipers of the Jnternationgl, Series for hoth
and children.
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Sample copies of any paper sent fraé;
Address,
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Rev, I. Is STEWART,
DOVER, N. H.
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